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pears on the register as proprietor. He says
he took especial notice of Stain and Crom"
well at the time, as they would not sign the
register, and he suspected that they might be
liquor spotters, for whom lie was on the

CUILTY OF MURDER.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

CAUCUSES.

Finding of the Jury in the Stain and

Pownal.

Cromwell Case.

The Itepubllcans of Pownal are requested to
meet at the Town House, in said town, on Saturday, the tenth day of Mareli Instant, at t woo clock
In the afternoon, to nomluate Candidates for
Town Officers for the ensuing year. Also to
choose a Town Commttte.
Per order Town committee.
Pownal. March

lookout.
Breaks

Cromwell

Down, But

Retains His

Stain
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ICE, NO. 3.

DYE HOUSE

NOW IS THE TIME TO HAVE VOIR
FADED or SOILED
GARMENTS
Renovated

POWDER

Take

for Winter.
iliem to

Absolutely

Foster’s Forest City Oye House

powder never varies. A marvel ol purity
strength and wliolesomeuess. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight al um or phosphate powders. Sold
only fn
100 Wall

I'ailara’ Prraiari Employed.

_sllCOdly

7

cans.

How

_lygd&wtf

Their Condition is
Cenerailv Favorable.

NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.
lowest rates.
All kinds of property insured
First-class companies, American and Foreign.
at

smi

STEIN WAY

at

$2.60

Published every Thursday Morning,
If paid In advance. $2.00 a year.
Advertisements Inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation In every
inpart of the State) for $1.00 per square for first
sertion. and 60 cents per square for each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
a
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WEATHER.

THE

and several other well-kuovru makes.

Washington, March r>.
The indications for New England are
light to fresh northerly winds, colder, followed by warmer fair weather.

ciue

I

local weather report.
Portland, Me., March 4 less
17 A M | 3 P M MO P M
Barometer. 20.71 29.05 29.71
19.
32.
Thermometer. 21.
119.
11.
Dew Point.1 9.
41.
:70.
59.
Humidity.
NW f I NW
Wiuu .. NW

Mean
Mean
Meau
Meau

120

18

Velocity. 12
Weather.[Fair

IClear Idealdally bar.. .29.69 Maximum tlier....32.0
dally tlier...24.0 a!Minimum tlier.10.5
Max. vel. wind.... 26
dally d’wpt.ll.O
I Total precip.O
dally hum.. 68.7
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

(March 4,1888,10.00 P.M.)
Observations takeu at the same moment ot time
all
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Place of
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Observation.

street.

Kastporl, Me
Portland, Me
Northfleld...
Boston, Mass
Block island
Nautucket...
Albany, N.Y
New York...

WANT’

nWE

TO DO KOOK

mm
JVK

Philadelphia.

a

&

29.58

30.16
30.00
30.14

HI Paso. 29.90
Jacksonville. 30.00
Montgomery 29.88
New Orleans 29.86
Cincinnati,0. 30.12
Buffalo, N.Y.
Oswego.
Cleveland....
Detroit.
Dodge City..
OrandHaveu
Marquette...
Chicago, III..
Des Moines..
Duluth,Minn

CD.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
67 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

Me.

APPOINTMENT
THE

AT

St.Paul,Mum

—

30.10
30.30
80.22

30.20
30.34
30.36
30.30
80.48
30.20
30.30
30.54
30.44

Rapid City...

Montreal...

E. P.
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FISK JOB PRINTING A SPKCMLT1.

Established

*"

A««h.ri^d Capitol

Up Capitol
Hairpin*.
Paid

'222

"tt’SS
75,000

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock on the wharf, or
direct from our Southern Pine Mills, and in the
quickest possible time.
WIN*LOW Ac
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Died From His Injuries.
Livekmohe, March 4.—Felix Cornier, ol
Biddeford, who was struck by a pttlly block
at tlie Otis Falls pulp mill Friday producint
a fracture at the base of the skull, remained
unconscious until lie died this morning.

_

and

....Cloudy

publicans.

rim brig John W. Melonay of Boston, h
-„i,and full of water three miles westo:
life-saving station. She wil

Bronson Alcott,

.Bain

S
E
N

Mayor Emmons Renominated.
Saco, March 3.-Mayor Willis T. Emmons
was tills afternoon renominated by the Be-

I'urilnu.l, Me
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Sheriff Stevenson’s Case.
StainBakgoh, March 4.—Now that the
Cromwell trial has ended, the next case ol
interest is that of Deputy Sheriff Steventilt
for shooting
son, Kennebec county,
will bt
tramp at the Carmel poor house. It

YELLOW PINE

morning.

....Cloudy
Cloudy

SE

Machias, March 3.—Kelar and Joseph,
sons of Wilson Thompsou of Machiasport,
went in a boat, Friday morning, to Stone’s
Island after wood. They expected to return
Search lias been made, but
in six hours.
It is
nothing can be found of men or boat.
feared they overloaded and the boat went
down. Joseph leaves a family.
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Two Boatmen

LUMBER AND TIMBER.

Ho

—Cloudy
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Dingley.

« per
offers for sale, at par and accrued interest
cent and 7 percent first mortgage
d
valut
States,
in Iowa. Kansas aid other Western
at thre« and four times the amount loaned thereon,
its
Also
amt fuliv gtiaranb*» d by this conipauy.
seown ft per cent debenture bonds, and further
ciureil by dt*p<>*U of lirst mortgage farm loans, as
collateral,w ith Mercantile Trust Co., of New York,
A supply of mortgages and bonds contrustee.
stantly on hand,which investor* are Invited io call
auu ex iiuitie.
Coupons cashed on presentation.
Please apply personally, or by letter, for list of
references ami other information. C. C. COAP,f| t v, (m u. Agent, Oxford Huilding. 1*5
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Uesolutions were unanimously'
adopted endorsing the action ol Beprcsentative Cummings of.New York, in introducing
a bill granting tonnage money to vessels built
and owned in the United States, engaged in
the foreign trade. A copy of the resolutions
was directed to be forwarded to the Congressional representative of the district, Mr.

CO.
The AMERICAN INVESTMENT
1872.
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cotta, clerk.

All orders t>y mall or telephone promptly at
novlleodtf
catted to.

<$ook/ Job
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Damariscotta Shipowners.

bxchaugr St., Portland, Me.

STEPHEN

....

—

Da mariscotta, March 3.—A mass meeting of shipowners, builders and working
held here Saturday afternoon.
men was
David S. Glidden of Newcastle was chair-

PHINTEKM’ EXEHA««E,

IlgEKING,

....

diseases were
reported to the State
Board of Health during the week ending
March 3, 1888, as following:
Typhoid lever—Chelsea, 1; Leeds 1.
Diphtheria—Lisbon, 1; Powual 1.
Scarlet lever—Bowdolnhain, 1; Jones port, 3;
Oakland, 1; Phillips. 5; Wiscasset, 1.
Measles—Bowdolnhain, 15 to 20; Westbrook, 5.

*
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day, aged 88 years.
The New England Inter-Collegiate Asso [
ci&tlon will hold their annual sports at wor
cester, May 24.

Captain Maxwell’s Heirs.
Bowdoinjiam,March 3.—About six months
ago, Capt. Noble Maxwell, a former resident
of this place, hut for many years a master o:
vessels sailing from Boston to the Indies
died at Hotel Brunswick, Boston, leaviiq
About 1
property valued at 82,000,000.
quarter of this amount by will w as comini !
to relatives in Bowdoinham, and the rest t
relatives in other Maine towns. Just as th
fortunate heirs are about to enjoy their wind
fall another party has appeared on the seen 5
and demanded a slice. This the relatives d 5
not propose to give without a light, whic 1
will result in a first class lawsuit. Captai 1
Maxwell’3 property was mostly in bank an 1
manufacturing stock. The grounds of th s
suit, it is reported, will be that the Captai 1
belonged to a different branch of the famil f
than he supposed and was of unsound min J
when he made the will.
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Foster

Relates

the

History

of

the

Crime.

Spreckles, “I will never go into any trust. I
will erect a refinery either here, in New York
or Baltimore, and will carry it on with my
1 defy any ‘trust’ to break me
own capital.
up. 1 will sell sugar for whatever they can
sell it for.”
_
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of the Crown Prince’s Danger.

Berlin, March 3.—The imperial family
has ceased to hope for the recovery of the
Crown Prince. The first results of the microscopic examination by Prof. Waldmeyer,
as communicated to the Emperor, are unfavorable, disclosing traces of cancer in the
pus arising from neurosis of the cartilage of
the larynx.

Fighting

at Suakim.

Suakim, March 4.—Suakim was attacked
today by a large force of rebels. After four
hours’ fighting, the rebels retreated, leaving
several hundred killed and wounded on the
field, On the British side, Col. Tap and five

were killed and 14 wounded. The
British gunboats Dolphin and Albacore, assisted by the garrison, poured a deadly fire
on the retreating rebels.

Egyptians

Victims of the Avalanches.
200 victims of

Rome, March 4.—Over
recent avalanche in
been recovered.

the

the

Italian Alps have

Notes.

presided at a meeting in Dublin
yesterday to commemorate the birth of Robert Emmett. Timothy D. Sullivan in his
speech, hoped that a monument would be
erected on the spot where Emmett was executed.
The Dublin Express thinks there is a serious rupture among the Parnellites.
The Russian government has issued orders
to expedite the collection of stones at WarDavitt

was

cuiisiucicu

f

NO HOPE OF RECOVERY.

then defined.
The State contends that it is much easier
for young Stain to testify truthfully against
his father than falsely.
In speaking of the
motive of the principal witness, Judge Peters said, if Charles Stain and Harvey had a
motive of revenge against 'David Stain, they
bore no such feeling against Cromwell. The
State contends that if it is likely for young
Stain to relate a story for the sake of nothing
it is much less likely that Harvey and Bean
should tell a story with this end in view.
The alleged remarkable chain of corroborntiou presented by the government was reviewed. If the jury are satisfied that the
prisoners were making trips into Maine in
1H77, then they must consider it very important evidence in view of their denials.
The Judge pronounced the charge that the
B. C. Sanborn receipt was forged as a very
dreadful one, aud he counselled the jury to
carefully consider the evidence of it.
The testimony of tiie landlord of the Farmer’s hotel at Augusta, must be regarded as
important if it could be credited. The claim
of identity between the prisoners and men
seen in and about Dexter at the time of the
tragedy, and the weight given to it by the
State and defence were respectively examined carefully by the justice.
The alibi of the defence was next considered, and the weakness of an alibi on aecount of a liability to perjury and mistakes
in dates, aud its corresponding strengtli
when conclusively proven were presented.
Some event, the judge said, must be remembered in conversation with a date to fix [it beyond mistake. The evidence of the prisonuc

mlineoln

cannot barter away the health of the public,
and plainly says that the public traffic in intoxicants is against the public life and health
Correspondence has been had with all prominent temperance workers, and it has been
agreed to try and attack the constitutionaliPreparations have
ty of all license laws.
been completed in New York, New Jersey
and other States to bring the matter immediately to a test.

in the books.
If you believe the stories of young Stain
and Harvey and that the confession is true,
you must still consider the question of suicide, for if Barron committed suicide the
prisoners could not have killed him. If you
are satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that
Barron killed himself, that ends the case
and the prisoners must be discharged, but if
you otherwise decide then the question of
murder must be considered.
“The government does not attempt to
prove,” continued the Judge, “as I understand it, that the prisoners intended to kill
If the defendants admitted to
Barron.
young Stain, Johu Harvey and Detective
Beau what they testified to, then it is very
important evidence. Notice these witnesses
The contradictions and corroborations must
be eonsidered in deciding the value of their

iu

Novel Move.

Indianapolis, Ind., March 3.—An important line of action respecting prohibition
has been (practically inaugurated, with the
active support of the leaders of the movement in ail parts of the country. The first
step is likely to be taken inithis city. It will
be based on the decision of the Supreme
Court of the United States in the Kansas

weight to the fact that he must have realized
that if he did not take sufficient poison to
cause death he must awake to face the sup-

iciauvca 10

Claus

king of the-Pacifij slope,
He
arrived here with his son last evening.
said that plans were definitely made as to the
building of a refinery in the East. The only
points under consideration now were its loca
tion and; capacity. The capacity would not
be under 4000 barrels per day, and might
reach 8000 barrels. “So long as I live,’’ said

floor outside.
The defence contends that the screw driver and lamp were found in the vault, which
were necessary if he were to fasten himself
into it. Difficulties are added to the mystery for you to solve by the assertion of the deGive fair
fense that he took narcotics.

iiicii
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sugar

A

saw.

CAN WE AFFORD TO TURN TIIE
CITY OVER TO THE ENEMIES OF THE
REPUBLICAN PARTY ON THE EVE
OF A PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION?
SUBURBAN NEWS.
peeking.
U. W. Deputy Grand Master A. E. Chase
of
installed the offi
Deering Lodge of
Masons last week
At the citizens caucus held Saturday afternoon, Cyrus Green was chosen chairman
and C. H. Leighton secretary. It was voted
that John H. Blake, Adam W. Wilson, El-

bridge G. Johnson, Henry J. Davis, Charles
H. Leighton, Thos C. Cribb and John N.
Ladner be the candidates for selectmen, with
the understanding that if the town should
vote for but thiee then the three first named
should be the candidates. The balance of
the ticket adopted by the caucus, which was
large and enthusiastic, was as follows:
Moderator—Howard Winslow.
..•.loir

'I'.

12

Ilnpiinll

Treasurer—Geo. W. Wade,
supervisor of Schools—F. E. C. Robbins.
School Committee—Geo. B. Leavitt, Audrew
Hawes, F. E. C. Robbins.
Road Commissiouer— Israel Elder.
Auditor—C. H. Leighton.
Messrs. Winslow and Joliuson decline the

vy

you with due regard to the natural tendency
which would exist to exaggerate and screen
from guilt, and even to swear falsely. The
direct testimony of Mrs. Moody that the
birthday gift from Stain was received by her
on February 21st 1878 was much
weakened
by her evidence on cross examination when
she said it was within a week of the 21st.
The testimony of tlie Thomases, Rhodes and
Mrs. Gilmore was referred to and several
claims of the government and defence were
enumerated.
The justice concluded:
“If you believe
tlie prisoners committed the murder then
were
not
in Medfieid, and on tlie othei
they
hand if you regard an alibi as proved then
they were not In Dexter. If you are satisfied that these men were in Dexter on this
occasion, then comes tlie force of the circumstance of their being there. What can they
say in justification of themselves if they wen
Yoi
there, if they deny they were there?
must, judge for yourselvee If you must not be
iiqpelled to decide that they are guilty of the
crime charged to them.
“Tlie death of John Barron, 10 years ago,
created a great sensation. Better for you ii
Still you wil
you had never heard of it.
disregard it before this case. You havt
heard all tlie evidence and it is for you tt
decide. If you have reasonable doubt that
the prisoners, one or both of them, are innocent, you will say so, and if guilty, render a
verdict accordingly. If they are guilty the
very earth upon which we stand calls foi

positions tendered them.
XT

IS

HORSES

BAD

WHEN

TO

SWAP

CROSSING

THE

POLICY

STREAM.
Reply to the Rev. S. F. Pearson.
To the Editor of the Press:
The communication of Rev. S. F. Pearson
in Saturday’s Argus is a striking illustration
of the almost insane folly of the political prohibitionists. He treats with contempt the
results of experience, forgetting tnat tuere is
only one class of people who fail to learn by

the lessons of experience.
Again he quotes the following resolution
from the Republican platform of 1872:
The Republican party proposes to respect the
rights reserved by the people to themselves as
carefully as the powers delegated by them to the
It disapState and to the federal government.

of a resort to unconstitutional law for the
purpose of removing evils by Interference with
not
surrendered by the people to either State
rights
or National government.
And he claims that that is against the prohibitory law and against our Sunday law! I
stood by that resolution In 1872 and 1 do note
of course. If Mr. Pearson’s zeal had not
utterly blinded his judgment, he, too, would
approve it. I am opposed to attempt to remove any evil by resort to “unconstitutional
law.” Is not Mr. Pearson also ? If yes, he
must approve that resolution. I do not hold
that either the prohibitory law or the Sunday
it not, the resolaw is “unconstitutional.’
lution does not touch either. Now, herein
lies the folly of Mr. Pearson; this communication places him on the ground of admitting
that both laws are unconstitutional, and yet
that be Insists upon sustaining them. He
could scarcely give the enemies of prohibition
a more potent argument than this communiJ. H. I).
cation gives them.
proves

their conviction."
The judge then instructed

the jury that i:
verdict of guilty is rendered it must be o
murder in the second degree and not in tin
;
first degree, as lie did not understand tha 1
the government claimed they were guilty ii 1
the first degree.
At li.ao the jury went out with the cas
and the judge announced that tlie cou>would be in session until a verdict was ren
dered.
a

..

A NEW WITNESS.
of the Demand for i i
Second Trial.
[Special to the Press,]
Bangok, March 4.—Messrs. Barker an 1
Gillen, counsel for Stain and Cromwell, wi,
ask for a new trial for the convicted murdei
ers, and will at once take measures to secur 3
it, if possible. Under the iaws of Main*
where a murderer asks for a second trial, I 1
does not require a majority of the eigl: 4
judges to grant it, but only three, a conditio 1
In thi s
very favorable for the convicted.
case a new trial will be claimed for variou 8
reasons, and especially on the ground t *
newly discovered evidence. A new witnee

The Crounds

■

has been found who says that on the mon
ing of the murder he met Barron on tt e
street in front of his house, and he took oi t
his watch for some purpose. It is not bi ilieved that there is any truth in the repo: •t
that Bowman was not running the Farmer i’
Hotel at Augusta, in 1878, as his name aj i-

Bangor. March 3.—The preliminary examination in tiie ca«e of Dr. George F. Weed
of Newport, charged with being the third
party in the robbery of old Peter Bennett,
occurred in the police court room this afterThe room was so crowded that there

noon.
was

hardly breathing

space.

Foster, the New Yorkers,

Whitney

were

and

first brought

into court, handcuffed together. Then came
His wife and daughter, who
Dr. Weed.
were in the room, upon seeing his manacled
hands, burst into a fit of weeping. He was
well dressed, and wore a tall silk hat. He
Is a man of about 65 years, with a long, flowing brown lieard, sprinkled with grey, and
with hair slightly thin on the top of his head
He wears gold-bowed spectacles, and prevery classical appearance. He was
very cool, and stood calmly duriug the reading of the charge, responding in a firm tone,
“not guilty.”
County Attorney Appleton was busy in
the Stain and Cromwell case, and Peregrine
G. White appeared for the State and made
extended opening remarks, in which he alsents

a

luded to the sensational features of the case,

March 4.

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Spreckles, the

that it would have been a physical impossibility for him to place himself in the vault
in the limited time which he had at his disposal. The government asks why he should
shut himself up in a dark vault, while he
might just as well have laid himself on the

cio mm

the

Fight

Trusts.

the reverse.
Now the government says that the irregularities were only apparent ones and not real,
and the only loss to the bank as claimed by
its officials was $700, and that any agitation
apparent in him was caused by general exFurcitement over the bauks in the Stale.
ther they hold that his business was such

evidence.”
The value of confessional evidence

Will

He

That

Declares

posed irregularities

ous

Job Printer
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[Special to the Press.]
Asuguta, March 3.—Cases of
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BOLD SPRECKLES

their verdicts should be separate and several. One prisoner might be found guilty and
The defithe other innocent, or vice versa.
nition of murder in the firshdegree and murder in the second degree was given, and the
The
difference between the two explained.
ouly difference that he could discover in the
penalty was that a murderer in the first degree must be confined in prison at hard labor,
If the prisoners
separate from bis fellows,
at the bar placed Barron in the vault with
the intention of keeping him there alive until they could escape, their offence was murder in the second degree.
The government must show two things:
First, that some one killed Barron, and second, that the prisoners at the bar are the
The government conmen who killed him.
tends that it was an impossibility for Barron to kill himself on that day as he did and
that there was no reason for committing
such an act. The government further says
that Barron was regarded as murdered until
about a year after when the theory of sui-

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
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Washington, March 4.—A summary of
the weather condition from January 1st to
date indicates that the weather has been generally favorable for the coming crops in the
Southern States, in some sections the cold
wave of the last week in February caused
some damage to fruit.
Reports from Kansas
and Nebraska Indicate that the weather conditions were exceedingly favorable the past
winter. The ground is reported in good condition, the wheat acreage large and its condition excellent.
Ploughing and planting
are in progress as far north as Southern
Kansas and Missouri, while the ground remains frozen gelerally in the States north of
the Ohio river. Here the deficiency of the
rainfall of last season aud the slight amount
of snow and low temperature during the winter, leaves the wheat and pasturage in a bad
condition. Generally in the Middle States,
the weather has been favorable for the prospective crons. Wheat and rye are reported
in good condition except in Northern New
Jersey.

Bangor, March 3.—Chief Justice John A.
Peters charged the jury this morning.
lie opened by instructing the jury that

PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 07 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms- Eight Dollars a Year. To mall sub
scrlbers, Seveu Dollars a Year.lt paid In advance
Rates of Advertising—One Inch ol space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpariel
constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, daily, first week j 76 centsper
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00 continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, 81.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and Auction
Salks,” $2.00 per square per week; three Insertions or less. 81.60.
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Chief Justice Peters.
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Jury by

Bangor, March 3.—At 11.10 o’clock tonight the jury in tire Staln-Cromwell case
which had been out exactly 11 hours and 50
minutes, announced that it was ready to report. The court house bell was rung, and in
a moment the court was awaiting the enThe prisoners were
trance of the jury.
brought in, and for the first time Stain
Cromwell could
showed traces of agitation.
not keep back his tears.
They jury found
both men guilty of murder in the second deAfter the verdict was announced,
gree.
Stain braced himself bravely, making an exhibition of great nerve, and did not break
down. Cromwell wept ns he was being taken from the court room.
A great crowd was
present to hear the statement of the finding;
of tlie jury, the court room having been
crowded all the evening.

in the First National
Hank Building.
the

Old Peter Bennett Tells How He Was

tice Peters.

PINE OFFICES TO LET
at

to the

of the Third Party In
the Newport Case.

Examination

Searsport Manufacturing Company.
Searsport, March 4.—The Searsport
Manufacturing Company organized here
Saturday with a capital of $80,000. George
E. McClure is president: S. W. Black, secretary aud treasurer; E. S. Cyphers, operator;
Geo. McClure, James G. Pendleton, J. W.
Black, E. S. Cyphers aud E. A. Sargent,

directors.___
Fire in Rockland.

Rockland, March 4.—The dwelling house
city, with
their contents, burned early this morning
the fire catching around the chimney. The
buildings were insured lor about $1700
which covers the loss.
and barn of Michael Burke, in this

the importation of
TWO NEW YORK CROOKS

to do the job, and the visit of the family physician of the victim to him, and the adminis“These facts,” said Mr.
tration of opiates.

White, “distinguish this as one of the most
unique and dastardly crimes ever perpetrated in the great State of Maine.”
Peter Bennett was first called to the witness stand, and told the story of the robbery
and the murderous assault made upon biin.
He said that Dr. Weed was his family physician, but when he sent for him that nijght to
dress his wounds he could not be found.
Hours afterwards he made his appearance.
Only a day or two before that the doctor
was out to see him and left some medicine,
which he directed him to take Friday night
and Suuday, the night of the robbery. He
took it the first time, as directed, and did not
He suswake until long into tue next day.
pected nothing wrong, and on Sunday reafter
the
but
the
the
morning
dose,
peated

robbery his suspicions were aroused. He
had the bottle on a mantel, and noticed that
after a visit from Dr. Weed it had disap-

peared.
nvi— ,.i4___

a:

uI

testimony, and after he had finished the
excitement was caused by the callHe occung of James Foster to the stand.
pied the rest of the afternoon with his dramatic narration of the story of the robbery
On the cross examination
never before told.
there came a desperate effort to discover the
identity of this man so persistently and successfully concealed, and the contest between
him and I)r. Weed’s
attorney, Matthew
Langhlin, waged sharp and strong until the
He
gave his name as
judge interposed.
James Anson Fester, and his age is 28 years.
“I will not,” he said, “state the name
which my father bears and which is my
right one, for I positively will not bring my
people into this affair. They are honorable
people, and they will not continue to be disby me as thev have been in the past.
ly family lives in Brooklyn. One year ago
I left them for reasons best known to myself
and obtained employment as a bartender in
a place on Third avenue in New York city.
It was then that

?:reatest

5, 1888.

MARCH

not to attempt
naming him.
“I am satisfied," said Mr. Reed, “that Mr.
Blaine has done the wise thing both for himself and the party, but as to the candidates
now talked of I am not clear which of them
John Sherwould make the strongest run.
mau at present has the lead, I suppose, and
will be likely to have it on the first ballot at
Chicago.
Allison, Harrison aud Gresham
are all likely to develop strength, and Depew
lllscock
and
evidently have a following in
New York. As Harrison and Gresham both
come from the same State, it is quite likely
that they will neutralize each other, so that
neither will be taken
“The pretty well settled rule of nominating conventions is to put aside the leading
candidates, unless, as in 1884. one of them
develops a majority on a very early ballot.
It will be apt to work that way next June.
If one of the two leading candidates is not
nominated right off they are likely to lie
shelved in favor of some new man, whose
name none of us are now talking about.
Whoever we nominate, however, we ought
easily to elect him on a campaign lought upon the issue raised by the President's tariff
message aud I believe we shall.”
Speaking of the fisheries treaty Mr. Reed
"It may
scouted the idea of its ratification.
be true, as Mr. Bayard says, that we have
we
had
that
under
it
before,
given up nothing
aud have secured the recognition of some
rights that were not recognized before, but
that is only true if you talk on the assumption that the treaty of 1818 is to be the basis
of comparison. But the treaty of 1818 is not
a fit standard by which to imeasure what is
right and wrong in 1888. There have been 70
years of progress and civilization in the
meantime and there is nothing conceded to
to us in this treaty which ought not to have
been conceded to us without a treaty and
without any concessions in return from us;
but simply as a matter of course, and as the
ordinary amenities between friendly civilized countries. The treaty will, of course,
of the

_
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be rejected.”
MAYOR CHAFMAN HAS GIVEN THE
dTy TWO GOOD ADMINISTRATIONS.
BE

CAN

HE

TRUSTED

TO

GIVE

IT A THIRD.

CITY

REPORTS.

City Civil Engineer’s Report.
The report of the city civil engineer covThe
ers seventeen pages of type writing.
following is a brief abstract: Under the
head of new streets and extensions, the engineer reports the laying out of Beach avenue on Lond Island, 4382 feet long across the
island from near Ponce’s wharf; Central
avenue, Peak’s Island, 2,076 feet from Island
avenue to Pond Grove
Cemetery; Bond
street, 247 feet long beteen School and
Orange streets, and Huntress street 760 feet
from Congress street to Canal Basin, also
lines run for extending Sheridan street (M9
feet northerly to Little, Creeks and Moody
line.

Under street lines and grades is a recital
of establishment of grades between Gilman
street and Portland street at Libby's Comer,
change in surface |of traveled way of Congress between Vaughan and Ellsworth and
No
152 grades given for building purposes.
change of street line was made. Lines for
were given 117 times.
builders
IT.. .1
,1 nlnna
ruoi.imf ml a
... —

nvn

Whitney, whom I had never seen before. We were introduced, and then the
three of us went into a saloon near by and
had a couple of drinks. My friend, who is a
man of good character, then left us, and
Whitney and I got a private room and went

large number of surveys, plans, tracings and
blue prints completed, apart fron 19 plans of
sewers built during the year.
Under city real estate numbers and locations are given of 18 lots staked out and
deed descriptions thereof written. Research
for all deeds of conveyance to the town of
Falmouth and the city of Portland has been
copying
pursued during the year and their made
of
Mention is
in type writing began.
for the
Island
Peak’s
of
the proposed survey
showing the several estates of the
on plans similar to the revaluation
plans of the city proper.
Under this head of sewers is an account of
the sewers built during the year with an appended table of their lengths and descriptions ; also a tabular statement of all the
sewers of the city.
Repairs of sewers and
all works on culverts new, rebuilt and repaired. are also reeited and cost of all works
given. The subject of equalization of sewer
assessments is recommended fur the consideration of the incoming city council.
Under (the head of boundary lines it is
noted that the legal decennial perambulation
of the boundary between the city and the
town of Deering falls due this year.
Under the head of Back Bay works are
and
given the items of work in Back CovePearl
Kennebec street, an outfall sewer in
therestreet-extension and sewers tributary
to, with lallusion to the new channel in the
Cove and to the contract for constructing the

“Whitney took out a letter from Newport,
Me., and he told me of the small fortune

A recapitulation of expense of works under engineer .supervision is as follows to

Sraced

I CHANGED MY NAME,

for the one I now bear. My family knew
where I was, and are not at al. to blame for
On the afternoon of Friday,
my action.
December 2 last, between 12 and 2 o’clock, I
stood on the sidewalk on Broadway in New
York, and a friend approached with Clarence

into it.

down there that a man could have if he
would pick it up. I was no Christian, so
this story did not shock me, but I believed
what he said, and in 20 minntes I had agreed
to meet him that night and go down East after this money. That evening at 10 o’clock
we took a train at the Grand Central depot
and came straight through to Newport, arriving there at 5 o’clock in the afternoon. It
was then dark, and Whitney alighted on the
depot platform, while I jumped off on the
other side and hid myself in a coal shed near
the freight tracks. In about half an hour
Whitney came down and found me, and we
went up to the office of Dr. Weed.
“There we found the doctor. We sat down
and made our plans for the robbery in his
private office. I slept there that night on a
sofa, with his buffalo overcoat for a covering. The next morning he came in early,
and after a talk he started with his team for
Bennett’s home to see if the old man understood his instructions about
taking his
opiate. All three of us passed Sunday afterAll
that
1 had to
noon in that private office.
eat was a little lunch of crackers and oysters that the doctor brought me in his pocket. We made our plans for the trip fullv,
the doctor drawing a plan of the house,
showing me every door, the location of the
money, trunk, etc., and saying that all we
would have to do would be to pack up the
We made
money and walk away with it.
masks out of an old coat lining and got revolvers in readiness.
At a o’clock that

night
WK LEFT THE DOCTOIi’B OFFICE
for the Bennett place, meeting Whitney upon
When
the railroad track half a mile away.
we reached Bennett’s orchard we put on our
masks, and then entered the barn and proceeded into the house.not a door being locked.
Whitney was to dispose of the old man and
his Doctor was to care for Frank Patton, the
grandson and his wife, while 1 was to drag

out the money trunk. I carried the dark lantern and accidentally threw the rays full into
old Bennett’s face.
“He awoke and sprung up. Whitney grappled with him. In the struggle Whitney fired
Ills revolver so dose to me that the powder
blinded my eyes and I dropped the lantern.
The doctor became scared and bolted, leaving
us in the room alone.
1 took the trunk out
ol the house. Whitney and the doctor joined
me, and we rifled it and ran. Whitney and I
kept together, although we knew that the
doctor had nearly all the money
“We travelled until the morning commenced
to break, and then we plunged into the woods
and concealed ourselves. A cold rain commenced fulling and we crept under some logs
for protection, but these afforded but little.
All day we lay in that chilling place,
and
and at night
arose
tramped on.
the
counted
We
the
during
money
day and found that together we had
the
hands
#4000, thus leaving about #30,ooo;in
of the doctor. All we had to eat the first
tit,? woo o piece ol bread TVhiiuey nad in Ills
pocket. The second morning we called at a
farmhouse and got something to eat, and
then we entered a little piece of wood near
the country school house and slept through
the daylight hours. We rode the most of the
distance from shat point until we reached
Kumford, where we were arrested.”
During the recital of the curious story the
At its
crowd listened with bated breath.
close Mr. White stated that .the government
he
was
satisfied
with
would rest its case, as
Neither
the strength of this testimony.
Mr.
counsel had any argument to make.
Laughton said lie would not argue the matno
at
testimony
prester, and would present

elThe judge

said that under the original
Massachusetts laws, in vogue when Maine
the parties would have been
of
all
set apart,
punished by hanging. He would order that
the respondents be committed to jail without
bail, to await the August term of the criminal court.
A most

affecting scene followed. Mrs.
Weed threw her arms about her husband’s
neck and wept as if her heart would break,
while the daughter tried to comfort the moth-

er.

The

Fisheries

and

Marginal Way.

February 29th inclusive:

New sewers, 12.066 feet iu length —$15,880.24
Repairs of sewers, clearing and flush-

ing.....

Mauboles

2,186.51

..............

280.60

Culverts, new, rebuilt and repaired....

8,005.80

Total.$21,368.26
8,650.90

To be recovered in assessments.
BACK BAY WOBKS.

street extentlon. $5,164.44
Kennebec »t. 1,246.00
250.00
Earth till In Somerset st.
196.60
Care of sewer outlets and shore of Cove

Outfall

sewer in Pearl
sewer In

■

Intercepting

$6,866.94
The report closes with a statement of the
routine work of the engineer office and comNo
mendation of the engineer assistants.
recommendations for requisite works are reported.for the reason that detail estimates of
all foreseen works, under petition or otherwise, are sumitied early in the year and ate
acted on by the committee in charge, and
then by the committee on appropriations,
and allowed or not as may be determined in
view of the necessities of the city in other di-

rections.

City Physician.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
cif Portland:

Annual Report of the

Gentlemen:—I have the honor to make the
following report for the year ending February 29, 1888:
Number of patients in the Greeley Hospital
39
March 1,1887
Number of patients admitted during the year 125
7
Number of births.
Number under treatment during the year.171
39
the
In
hospital.
Daily average
74
Number discharged well
21
Number discharged improved.

otner

by “Hough on Hats, 1; Bright’s disease, 1;
capillary bronchitis, 2; cancer, 3; consumption, 5; gangrene, 2; valvular disease of
heart, 3: syphilis, 1; ulceration of bladder,
1. Of thisenumber seven were admitted in a
dying condition.

Four hundred and six professional calls
have been made to the Greeley Hospital and
to the alms
one hundred and forty-two
house. Ninety-five of the inmates of the
almshouse haveJrecelved medical attendant! .medicine.
CITY

POO*.

I have received from the overseers of the
poor two hundred and seventeen orders for
professional services, have made seventeen
hundred and eighty-nine calls about the city,
and have attended to one hundred and eighty
office calls.
me state law, passed a year ago, requiring the lisoiation of cases of diphtheria,
scarlet fever, etc., cannot be complied with
so well as the interests of society demand.
In many cases coming under my care during
the winter months a single stove affords
both a means of cooking and warmth for an
entire family, consequently the only room
for a patient is the common living room and,
the father being in many cases thrown out of
employment on account of the contagious
disease, the city is obliged to support the
whole family. In other cases the mother Is
not only obliged to attend the sick one, but
also to the wants of the family as well and
in this way proper isolation is not afforded.
As these cases occur In tenement houses
the danger of the spread of the disease is all
the more alarming and demands serious con-

sideration.

for this evil is a house properly
care of contagious diseases
Health,
as recommended by the Board of
under whose supervision it should be conducted. If conducted in this way it would
not necessitate ones becoming a pauper by
place
going there, but would afford a needed
for any requiring isolation, who have no
home or suitable abode in the city.
The

remedy

arranged for the

Alfbed King, M. D.,

City Physician.

the

Nomination.

[Washington Despatch to the Boston Globe. J
Jolly Tom Reed of Maine keeps his massive physique in good working condition by
walking down Pennsylvania Avenue to bit
dally duties at the Capitol, instead of oat
While jogginj
ronizing the horse cars.
along with him yesterday morning, he ex
pressed himself with some freedom on th(
party outlook. The tariff bill he regards ai
a crowning Democratic blunder, and he be
Ueves that on the issue raised thereby tils
this time.
party is going to victory
As Cromwell surveyed the cavalier host ai
hath de
Naseby aDd exclaimed: “The Lord
livered them into our hands," so the rotunc
the
House
Republican leader of the same surveys thi
thing of thi
Mills bill and says
Hut when I asked hiu
Democratic host.
about the man who was to be the Cromwel

the
Want*
Nladdocks
Treaty Considered Immediately.

Secretary

Charming Mrs- Le Breton's Campaign Among the Senators.
Various Topics of Interest from the
Seat of Government.

[Special to the Press.]
Washington, Marcli 3.—Luther Maddocks, secretary of the National Fishery Association has got it into his head that the
fishery treaty is going to be postponed until
Maddocks does
after the national election.
not like the prospect at all. lie thinks snch
a decision would lie distinctly one against
the fishermen, and he is urging die Republican Senators not to allow this if possible.
Mr. Maddocks says the fishermen want the
treaty beaten at once, and that they will
consider it a point against them if it be simply postponed. The fishermen have won
what points they have made in the controversy by getting hold of a position and sticking fast to it. They say they propose to carry out the same method in this case and if
they do it will be likely to help them.
Mrs. Le Breton's Task.
Mrs. Le Breton still spends a large part of
She
her days in the Senate waiting rooms.
is fairly cheerful and happy now, for she has
Mrs.
secured one point on her adversaries.
Le Breton is the wife of a man whom Major
Ratt.bone is declared to have treated unfairly. Major Rathbone is a candidate before the Senate for consul-general at Paris.
The President has appointed him, but the
Mrs. Le
Senate has not yet confirmed him.
Breton is a pretty woman, talks in a pleading
way, and looks at the senatorial countenance meanwhile out of a pair of hazel eves.
Senator Morgan of Alabama, is her chief
captain,and he has had the nomination postponed and considered. it is doubtful if the
While she
woman finally defeats Rathborn.
has been at the task, she has become the
most familiar figure in all the group of women who set in the gorgeous room near lhe
card door of the Senate and beg the Senators
to come out and see them.

Milk

Inspector’s Report.

According to the annual report of H. T.
Cummings, M. D„ Inspector of Milk, he has
examined during the past year 137 samples.
Fifty of the samples examined fully satlfied
the required tests, and *4 came within the
limit of variations. Only three samples excited his suspicion, but being without the
means of making an analysis, he dismissed
the dealers with a warning. In the opinion
of tiie inspector, at least 1,327,160 gallons of
milk were consumed during the past year.
The result of his examination convinced the
inspector that there is nothing in the physical characteristics of the milk sold in the
city which would indicate anything wrong.
The inspector asks for a room and apparatus
for making analysis of milk in order to render his work more effective,

The express companies running east of
Boston propose to form a trust.

Out.

Them

Sweeping
The past week has

seen

pruning^knife

the

actively at work among governmental work,
shops. Secretary Fairchild has ordered the
discharge of a whole grist of janitors and
elevator conductors in all public buildings,
for the reason that expenses must be diminished. Gen. Greeley has ordered the discontinuance of a lot of signal stations, because lie didenot have money enough to run
them, he said ; and the new Secretary of the
Interior has just made a good sized sweep
among the suborninates in his offie.
The

Authors’ League.

The International Copyright League is
nmnarinir

frn

rnnlra

a

brisk

stniartflo

sending documents

its

for

the counThere
will be a couple here next week on the benefit of the league. All the public meetings in
the world will do the league no good if they
are not backed up by personal solicitation.
The average Senator cares very little for
the copyright agitation, certainly not enough
to go out of his way to join in It.
bill.

It is

try and holding

over

authors’ readings.

A Pension Case.
A Maine pension report just printed is one
on the bill for a pension to Mrs. S. E. Fribble. Her husband, Charles M. Pribble enlisted on the 26th day of August, 1*62, as a
in Co. B, 11th Regiment Maine Vol-

private

unteers, and served until Aug. 14. 1864, when
he was disabled at the battle of Deep Bottom, Virginia, by a severe gunshot wound in

the foot. He applied for and received a pension, which continued until date of death,
Nov. 7,1882. The claimant, under this bill,
reapplied for a widow’s pension, but it was the
fused on the ground that the death of
soldier was not due to the disability for
which he was pensioned, the cause of death
being given as liver and stomach trouble.
The soldier’s soundness at enlistment Is
reunquestioned, and the fact that when be
turned from the army he was suffering from
well
is
established,
although
fever and ague
he did notask a pension for that disability,
On this point. Dr. John J. Jones of Carmel,
Me., testifies that immediately upon the soldier’s return from the army he was called
and
u'poH to 'treat him for fever and ague,
that he continued to treat him from time to
was
continuous
Which
time for that disease,
upon him until the time of his death, during which time his liver and stomach were
aflected by reason of the fever and ague.
Dr. I. W. Tibbetts of Stetson, Me., testifies
as follows:
I treated the soldier for gunshot wound,and also
for fever and ague aud diseases of the kidneys,
contracted in the Army. The fever and ague was
time f commore or less continuous from the
menced to treat mm. causing liver and stomach
of his
cause
immediate
was
the
trouble, which
death, although f have no doubt the gunshot
emaciated
the
extreme
to
wound tended
produce
condition and perhaps to affect the kidneys.
These conditions I have no doubt were contracted
iu the Army, and L know that they have been
continuous and finally resulted in his death.
The medical evidence shows conclusively
that this man’s death was due to a debilitated condition of the system, resulting from
he was pena gunshot wound, for which
sioned, and from fever aud ague contracted
in the service, but for which he had not
asked pension.
The fact that he was treated for fever and
the
ague immediately upon his return from
service proves that the disease was contractbe
not
ed in the Army, aud his widow should
deprived of her rights because he did not
allege that disability.
_

Maine People Pensioned.
The following Maine pensions were grant-

ed to-day:

ORIGINAL, INVALID.
Jauathan F. Severance, Milo.
John C. Wells, Nonh Brlugton.
Simsou C. Howe, North Fryeburg.
Joseph O. Bragg. Augusta.
Eben Albee. Machias.
George A. Hayden. National Military Home,
..

..

Togus.
Wellington Sprague, deceased, Bangor.

J. Strong, National Soldiers’ Home.
Chas. F. Johnson, East Whin.
Frank A. Kimball, Gardiner.
Feter Augustine, Farkman.
Asa

INCREASE.

■

Samuel Keeves, National Home.
Aaron Leightou, Augusta
Mnnnnl Tlinniua

ORIGINAL, WIDOWS. ETC.

Roxauna, mother of Silas N. Simmons, Anson.

Anna, widow of John Slavin, Blddelord.

Ran-

MEXICAN WAR.

Ellen, widow of James Bailey. Randolph.
Anna H. Tuttle, East Hiram Bridge.
Notes.

Secretary Whitney has decided not to order
a court martial in the Selfridge case until the
arrival of the Omaha, whose officers are necessary as

witnesses.

The Pacific railroad telegraph bill and the
bill relieving certain soldiers of the Kecel-

llon and Mexican War of the charged desertion were passed in the House today.
Ur. Randall will introduce his tariff hill
Monday and it will be referred to the committee on ways and means to take the same
course as the Mills bill.

Mayor Chapman

and the Bradford

Disaster.

To the Editor of the Press :
Having had my attention called to the
communication of “Simplex” in to-day’s
Argus, also the previous brief article of the
same anonymous party relating to the alleged inhumanity of Mayor Chapman at the
terrible diaster at Bradford, near Haverhill,
in which several of our citizens were seriously injured, I feel that it is my duty in the
interest of justice aud true manhood to cor
rect the impression evidently intended to be
conveyed by those misrepresentations.
I was a passenger on the fated train on

day, and at the time the
occupied a seat in the same car
that Mr. Chapman was in. Being somewhat
injured myself, it was some minutes before

that ill

crash

starred

came

I was able to render any assistance to the
less fortunate ones; but going as soon as possible into the crushed car (in or under the
water tank building) 1 saw Mayor Caprnau
rendering all the assistance, that could be
expected of any one who had just passed
through so tryiug a scene. As there were
plenty of strong and willing hands, including
experienced physicians, ready to do all that
could be done for the sufferers, it could not
any passenger
reasonably be expected that as
they to renwould bo in so good condition
But instead of rushiDg
der efficient aid.
to
awav from the terrible scene
telegraph
his friends and family that he was safe, he
the
all
until
injured
the
on
remained
ground
care of
had been removed und were in the
the skilled md kind hearted physicians who
to alleviate
done
he
that
could
all
were doing
Even if
“blmplex” was
their suffering.
nreseut which I questiou from the tone of
it
Is
quite likely he did
communication,
not see Mr. Chapman rendering any assistance, which would not be very strange as
there were in a very few moments thousands

Eis

Sincerely yours,

Portland, March
A VOTE

C. F. Dunlap.

3d.

FOR NEAL DOW IS PRAC-

TICALLY AN ENDORSEMENT OF.TIIE
SLANDERS THAT HAVE BEEN PUT
IN

CIRCULATION REGARDING OUR

CITY._
BOARD OF TRADE.

Passage

of

the

Freight

Resolutions

on

DnWinmnwww

ro Strike If the

An adjourned meeting of the full Board of
The attrade was held Saturday morning.
tendance was the largest this year at a similar meeting. Among those present were
Phillip H. Brown, Colonel John M. Adams,
John E. DeWitt, E. R. Pierce, lion. J. W.
Deering, A. A. Strout, Esq., Holman S.
Melcher, Thomas Shaw, Hon. George Wal-

ker, L. A. Goudy, Charles S. Fobes, Eben
Corey, Sidney W. Thaxter and others. Vice
President Winslow presided.
Secretary Rich stated that the meeting was
called to consider the resolutions protesting
against the repeal of the regulations by
which grain and other merchandise is
allowed to be carried through Canadian ter-

ritory in bond, without the payment of duty
on re-entering American territory.
Mr. DeWitt moved that the following be
substituted for the resolutions before the

meeting:
Resolved., That the Board •( Trade of the city
of Portland recommends to the members of Congress from the Stale of Maine that their Influence

Proposal* for

which Is created In the United States and delivered again within Its borders, on any other terms or
conditions than are imposed upon railroads of onr

country.
Vice President Winslow declared Mr. De
Witt’s motion out ot order and ruled that the
resolutions before the meeting must be considered first.
Hon. George Walker moved that the reso*

own

moved an amend-

ment so as to make the resolutions more exand include lumber and salted proviswell as grain.
The amendment was
voted and the proper words were inserted.
The resolutions were then passed unani

plicit

on as

mously,

as

follows:

£.

Whereas, Interested parties arc urging Congress to pass such legislation as will practically
prohibit the transportation of merchandise
through Canada between the New England States
and the West, and thereby close up two great
railroad routes over which gram freights and
other t.readstulTs are brought to New England in
competition with other trunk lines; and,
Whereas, the Dominion of Canada has, for
many years, permitt d the carriage of Canadian
merchandise in bond through the territories of
the United Slates to points and ports within the
Dominion of Canada, by means of United States
railroads, under similar restrictions as those now
imposed concerning the carriage of American
products over Canadian railways; and.
Whereas, the now existing facilities and privileges for the carriage of freight are. and should
be in keeping with tne advanced State 01 International comity and of commercial progress existing between the United States and foreign countries; and,
Whereas, Notwithstanding great natural>bstacles which during the winter mouth substantially
shut up the ports of Cauada, the Canadian routes
afford
favorable
facilities
the
West
to
tor the transportation of the Immense grain products of the West to the seaboard aud especially
of dressed
are suitable to the transportation
meats, and other merchandise requiring a cool
climate to the seaboard, aud have for-many years
past been carrying a very large amount of roerchadise to Cortland. Boston and other seaports on
the Atlantic coast, and
Whereas, the facilities afforded by the government for the transportation of such merchandise
through Canada lu bond, whereby such trauspor
tatlou Is made possible, has proved highly benebv affording a marficial to tbe Western
ket for bis grain and bread stuffs.and to the Easiern consumer by affording him cheaper provisions Decesaries of life, ana has greatly aided In
the building up, not onlv of the West, but of the
New England States and cities, aud has given
new impulse to business enterprise, and enlarged
and sustained the commercial undeitakings ot
both sections of the country, and
Whereas, The cities and business centres of
the State of Maine especially the city of Cortland
hare for many years experienced the tamelUs
crewing out of tbe facilities afforded
by tile
Grand Trunk railway of Cauada for the transportation of bread stuffs and other merchandise to
and from tne West at reasonable rates, and
lias
Whereas, The said Grand Trunk
at all times so regulated freight aud rates of transportation as to prevent the possibility of monopoly by other trunk lines to the West, and has added greatly to the commercial growth and prosperity of this cily and State, and
Whereas. The Canadian Cacllic railway has
]ust opened up a new route exteudlug across the
Continent and connecting the Cacifle Coast with
New England States and maiitinie provinces of
Canada ami has made railroad connections wltn
Minneapolis and other points In the West whereby the commercial prosperity of both sections of
the country promises to be greatly advanced, and
Whereas, The hostile legislation songht, will
not only cut off facilities for trade and commerce
but will operate in a great measure to prevent all
interchange of commodities lietweeu the two

producer

railway

feeling existing between the United States and
and tends to destroy the commercial relations which are alike beueOcial to both countries, therefore
Hesolmd. That this Board protests against the
eivu'tNH'iit rtf anv legislation which will deprive
our citizens of the faculties for transportation ot
bread stuff, woods of all descriptions coming from
Kentucky and other Southern and Western
States, for use or transhipment to other ports and
other manufactures now altered by these great
commercial highways through Canada and between the Atlantic sea board aud the West, and
especially protests against any amendment of existing laws tor the purpose of throwing obstacles
in the way of such transportation and against the
withdrawal of the privilege of carrying merchandise ot the United states in bond through
Canada as now practiced, aud against any action
which will tend to obstruct or destroy competition in the transportation of such merchandise,
und

thereby

build up

monopolies to

the detriment

of the cities and commercial interests now receiving the benches of free and unobstructed tran»
purtation to and from the west over Cauadhui
railroads.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
sent to each member id the United States Senate
and House of Representatives from the State of
Maine, and one copy to the Honorable Chairmau
of the Senate Iuter-State Commerce Committee.
Mr. DeWltt then offered the following
olution :

res-

Whereas, The Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
chartered In February, 1887, aud In February, 18C8, said road was authorized to consolidate
the management of, or enter Into and execute
contracts with other roads Incorporated, or hereafter Incorporated In Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont or New York, running northwesterly
toward Niagara river in the State of New York,
or toward Montreal or Ottawa In Canada, and III
February, 1872, at a public hearing before the
City Council of Portland, Qen. Anderson, Hon.
Israel Washburn, Jr., Clark H. Barker and Hon.
W. S. Dana ably advocated the necessity and desirability of this road, representing that It could
not be completed unless Portland should again
aid it f2,600,000; and during tlie same mouth
the following named most prominent citizens aud
Arms, viz.,—Deerlng, Mtllfken St Co.,C. E. Jose,
J. H. Hamleu. Emery, Waterhouse & Co., C. J.
Walker St Co., J. W. Perkins & Co., W. P. Phillips <4 Co„ Norton, Chapman & Co., A. E. Stevens
St Co., David Keazer and many others—over their
signatures In our dally patters, advocated the ab
solute necessity of the completion of this road,
simply because Portland must have a new independent outlet to the West.
Resolved. That this Board protest against any
action being taken by the president aud directors
or any committee of said corporation or by the
City Ooverment of Portland, looking to the sale or
lease of this road, or of the stock owned by the
elty in said road, unless as a coudltlou precedent
to such sale or lease It shall Arst be expressly stipulated that tills road shall be kept open and operated as a part of a through line to the West, and
that Portland shall be maintained as a hilling
point from the West, at rates at all times as favorable as are made by other competing lines between
the West and Portland.
was

On motion of Mr. Brown this resolution
was laid on the table, to be considered at a
future meeting.
The following resolution was unanimously

passed:
Resolved. That the secretary of this Board be and
requested to at once arrange for the most
effective and practical method of directing the
public attention of the country >o the advantages
of Portland for varied Industries, our favorable
connections with the commerce of the world, die.,
that we may it possible cheek the exodus from our
owu doors and invite skilled tabur and
capital
within the borders ot our State,
Is herebv

a

O-

Doe* Not

Tie-up from Canada
Mexico.

to

Saturday

Sees

the

First

Fatality of

the Burlington Troubles.

New Yoak, March A—Delegate* from 15
divisions ol the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers In this vicinity, representing all
the roads which centre here, held a secret
meeting at Tammany Hall today to consider
the C., B. A Q. strike.
Resolutions were
unanimously adopted denouncing as cowardly and unfairthe action of certain railroad
managers who are said to be secretly aiding
the Burlington and recommending that if the
trouble is not settled within a reasonable
time that all the Brotherhood men on the
roads connecting with the C., B. A Q. resign March 15, also proposing that if this
does not bring the latter road to terms that
all the members of the organization throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico

join issue March 3u, in demanding that the
rights of the striking C., B. A Q. engineers
and firemen be acknowledged.
The resolutions express sincere regret that extreme
measures should be necessary as the business interests of the
country must suffer if
the strike spreads, but say the responsibility
of the present trouble must be placed upon
the pernicious and tyrannical management
of the C., B. A
system. It is suggested
that every division in the country hold a
meeting to take action and appoint delegates
to be ready to attend, at short notice, a session of the grand international division of
The First Fatality.
St. Joseph, Mo., March 4.—The funeral
of George Watts was held today.
It was
largely attended. The Brotherhood conducted the obsequies. Watts was shot on
the Hannibal A St. Joseph road at Brookfield yesterday. H* was attempting intimidation and was apparently about to draw his
revolver. He was an old engineer. A deputy sheriff fired on him.

NOBODY HAS DARED TO MAKE A
DIRECT CHARGE OF OFFICIAL DERELICTION

AGAINST

MAYOR CHAP-

MAN.
_

MAINE POLITICS.

Republicans Getting inte Line to
Whip the Democrats in Nine Cities

Today.

__

Elections occur today in eight Maine cities
besides Portland; in Saco, Bath, Lewiston,
Auburn, Gardiner, Hallowell, Rockland and
Ellsworth. All other Maine cities but CalCICVI VUIVCI9

by such legislation as will prevent railroads of
foreign countries from transacting any busluess

lotions have a passage.
Hon. John W. Peering

B. A

C.,

Settle Matter*.

the Brotherhood.

in Bond.

Canada

Ktirth iWirh.Tlli

Ellen, widow of James Bailey, (1812),
dolph.

am.

countries, thereby depriving New England and
tbe west of a market for their products and Interrupted the present condition of commercial good

Patrick Brady, Portland.

James Smith. South Peuobscot.
James A. Bounev, South Surry.

two imururcu.

Causes of deaths—Age, 4; alcholism and
exposure, 1; insane. 1; apoplexy, 7; suicide

l-T.Uft VBVC T

son

3
Number out on leave who did not return.
2
Btili born.
31
Died.
Number in hospital February 29, 1888. 38
One of the cases unimproved had a cancer,
the other was insane. Of the three out on
leave, who did not return, one was well, the

Respectfully submitted,

_._

Tariff, the
Republican

Bseof

ground. In lact it is well known tnat
when you can find one ninn who saw a perdo anything you can fiud ten men who
did not see him.
Mayor Chapman did not
leave the Bradford side of the river while
any Portland citizens or citizens of
uDy
other piace lay bleeding on the ground. But
not till they were in charge of skilled and
willing hands, as I can prove by a number of
well known business and professional men
of Portland and our State who were on the
ground did he leave the scene; and when he
did go to the telegraph office, it was with
Attorney General Baker, of Augusta, and
myself; and when the train was made up to
carry such of the passengers as were able to
go to their destination, he was active in
looking after the interest and comfort of any
who needed a kind act or encouraging and
reassuring word.
You well know that there are many men
who do not as others out of Idle curiosity,
court sceues of suffering and horrors like
those through which we were called to pass
that day, and who shrink from the sight of
bleod and agony, who nttvert .eless, are like
Douglass, "tender and true,” but who do not
afterwards boast of their kindly acts through
the public press, and such an one, front his
conduct on that sad day,I judge Mayor Chapman to be.
Hoping you will pardon me for
taking so much of your time, aud trusting
will
afford
you
space for the foregoing statements in your Monday morning's Issue, in
the interest of justice and true manliness, I
on me

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

occasion, he preferred

W'W*

rn A V

her election until the first

>

Monday In April.

The eyes of the whole State are upon
Portland today. The Republicans of Maine
are expecting the Republicans of this city to
do their duty and not let the metropolis of
the State go out of the hands of the party on
the eve of the important State election of
next September and the momentous national
election of next November.
As for the Democrats ot Maine, their disgust at the hypocritical game their party is
playing here for the sake of capturing the
city, Is neither bridled nor concealed. “It Is
very poor leadership,” says the Bangor Commercial, next to the Argus the great Democratic daily of Maine, "that gets a party into
a

position

where

it Is necessary to insult a

large proportion of its voters in trying *.o relieve those responsible tor the blunder from

tbe odium wbicb merited defeat Is certain to
And the Commercial
bring upon them.”
continues: “The politicians who have presented this unsavory dish of crow to the
Democratic voters are losing their temper on
account of the refusal of the latter to partake of the dish, and go on to make a bad
matter worse by iusulttng those who decline
to stultify themselves and their party principles by supporting a rabid temperance fana
le for mayor.”
In Saco Mayor Willis T. Emmons, with
tbe reeord of an honest administration behind him and a sure prospect of re-election
ahead of him, heads the Republican ticket.
In Bath Hon. James W. Wakefield comes
belore his fellow citizens to-day for election
to his fourth tern as mayor of the city. Ills
party in giving him the nomination have_paid to him a compliment rarely pool to the
mayor of a Maine city; and to-day the people
of Bath will no doubt signify their approval
of the distinguished compliment by electing
him bv a large majority.
Against Mayor
Wakefield the Democrats have put up Geo.
E. Hughes, whose chief charm seems to be
the popular belief that if elected he would
set the city deck back to local time. Wm.
R. Shaw, selected at the eleventh hour. Is
Mr. Snaw don’t
the Prohibition nominee.
think he will be elected, but says tne Third
Partv can “make a begiurlng.” A year ago
Seth’T Suipe, the Prohibition candidate got
l'JO votes; good judges don’t think Mr. Shaw
can equal this vote.
_

lu Lewiston to-day the Republicans will
make the effort of years to overthrow tbe
gang that have maintained in office young
C. Little,
Horace
Mayor McGillicuddy.
their candidate, has a clean record and the
ability and disposition to give tbe city a
capable and honest administration, uncontrolled by disreputable rings. Good citizens
of Lewiston, without distinction of party
ought to turn out and vote for hlin. They
cart do it.
McGillicuddy’s plurality last year
was only 83.
In Gardiner Mayor Berry runs again. The
main issue, and that a mild one, is the time
question, but no other candidate has a show.

In Hallowell Mayor Fuller is also a candiagain and will undoubtedly be re-elected.
date

_

In Rockland the Democrats are dissatisfied
with their leaders, and the Republicans are
confident of success.
Ellsworth

was

Democratic

last year,

though not by a large majority. The Republicans hope to elect Fred B. Aiken today.
Undisturbed by the city elections going

on

around it, the Camden Herald finds time to
take a calm view of the gubernatorial field,
we
have
“So far as
and thus reports:
learned the views of our Republicans In
Canulen, Kockport and West Camden, the
preference is almost unanimous in taunt .nfi—i—am
General Cleaves for candidate for Governor
and from the soldiers we haven’t heard a

dissentiug expression.’’
The Republican Club of Hallowed have
hired the rooms over Spaulding’s book store
and are fitting them up for use. The officers
are: Mayor Fuller, president; J. Q A.Hawes,
L. D. Merchant, N. L. Niles, W. A. Winter
and Geo. S. Fuller, vice presidents; C. K.
Howe, secretary; 0. E. Dlnsmore, treasurer.
The Republicans of North Berwtck have
this ticket In the field: Moderator, Hon. Nathaniel Hobbs; selectmen, Moses Wentworth,
N. I.. Hussey, D. H. Brackett; treasurer, C.
W. Greenleaf; supervisor. Dr. J. O. McCorrisou; town agent, N. S. Austin; tax collector, W. L. Willard.
At Kennebunk these are the Republican
candidates: Edward E. Bourse, moderator;
W. L. Dunn, town clerk; A. Warren Mendum, John G. Cole, Win. H. Emery, selectmen; A. E. Haley, town agent; E. W. Morton, town treasurer; F. N. Thompson, collector ; C. K. Littlefield, F. M. Ross, Geo. 8.
Baker, auditors.
GENERAL NEWS.

The Marguerita winery and distillery near
Fresno, Cal., burned Saturday night with
Loss $200,000.
over 200,000 gallons of wine.
Rev. Dr. Dr. Wni. 8. Karr, Frofessor of
Systematic Theology in Hartford|Theological
Seminary, is dead.
Spinners in Wamsutta Mills 1 and 2, New
Bedford, Mass., have struck because un operative was discharged for refusing to work

overtime.

Mohawk Valley, New York, had a blizzard
yesterday. The mercury was eight below zero.
General Master Workman Fowderly has
issued an appeal in behalf of the Lehigh

miners.
A Canadian cabinet minister states that
the fishing treaty will not be brought up in
Farllameut until all the protocols have been
reviewed and the United states .Senate has

acted.

ri

M OR DAY

Llobo
effects of prohibition, the Toronto
Halton where
cites the remarkable record of

ivui :sh
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>

MOUKIRU,

MARCH 5.

We cu< i*ot rttul ahoi<> incus letters and comm
nlcatlous. The name and address of the writer
ire in nil eases Indispensable, not necessarily for
h»d licatiun but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
Ci wot mi ideations that are not nsod._

MAYOR,

FOR

Melville

ounrllmcn—Francis illggius,
Plnyd, James P. Jordan.
||'«rden—Charles W. T. Ui ding.

A.

-Osman C. Monroe.
I'onstnhlc*—Fdward K. Heath, lttiel N. Field.
School Committee—Dr. Charles It. Crandall.
clerk

‘A.

Alderman—James Cunningham.
Councilman—John D. Snowman, Frank E. Haggett, Joseph Dow.
Cleric—George M. Eastman.
Warden—Levi M. Blake.
Coiutabtce—Luther Sterling, Philip B. Hughes.
3.

Alderman—JoliuC. Tukesbury.
Cmmoilmen—A. T. Laughltn, Nehemlah Smart,
Edward F.;Tompsou.
School Committer—Marion Crosley.
Clerk— B. F. Strickland.
>\
CmistabUe—Freeman F. Merrill, Charles
Stevens.

4.

WARD

Aldertnan—Nathan E. liedlon.
Counctlmen-Yr. E. Ulmer, Charles A. True,
John Murphy, Jr.
H arden-George H. Libby, Jr.
Clerk—l.'liarles C. Douglass.
ConstaUet—Jesse M. Crowell, Arthur M. Sawyer.
WARDS.

and

that Stain

jury

the

was one

of much more than average

intelligence and discrimination. Of course
there is a possibility that they have erred,
for the judgments of the best and wisest of
men are fallible, but the probabilities are
vastly in favor of the justice of their couclu
sion.

_

Temperaneo men should bear in mind that
the contest today is not between Prohibition
That is a false cry,
and anti-Prohibition.
raised

Warden -Wiltord G. Clrapmam.
Clerk—George L. Barrows.
School Committee -Dr. Charles A. King.

nothing about prohibition, but a good deal
about defeating the Republican candidate.

WARD 0.
Alderman—Thomas P. Shaw.
Council men—Hollis II. Hill, J. Henry Crockett,
Henry C. Bagley
Warden—Joslali II. Drummond, Jr.
< 'h r*-—Charles A. Strout.
Contlahlee-Lincoln S. Kay, Samuel B. Lincoln.
WARD 7.

Election.

Today’s

Little need be added at this time to what
has already been said in the progress of the
The
contest that ends at the polls today.
miuds of the great majority of the voters are

fully

made up

by

this time so that argument

or exhortation would

may not be amiss

briefly

be

to sum

the situation

up

compact form

and restate in

the considerations

Still it

wasted.

ef

some

should influence

which

the voters in making their choice to-day.
The fact that there are but two candidates
in the field makes it certain that today’s voting will decide who is to be

our

next mayor.

Every voter therefore should be careful to

correctly expresses
question. The selection

that his vote
on

this

matter in which every

is a

opinion
a

mayor

payer of

vitally af-

Therefore every tax-paypolls and record his

fect his interests.

preference between the two candidates.
The Republicans have nominated for their
candidate a gentleman who has held the
office two terras and who has guarded the
city’s^interest with rare skill and fidelity.
He is thoroughly familiar with city affairs as
they exist today and is fully informed with
regard to several important' matters now
pending, the decision of which may vitally
affect the city’s welfare. He is in the prime
of life, active, capable, alert, having a large
personal stake in the city’s prosperity, and
able and willing to devote his time and talents to the management of the city’s affairs. He was put in nomination by men
who are thoroughly identified with the city,
who have large interests here and who selected hint as the best man to entrust the management of the affairs of the

municipality

to at

this juncture.
They acted with the full
knowledge that their choice was likely to be
ratified at the polls and therefore under the
responsibility which the belief that they
actually selecting the next mayor imupon them.
Gen. Neal Dow was put in nomination by

were

posed

party which numbers

told

all

perhaps

hundred.

He

was

selected without

slightest

idea

that

he

mayor, and therefore the
for

ness

would

be .elected

question of

office

that

was

a

the

no

his

fit-

doubt

entirely left out of consideration, ne was
selected simply as a rallying point for a
hundred or less gentlemen who are trying to
build up a distinct party. Tiie Democrats

subsequently recommended him to the voters,
but nowhere in that recommendation did they
commit themselves to an endorsement of him
as a

fit man to fill the office of Mayor at this

time.

Gen. Dow is now 85 years of age,

and,

though he is a remarkably active and enerman for his age, it may well be doubted
if he will prove equal to the strain which the

getic

constant and perplexing duties of Mayor will
put upon him. He is not specially familiar
with city affairs. As a leader of a reform
movement,

as an

!1L__
UICV

null

IjIVIIV

nature which

exponent of

41...

__...

ouovvoi’i

an

uuv

mu

judgment.
Between these two

men

the citizens of Port-

land must choose today. All that we ask is
that each voter will act with the same care
and discrimination that he would exercise if

selecting a manager

establishment of his

frr

a

business

own.

The prophecies that David B. Hill is likely
to overthrow Grover Cleveland in the St.
Louis convention may be classed with the
ravings of those crazy prophets who often
foresee the speedy ending of the world.
Last week some one discovered a great intrigue, central In New York and becoming
general on the Pacific slope, and in Kansas,
Iowa, Indiana, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Virginia, North Carolina and other Southern
States, and having for its object the substitution of Hill or Hewitt for Cleveland. ExMayor Cooper, of Now York, was credited
with betug the head centre of this intrigue,
probably because Cooper and bis brother-inlaw Hewitt have not been on cordial terms
with Cleveland since the latter has been
But, unfortunately for the
President.
theory of those who have constructed the
Imaginary intrigue, Mr Cooper straightway,
goes »nd dines with President Cleveland,
thereby enjoying himself and the hospitality
But
of the administration thoroughly.
Cleveland has at his disposal more potent
agencies than good dinners. He has not
been turning out Kepublicans and putting in Democrats for the even three years
from inauguration until yesterday to so little
Hill dash in
purpose as to let David B.
ahead of him on the home stretch. Thousands of federal officials, on whose partisan
activity all checks were long since removed,
will see to it that Cleveland delegates are
sentto St. Louis. All talk that the Demo-

cratic party will exchange a spoilsman who
has his hand on the machine for one that
has no patronage is nonsense.
The Scott act of Canada is a Itcal option
law under which counties may enjoy the
benefits of prohibition of the liquor traffic if
elect. Over the enforcement
of the act there has been a great deal of turmoil In Canada, the officers of the law being
especially liable to persecution. Outrages
the

people

so

in which the bouses of temperance people
have been blown up with dynamite have
been frequent incidents of the enforcement.
Yet in spite of great opposition, in no counthe Toronto Globe, where
ty, according to
Act lias once been put in force has

tp’e Scott

mitted that he did not succeed.

it been put aside.

Speaking of the excellent

There is uo

to believe that lie would succeed any

better if given another chance. A large per
cent of the men who vote for him today will
do

with the

so

will so

hope that if he is elected lie
discredit prohibition that a free rum

reaction will follow, as was the
his administration in 1855.

with

case

The Atlanta Constitution wants Cleveland
to recall Minister Phelps from England,
and the New York Sun, which records the
wish, wants Charles Levi Woodbury, of
Boston, or John H. Robb, of New York, put
in his place. If Mr. Phelps is a nervous
From
man these things may trouble him.
the standpoint of the politician it can profit
the President nothing to allow to a foregone
Republican State like Vermont a big office
like the mission to the Court of St. James.
Giveu to a New York or Massachusetts man
it might put lots of enthusiastic retainers
into line where there is at least a slight prospect that they would do some good. Mr.
Phelps has probably observed with sorrow
the recent tendency of his patron to put the
offices where they will do the most good, and
we hope has nerves sufficiently strong to
join in the general joy of his party at the

spectacle;_
Hon. Neal Dow and thus endorse

A

FORCIBLE SPEECH OK HAPPY HITS.

a man

C L A R K’S

[Hartford Courant.]

Congressman Heed of Maine made one of
liis forcilde speeches in the House Wednesday, showing that the entire responsibility
for tiie accumulation of the treasury surplus,
since the last Congress adjourned, rests upon the administration, and lie plainly charged
that the failure to purchase bonds was for
the purpose of causing a pressure of public
opinion in favor of reducing the tariff, lie
acmade smue hnpny hits on the remarkable
tion of the ways and means committee,
which during the three months of the session
lias not once considered the tariff question—
except by secret syndicate.

“CU

strove as ardently for the office as Blaine
lias done, and some of them far more earnestly and persistently. In the same category may be placed George Clinton, Charles
C. Pinckney, DeWitt Cbuton, Rufus King
and William II. Crawford, who were among
the noblest and most conspicuous A merkans
during the first half century of the existence
of the nation. It is aa exalted ambition, for
the office is one of the most august and honorable which the, world lias to offer. But it
is olio to which every citizen who possesses
the requisite mental aud moral attributes
may legitimately aspire. The fatality which
attends the ambition of so many illustrious
Presidential aspirants receives, ns many of
his countrymen will he constrained to believe, a striking and conspicuous illustration
in the case of James G. Blaine. But even
tliev will cheerfully concede that in gracefully aud patriotically bowing to what they
consider to be the inevitable, he shows a
sagacity and good sense which few other
Presidential aspirants have ever manifested.

PERSONAL AND

PECULIAR.

The Louisville Courier-Journal learns that
the legislative committee charged with the
duty of investigating “bloody Rowan” will
submit a unanimous report in favor of the
dismemberment of the now famous county
and the obliteration of its name from the

Kentucky.
Speaking of theatres,

map of

says the New York
Sun, it is remarked by doctors w hose practice is almost exclusively witli theatrical
people that there is some thing in the atmosphere of theatrical bui lngs that is Injurito be
« compelled
ous to tho persons who
in them from early morning uutil midnight.
or
it
be
be
may
influence
physical
may
The
mental, but it operates, and it is quite certain that constant attendants in these theatres are nervous and generally thin and dys-

himself a Lincoln man as follows ; “I agroe with you that Robert T.
Lincoln is tiie man to win. He lias no rivalries and no enemies. If any man besides
Blaine can carry New York, Lincoln is that
man; and, more, he is the only Republican
who can carry a Southern State. So that,
without New York even, lie could he elected.
I have for many years been of this opinion.
I believe in the breed of men as well as of
dogs; aud Boh Lincoln is good stock on both
sides of the house, as all of ws know. I am

Clay

avows

for him because he is the son of his father.
Not that he is as great as the immortal Lincoln—a century of time is needed for the gestation of such another. But he has lived
long enough to prove his owu right to the
love of all men who believe that noble sentiments as well as principles are the sure foundation of a living party. Yes. I agree with
you—Lincoln can be elected.”

pretence.

as a

campaign

place

Wool

Pants, sold everywhere at $4.50, never sold by us at less than $3.75, to be
$2.08
sold at
The best bargain in the State of Maine.
72 cents.
$1.25 Cardigan Jackets at
The best 50 cent Unlaundered Shirt in
38 cents.
the city at

483

Spot Casli Clothier.
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making organs to a healthy condition.
the true remedy for Rheumatism.

n

MS

Pai nb’s Okixbv c’OMFotijro quietly restores
the liver and kidneyeto perfect health. Thin
curative power, combined with its ncrt'O
tomes, makes it the beet remedy fur all
kidney complaints.
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DYSPEPSIA
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Paine’s Celery Compound Btrengthens the
htomsch. and quiets the nerves of the digeetive oigans. This Is why it euros even the
worse cases of Dyspepsia.

We luive added several

Prostration, Nervous Headache,
Neuralgia, Nervour Weakness, Stomach
and Liver Diseases, Rheumatism, Dyapepiia, and all affections of the Kidneys.

Exchange St., Portland, Mb.

WELLS,

We cull attention to several large

dtf

TEIJE!

STREET,

514 CONGRESS

PORTLAND

■

Mg.

■

BEHOLD!

pearance, and

NEAR

marl

ordinary

of

the

The question to be decided is
weighty one, and every voter should approach it, feeling that a grate responsibility
rests upon him. It is his duty to vote for
what he deems the best interests of the city.

voters today.

can

more can

as a

citizen.

The

being false

man

to his

who votes for

a

ty

as a

HAPPY!!
Important Note. —Dr. R. C.
Stomach
River
and
Flower’s
Sanative is one of the greatest scientific triumphs of this age. It not only
radically cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
and a Torpid Liver, but is positively one
of the finest System Tonics ever discovered. Price, 31.00 per bottle.

R. C. Flower Medical

Co.,

for

•5*'.

V-.M

s ...

used

most part the
have taken

it

men

pains

who have
to conceal

their identity.
This is the method of the
slanderer. Men with honest motives do not
conceal themselves behind anonymous

Triple

Kepublican who

contemplates voting today for General Dow lie
should ponder well whether he will gain anything for tliff cause of good municipal government by voting against the Kepublican party
and with the Democratic party. The Democratic party is the same party that it was
when it assailed the cause of prohibition so

Vigorously

in 1855: it is General Dow whom

the years have

--

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street Block, Pori

mo.

Sf. B.-A.k for the BUBItKTT OBfl.tl*

Jyl6

TUNING

*ltl

TO OHDEH.

CHEW FOREE’S

Mayor

four. The Republicans have renominated
him this year, and propose today to add a
figure or two to the right side of that four.

nearly every

at

to

17,

$1.50 and upward.

at

$4.00, $4.50, $5.00

These
are

are

are

adjudged

Children by the lurgest manufac-

real barso

by in-

turer and retail

dealer in

___

White Rose,
Jockey Club,
New Mown Hay,

C0M

where I

Ylang Ylang,

ENGLAND.

Musk,

lltchSufy,
Patchouiy,
West

Marie Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,

tna,

grades

partial payments,
adaptability and econo-

my shall be paramount to
everything. Now I want
you to go with me tomorrow evening to the Atkinson

-

.

.

+a

218Midd!eStreet,Portland,Me.,
—

dealers in

Investment

Streets.,

—

Securities!

STERLINC EXCHANCE
drawn and Letters of Credit issued,
available In ull the principal
eities in Europe.
dec28

GEORGE C. FRYE,
Corner Congress and Franklin
tleelfl

eodtt

TO BUILDERS
PROPOSALS will be received up to
March the 26tli, for the erection of St. Dominic's new church, according to drawings and
specifications by P. W. Pont, Architect. Boston.
‘1 he right to reject any and all proposals Is reJNO. W. MURPHY, V. U.,
servecT
84 State Street.
marldlw

SKALKD

fmm

To Vessel Owners.
1U1K Port Clyde Marine Railway has been thor
oughly rebuilt, and is now In readinosB to
take out all vessels in need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly aud satislaellou guaranteed
W. 0. 8XIMP8ON, Jb..
Address,
Port Clyde, Me.
deelduti

The last appearance (for two years) of Mr. Whit-

MOCKRIDGE,
Assisted by the

the celebrate 1 If. Y. tenor.
famous

EICH6ERG LADIES’
Miring f|uiti

trite

(of Boston).

flies I.Ilian Mhnlioeli. l.tjUII,,, 1|Lu AV~
i, e Cl. l.olhrop,*Jd vl.lia; 31U. I taw,;,
fli*. l.aura Webf»r«-br, viola;
fie. Uar■ter. violoncello;
vey .3lnrmy, Piuni.,.
Tickets now on sale at htockbrldge’s Musle
Store. Half fare on M. C. K. R. The doors will bo
kept closed during the performance of each nummar Id I w
ber.

—

aud running every night.

Prof, W. H. flrdway,

select.

BROS.
dtf

going.

But for the occasional
I fear you would
this
have not enjoyed
to
a
visit
but
tete-a-tete,
FurHouse
Atkinson
the
nishing Co.’s store will
interest you more than I
possibly can, and once
there you will, with me
declare that no better
opportunity exists for the
furnishing of a house
than we find here at Portland, and
certainly I
never received
more attention than I received at
.

Telephone 50111.

Our store is

now

-

Whitney Building.

open with

a

Our goods

are

purchased

full stock of

direct from

TH3

ters and manufacturers for

f

we

JL

our

goods

and

prices.

UNION.

WASHBURN

FOl’ItTU ANNT4L

Entertainment!
—

or

—

HALL,

CITY

TIU28IAY EVENING, MARCH S.
PIr»i-Entertainment by the Bowdolu Col
and Glee Club, composed o
12 students. Two of our young ladies will assist with a reading each.
Pari Nec.mJ Social. Grand March and AssemPart

lege Guitar, Banjo

bly.

Reserved seats and tickets
Stoekbridge's without extra charge.
mar2dlw

Ticket. 30
secured at

reals.

PORTLAND THEATRE
ItETERN

ENGAGEMENT.

ROBERT DOWNING
under the management of

JOS.

MR,

H.

MACK,

In a Grand and Realistic Production of Shakes-

peare's Masterpiece,

Julius Caesar!

Robert Downing as Marc Antony.
the full strength of the GI.4DI.
The production of this
A t UK 4 UVIH WV
play will be on the same elaborate scale that characterized the production ot the "Gladiator.”
Prices (1.00,75, 60 and 35 cents,
d5t
mar 5

Supported by

HN4NCMI..

PORTLAND

TRUST COMPANY
First National Bank Building.
City, County aud Railroad Bonds, aud
other Pint-Class Securities.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
eodtf

JelO

SIX PER CENT
Twenty-Year
-:—

Bonds

ISSUED BY Til*—:-

AMERICAN WATER WORKS
WORKS,

WATER

OMAHA

NEBRASKA.
Bonds outstanding.$2,000,000
Annual Interest charge.
120,ooo
220,000
Present basis, gross earnings.
net earnings.
178,000
Surplus, after paying expenses and In65,000
terest.
Earnings increasing at the rate of $50,000 per an..

num.

The City of Omatm now bu a population of
100.000. and U entirely dependent upon these
works for Its water supply, as is also South Omaha,
where the large pork packing establishments are
located
These bonds are listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, and the undersigned offer at 103 and
Interest subject to advance in price, the $800,000
last issued.

Woodbury & Moulton
PORTLAND, MI.

C. H. VENNER & CO..
RONTON.

W. &

P. SMITH-

PHILADELPHIA.

WILSON, COLSTON & CO..
H ll.TI join:,U
Ian 13

50,000

City

of
4

Due

Zanesville, Ohio,

1-2 Per Cent.

1907.

Population 33,000.

Taxable Valuation.
97,700,000
Net Debt
131,000
The water loan Is excluded, as the water works
are owned by the city, ami the
city treasury receives a handsome yearly revenue from the water
rates. Prioe, Par and Interest.
—

FOB BALK BY

—

II. ill. PAYSOM & CO.,
BANKERS,
32 Exchange Street.
_dtf

PORTLAND WATER GO. BONOS
Due April I, 1888.

Kansas City Water Co. First
Mortgage 6 PerCent
Bonds at Par
or other First-Class Securities given In exchange.

mh3

PORTLAND, ME.
iUf

centf.

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts., SWAN & BARRETT, Bankers,
dtf
THddloNI.. Portland,

inviteexamination and compar-

ison of
mar3

cash, and

10

WANTED

HOUSE FURNISHING 00.,
impor-

Admission

m.

10 and 20

Admission

marl

Highest Grades obtainable.

ever witnessed.

Naiarday at 2 p.

.

Foreign and Domestic Groceries ATKINSON
of the

Instructive. Laughable and My*-

terioua enrcriaimneut

they fly.

Street,

—

in the United Mtatev.
Gives the most

»

203 Federal

ucrusm

Say

you
As long as
there are none concerned
about us it is better to
not burden them with our
plans. We will see if we
cannot keep our affairs
better than others have
done before us. Secrets
are
asy to keep if one
knows how to use a little
discretion.
I am so glad I found you
alone to-night, there is so
much to say, and
only
when we are by ourselves
can we talk of what is uppermost in our minds and
enjoy the moments as
are

re-

GROCERS,

TUB moot

—

as to where

to

any in the market.

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

to

nothing

Wholesale and Retail

at 9* cents per

odors, superior

StvtmAncn etnnlr

which

I

%^S

Powder
Beichardt's Saiehct
all
ounce, in

exqai-

HouseFurnishingCo

and select the things. I
was looking at the handsomest carpet you ever
saw, and know you will be
delighted with the patterns, and astonished at

One case Ladies’ all Wool Hosiery
can be obtained.
reduced from 38 cents to 29 cents, to close.

%

to

make

MARRINER & COMPANY,
|

as well as other
are to
be had,

qualities

pieces

mh3

Heliotrope,

A/VXiA

Buy your weutn lu ntlvnnrr.
Entire Iioum* reserved nt 50 eenl«.

of

vast amount

and as I have decided

New Dress Trimmings being
Black Lace Flouncing very cheap.
ceived daily. Printed Faille Franchise Silk (something new).

TURNER

buying

running around, and, the
best of all is, the finest

WARE..MANAGER.

three

gain

in

every nameable thing can
be purchased, which will

NEW SPRING DRESS GOODS !
Only

Heilotrope,

Wild

Lubin’s at
leaf and sweetening than Is
We know
used in Foree’s Rainbow does not exist. To dealnot Bell Force's Rainbow,
who
do
ers in tobacco
we will, on application, for, a limited lime, sent
a
60
-cent
free of charge
plug for examination.
A. R. Mitchell Si Co., Boston, Mass.
«odd6m
oclO

recently

propose is, as
near as I am able to learn

FINEST BUCK SATIN RHAOAME $1.00.

Wnnd Violet.

Stenh a notis,

l

tage

NEW

Last of the lot of 2500 yards now
of Broadcloth Tricots at 58 cents.
the
All
who
have
examined
goods
pronounce it the best baropen.
gain they have ever seen. Opening of over one huudred pieces of

BOSTON

The
three last odors being of the most
1 uc tm
site fpagraiice.

that finer

where

range, but as he is connected with the boat, he
50
cents
saved
the
I
and
suppose
freight,
the satisfaction pained
on account of its coming
was
from BOSTON
worth $4.50 to him, but
not to me. So on through
the list. Another advan-

per pair.

THE GREAT SALE

casnmere Lily-

changed.

Auburn is a close city. In a vote of 1812,
distributed between four candidates last
year,
Penley had a majority of only

$3.50

to

ONE WEEK MORE !

""“ST*
pr?^.?SS"eeite pe^onne^*"*

renowned Instru-

_

any

prices varying from 35c

at

253 and 255 middle St., Portland, me.

KOU,C" °n'y

One-.lull P.»«

tures.

If there is

State and

FORMERLY BOSTON & PORTLAND CL0TKIM6 G

Extracts in Bulk !

Ballad Concert!

Quaker Range and 20
pieces of ware, pipe and FRIDAY, MARCH 9 ONE NIGHT ONLY.
BY SPKCI.U. RKQCEST
zinc, $30.00; your father of the theatre
America’s Brilgoers of this city.
for
same
the
liant Young Tragedian,
$35.00
paid

STANDARDILOTHING CO.,

EXQUISITE PERFUMES.
The sole agency of this vv^rt/i
ment.

father

save a

Boston.

PIANO!

Touna,

I

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

REITCH ARD T ’15

signa-

That part of the City Physician’s report
relating to the suppression of contagious
diseases presents a point of great interest in
regard to the isolation of cases occurring in
Dr.
families living in narrow quarters.
King’s recommendation of a special house
for the care of cases of diphtheria, etc.,
which occur in houses where they cannot be
isolated is worthy of careful consideration.

the

Keelers, etc., lor men, Boys and

W. C.

v

ENGLISH

cents.

a range and paid
$5 more than he would
have to pay for the same
range here. I have a list
There!
and you can see.

neat-

All Wool Suits, Overcoats, Ulsters,

d6m

__

the

est patterns in

clock

HALL.,
Wednesday Evening, Marrli 7th.

Tlntiwre

nave

cepting Boston,

For Sale by all Druggist*.

If anyone in
into believing

Chupmau's honesty or capacity. Insinuation
has been the weapon used against him, and

years, the best variety and

Boys’ Long Pants, ages 13

vestors.

SPECIALTIES TINT

an

interest

by careful investigation,
that when I have determined to buy, goods can
be purchased at less cost
and trouble, even when
payments are made as I
have stated, than is possible elsewhere, not ex-

1G

melt's sizes iu handsome Stripes,

gains and

1. VAN K00R0SN &

Manufactured only by

can-

Bear in mind that nobody has dared to
bring any direct charge affecting Mayor

nges 4 to

Pants in Gentlemen's and Voung

and $0.00.

Galvanized Iron and Capper Cornice, and
Gutter*. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
tor Buildings. Send tor Illustrated Circular.

duty

Portland has been deluded
the charges made against
Mayor Chapman in the Argus by “Anonymous SneakiSlmplex,” we would invite the
attention of that person to the letter published in another column. A reputable citizen of Portland, who was with Mayor Chapman at the Bradford disaster, writes over
his own signature a denial in toto of “Simplex’s” cowardly insinuations.”

are ex-

large variety,

in

offered in

Plaids, etc.,

And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and

indifference to his responsibilicitizen that proves him unfit for citi-

zenship.

Me—no. i

shall

we

my dear,
have to pay

than the
you receive?

our

ALSO, The grandest bargains in

Special bargains

“METAL SKYLIGHTSDwellings.

didate for fun belittles the candidate and
manifests

it has

you

more

|

be required of him and he

do no Jess without

For

style of Pant.

a

Nothin®

these Pants

use

VESTS to match

mere

among the

front $1.50 to

are

ceptionally cheap.

STREET.“if

EXCHANGE

marvels of

$3.00 under regular prices.

180-MIDDLE ST.--IS2

their candidate for Mayor. If there exist
any dissatisfaction in any of the wards, unless It springs from something deeper than

are

neatness of ap-

durability, and

C. J. FARRINGTON,

THE MAFMNTHE M00N1

disappointment, it should not be allowed to exercise any influence in controlling the action of the voters today. Are the
candidates honest, are they capable, will the

$4.00 per pair, that

of our mark down sale of ChilWhen we
dren’s School Suits.
advertise a mark down sale in any
of our departments the public expect to find goods as advertised.
That they were not disappointed
at our special sale of Children’s
School Suits last week is evident
by the large number that we sold.
We are going to clean our counters of all broken lines in this department to make room for Spring
Suits now making. We have many
splendid bargains left in sizes 4 to
13 years at $4.00 and $5.00 each,
former price $5.00 to $8.00;',which
you cannot afford to miss if you are
needing School Suits for your boys.

as

actiOD

ns

o

CITY

She—But,

won't

BOYS’ KNEE PANTS

Voung men's

Pants at $3.50, $3.00, $3.50 and I

ONE WEEK MORE!

paign begin with a Republican victory and
not a Republican defeat in the first city of

place

tervals pay in such a way
as to suffer no inconvenience.

bought

on while Maine votes in
and on the enthusiasm and success of the Maine Republic ins depend to a
great extent the spirit and success of the
national campaign.
The spring municipal
elections are the threshold of the fall campaign. It is for every Republican in Portland to do today all he can to have the cam-

have no

start, and at stated in-

your

the nation looks

influence the

SALE

lines of Pantaloon* and Vesis lo

new

H

at

HALL,
cottage by simply CONGRESS
commencing
making a comparatively
small payment at the Wednesday Evening, February 22,

discount front manufacturers’ agents, and our pi ices are correspondingly low. The public may rely on a large variety of styles and sizes,
and LOWER PRICES than cun possibly be found anyw'herc else.

gold bv Drumzists

"“•**"u.v5S"m'
^roP *

rommrncr

harp. Ilnai ias uitt.
by (•llbrrl • Fall Orrhr«lm.
Tickets 50 cents; to be obtained of the committee.
dtf
feb27
•

.Tluaic

our

ALL of the bargains in Pants and Vests that we are now offering
were made upespecially for this sale from Woolens bought at a great

IUcommcnde^by g^^“g£{ndbaalneE1
,, mi

Portland, Me.

slock since this sale began, and if trade keeps up
be obliged to add a great many more.

Paine’s Celery Compound is not a cathartic. It is a laxative, giving easy and natural
action to the bowels. Regularity surely follows its use.

Nervous

in the

is AND VESTS

It is

KIDNEY COMPLAINTS

S

B ai Vk

SB®
M

causes

lomoouna constipation

September,

Curiosity should

my bank account
least, I can arrange to entirely furnish

ishing

uIrrttiiMUM iil iu

—

lots of itlen's and

This is a very important year for the Republicans of Maine. A great national election is coming on, an election which for tlie
Republican party transcends in Importance
any other since the days of the civil war. All

motives that

froods

House.

V RHEUMATISM
o »bi«c^5
Rheumatism, and restores the blood-

T

who has stabbed the

city’s interests be safe in their hands, are the
test questions to be applied and it the candidates stand these tests they should be supported. We have not heard it seriously denied that they do meet these tests. Therefore they should receive the hearty and
unanimous support of Republicans.

The Ladies who are in the habit of going to Boston to buy Children’s Suits
should postpone their visit until we
have our Chlldren’s'Department openOn this occaing about April 1st.
sion we shall show some of the iiuest
ever brought into Sew
Engand, and on which purchase they can
stay at home and save from 50 cents
to $2.50 on each Knit.

encour-

prospects are

aging, and the matter of
housekeeping is the first
to be considered. I have
been giving the question
a good deal of thought,
you know, and on the
quiet, have got pretty
well postedon prices, and
find that without dimin-

STENOGRAPHER,

government In the hands of the Democrats.
To vote for Gen. Dow is to vote for a man

_

great

a

the present, we will do so.
And now, dearest, while
as you know my circumstances are not the best,
our

GREAT

Paine’s Celery Compound is a Nerve Tonlo
which never fails. Containing Celery ana
Coca. thoH*- wonderful nerve stimulants, it
speedily cures all nervous disorders.

J. A. HAYDEN,

the State

Republicans should remember that it is
quite as uecessary to elect their ward tickets

Now that our Wedding
Day is settled, and as it
pleases us both to have it
kept from the world, for

I

NERVES

he was

Maine.

ourselves.

•

who

Republican party, who
has aceused Republican legislatures of being in league with the rum power and who
has assailed the most prominent and worthy
Republican leaders. To vote for him is
practically to admit the justice of his arraignment of the Republican party.

as you remember,
we were alone and could
arrange our affairs to suit

when

Ulster at

or

100 pairs Boys’ Knee l’auts sold everywhere and never before sold by us at
less than 50 cents a pair, at only 25c.
tot over two pairs to one customer.
100 dozen 25 cent Braces at 11 cents.
Ye shall have the largest and BEST assortment of Clothing this rear by far
that w e have ever had. anu our prices
will be AWAY DOWN.

4.»0
Putnam

one that concerns us
only, was to be discussed

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRAF. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

of the prominent organizers of the Third
Party movement which did what it could to
and

36 $20.50 Ulsters at
$8.50 Ulsters at
7.50 Ulsters at •
100 pairs genuine All

40 $12.00 and $18.00 Brown aud Black
W orsted Overcoats, mostly large sizes,
$6.50
at only
63 $12.00 Blue aud Black Beaver Over$6.50
coats, sizes 34 to 44, at
|- $2.98
<6 $5.00 Grey Overcoats at
W'e have a few sinnll sizes left of those
elegant $28.00 Overcoats that we have
sold so many of at $22.00 which we
•
•
$16.84
shall close out at

one

defeat Gov. Bodwell

an

MUTTER,

and

GOODS!

Overcoat
purchase
Reduction in Price.

Mow is the time to

INTERESTING

UN

—

FURNISHING

GENTS’

party of hypocrisy and sham

In the last State

^SL3NT33

—

for many years back has been characterizing

their party

MONDAY, MARCH 0.
l'he dance of the “Bayaderes” and “Fisher Gills'*
will be repeated. A short address by one of our
citizens, and one or two musical numprominent
ber* by some of Portland and Boston’s best talent.

■“

CLOTHING

peptic folks.

Writing to an old friend, Gen. Cassius M.

Entertainment and Grand Ball I

l

[St. Louis Globe-Democrat ]
Mr. Blaine’s withdrawal from the list of
possible Presidential candidates places him
in distinguished company. Clay, Webster,
Cass, Wright. Breekin'idge and Douglas

ANNIVERSARY

50th

with au

SALE

MARCH

GREAT

will celebrate their
I

DISTINGUISHED COMPANY.

31 y,

cannot aiford to vote for the

Republicans

_41..

him for those things dis-

fits

an

vmhuuuihuhv

executive office requiring patience and cool

he were

opportunity to try to suppress the
liquor traffic in this city, and has publicly adhad

idea, he has

hlui for the successful conduct of an

qualifies

Mayor Chapman is an advocate of prohibition, as well as Gen. Dow. Gen. Dow once

go to the

should

er

his
of

tax

Portland is interested, for it may

see

few Democratic leadeis who care

by a

reason

Alderman—John P. Hobbs.
council men —James G. McGlauflin, William B.
Irish, Charles It. Lewis.
Il'«rrfe»—William H. Plummer.
Clerk—ltfohard Webb.
Camlahlee—Benjamin Burnham, Benjamin W.
Stover.
______________

a

and second

Cromwell murdered him.
It ought to be
accepted by the public as a complete vindication of tile memory of Barron and as conclu
sive proof that lie was what everybody
thought he was when he was found lying in
the doorway of the vault, a martyr to the
trust that had been committed to his keeping,
That men will cavil at the verdict of the jury
and still refuse to reject the suicide tiieory
there is not much doubt, but the great public will, wo have no doubt, accept it as conclusively settling the question. The investigation has been long anil exhaustive, carried on on both sides with great ability, and

Alderman—William H. Smith.
Council men—John F. Hand, John M. Peck,

George W. Sylvester.

^

murdered,

was

WARD 1.
Alderman —Itlchard K. Gatley.

WARD

pair
occurred under license, and since 1882 there
has not beenla conviction at the General Sessions presided over by the county judge.
During the last two years the lines arising
out of the operation cf the act have more
than paid the expenses of its enforcement.
The verdict in the case of Stain and Cromwell settles so far as any human tribunal can
settle two things: First, that Mr. Barron,
the treasurer of the Dexter savings hank,

Cliarles JJJliapan

WARD

decrease of
there lias been an unprecedented
in all eleven,
crime. At every Assize Court,
in this
since the Scott Act came Into force
county, the judge received the present of a
of white gloves, something thnt never

A»w*aMurr«.

riRMiriBi;.

MlMC'KM.ANfcOCM.

CURRENT COMMENT.

ISAAC C. ATUKSOH, General Manager.
febSStt

eixltt

INN

He

WED D1 NCI
TNV1TATION8 engraved or printed. W. W.
*
CO., Engravers, 43 West Street,
I DAY 18

Boston.
jaul4

20

samples;aud

estimates scut tree.
eodttui

4 O0«6
St Potatoes
bbl 6|OOS6
Ouions

IM-iiiiSb-i.

{'ll

7® 8

001Vaieuoia.
601
Sugar.

Turkeys.I6*ci6igriiuiilateu t>tt.7V»
Chickens.l2©16lExtraC. 0%

MOMMY MORNING. MARCH 5.

V.Vi1®1?%iRed Top???5%tK*2%

Geest

Seed 2 76® 2%
'Clover. 8%@12%c
Apples.
Chese.
Choice eat mg|3 00®3 60
l 76S200 Vermont.... 10 «14
Common
S3 00 N.Y. tactory 10 ®14
Fancy Baldns
Evaporated 4>hil2®113c Sage.15%@16
Butter.
Creamery *> lb...26®27
Lemons.
Palermo.3,60®4 OOiGlU Edge ver....25(a/26
Messina.3 60®4 OOlCholce.19®20
Malagers....
(Good.17®18
iBtore .15®16
Oranges.
Florida......4 76o6 60i
Eggs.
4
00®4 BOIKastem exTias...22.B23
Valencia
Messina and Pa|Can a Western. .21® 22
Palermo plix.2 76<a8 OOlLimed.18® 16

Ducks.16@10|Tlmothy

THE

PRESS.

of N.
Mav be obtained at the Periodical Depots
G. Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station; Marquis,
M.
G.
K.
R.
De78 Exchange St.; Armstrong, E.&

John Gox, 660
iK»t; Hodgson, 96t* Portland St.;
Congress St.; Costello. 7 Exchange St.; Dawson,
604
St.; PeterCongress
Jewett,
47 Middle St.;
son.2 Exchange St.; Goold, corner Congress and
St.; Hop109
Congress
Chisholm,
Chestnut Sts.;
kins. Commercial, corner Park; Morrill, 243 C on193
Beardsworth,
St.;
Congress
St.; Ross,
7 India St.; Harley, corner York and Tate Sts.:
Abbott, 243 spring St.; and ot Chisholm Bros.’
agents on all trains ruunlug out of thecltv.
Auburn. Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Shaw.
Bath. J.
Riddoford, F. M. Burnham.
A. D. Jellersou.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Bt unswick, B. 1.. Dennison.
( umberland Mills, 1C. S. Raymond.
Dainarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryemng. J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Faimington, White & Marwick.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Go.
Dewlston, Chandler & Estes,
iisland, T. M. Glendennlug.
Falls, A. W. Bridge, Merilll & Den-

fress

Mechanic

"Norway,

S. I- Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard. Geo. E. Fogg.
Oris Island, S. C. Prince & Son.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O.S. Andrews, R. H. Burnham & Win.

It.

Hyde.

Haccarappa, W. B. Boothby.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Springvale, C. ID Pierce.
SKowhegan—Bfxby & Buck.
Tboinaslon, S. Delano.
Vtnalbaven, A. B. Vlnal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watervllle. C. ID Hayes.
Yarmouth, W. F. Bennett.

."isroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Moh. 3,1888.
Received P> Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 35 ears miscellaneous merchandise: tor connecting |roads*llo cars um-ceUaiieciw mereban
Use.
Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Thursday’s quotations.
WHltAT.
June.

Opening..
Highest.

Lowest.

Closing_
DOHT1'

Mch.

75«/«
76%
76%
76%

75%

76*4
80%

■

Mch.
47Vfe
47%
47%
47%

May.

Ji.ne.

51*8

51
Oueuiug.
61 Vi
Highest.
61
Lowest.
61 %
Closing.
.Saturday's quotations.

52
51 %
52

WIUCAT

Opening...

804*
80%
80%
80%

7644
76%
76%

Highest....

Lowest.

Closing*...
■

'OKS.

slcli
-18%
48%
48%
48%

opening...
Highest.
Lowest....

Closing.
oai

Arrangement

.June
81;
81%
80%
80%

May.

Mch.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Fall and Winter M/iil

May.
80%

80%
80%
80%
80%

June,
52%

May.

62%
52%
62%
62%

62V*

51%
61%

a.

May.

Highest.
Lowest.

3144
31 %
31%

Closing.

318*

Opening.
OFFICE HOURS.

Cashier's Office, (Sunday excepted).
to 7.00 p. in.; Money order department,
9.00

thj.dst-ry department.

purr,

a.

7.30 a. m.
9 a. m.
nl.

to 6

V'General Delivery,

(Sunday excepted) 7.30 a. in.
to 7.00 p.m. Sunday, 8 to 10 a. m.
Carrier’s Deliveries, (Sunday
business section of the city between Hit11
ludla street at 7 and 10 a. m., 12.30, 1-46 and
6
6 p.m. In othersectlons at 8 a. in., 1.4a and
window,,9 to
p. m. Sunday delivery at Post Office
boxes
street
(general)
from
Oa.m. Collections
6 p. m.
at 7 aud 11 a. m., 4 and 8 p. m. Sunday
°nl>
ARRIVAL AND DEPAKTCHK OF MAILS.
Southern and Western, via Boston arid Maine
Arrive, 12.16 4.66
railroad (Eastern division)
m., 6.30 and 9. p
ami 11 p. m.; Close 8.00 a. ill., 12
10 p. m.
and
12.30
m.; Supplementary.
Boston, Intermediate offices and connections,
via Boston & Maine railroad. (Western division)—
Arrive at 12.20 and 8.16 p. in.; Close 8 a. in. and

Mc^pted)--In

S

Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
and 1 p. in.; Close 12.00 m. and 9 p. m.;
10 p. in.
Supplementary, 12.15 andoffices
and connections,
Aumista. intermediate
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2 aud 9 a.
at
6.30
a. m., 12 in.,
Close
6.00
1
and
m.;
p.
m.,
4.30 ami 9 p. 111.; Supplementary, 12.15 and 10 p.
2

a. m.

III.

Farmington, intermediate offices and connections. via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 1 p.
in,: Close at 12 m.; Supplementary 12.16 p. m.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections,
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and 6.00
p.m.; Close at 6.30 a. in. and 12 m.; Supplementary. 12.16 p. m.
Skouhcgan. Intermediate offices aud connections, via Maine Central railroad-Arrive at 2 a.
m. aud 1 p. nt.; Close al 12 m. aud 9 p. in.; Supplementary 12.16 aud 0.010 p. m.
Auburn amt Lewiston—Arrive 2 and 9a. m.
and 1 aud 6 n. m.; Close, 6.30 a. m., 12m., 4.30
and 9 p. m.; supplementary, 12.16 and 10 p. m.
Bangor.—Arrive at 2 a. in. and 1 and 6 p. in. ;
Close at 6.30 a. in., 12 ni. and 9 p. ni.; Supplementary 12.16 and 10.00 p. in.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections,
via C rand Trunk railroad—Arrive at 12.16 p. m.;
Close at 1.00 p. in.
Gorham, X. It., intermediate offices aud connections. via (H and Trunk railroad—Arrive at 8.36 a.
m. and 12.16 p. in.; Close at 6.30 aud 9 a. ni. and
1.00 p.

in.

_

Swanlvn, 17., intermediate offices and connections, via Portland and Ogdensburg railroadArrive at 8.60 p. m.; Close al 8.00 a. m.
Bartlett. X. It., intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Ogdensburg railroad-Arrive
at 11.10 a.m. aud 8.50 p. m.; Close at 8.00 a, m.
and 2.30 p.m.
Rochester, X. It,. Intermediate offices and connections. via Portland & ltocliester railroad—Arrive at l.sop. ill.; Closest 7 a. m. and 12 m.;
Supplementary 12.30 p 111.
Eastport, (trl weekly) via steamers Internatioual Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6 a. ill., Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday; Close at 4.30 p. m.
Monday, Wednesday arid Friday.
Chebeaguc, Long, Cousen’s ami Peak s Islands—
Arrive at 10 a. in.; Close t 2 p. m.

Stage Mails, &c.
Duck Poml, Westbrook, Windham, Raymond
and South Casro-Arrive at 11 a. m.; Close at 2
P
Bowery Beach, Ocean House and Knightville—
Arrive at 10 a. m.; Close at 3 p. m.
South Portland, Ferry Village and 11 Ward—
Arrive at 8 a. ill. and 2.30 p. m.; Close at 8 a. 111.
and 2.30 p. in.
at
East Dcering-Arrive at 7.30 a. m.; Close
6.30 p. ill.__
WIT AND WISDOM.

Portland Daily Press Stuck List.
Corrected by Swan a Baiuustt, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
BIT O C K S.
Par Value, hid.
Asked
Descriptions.
160
Canal National Bank.100 168
148
Casco Nat. Bank.100 148
116
118
First National Bank.100
60
61
3umi>erland National Bank.. 40
123
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76 121
140
National Traders’Bank.100 138
100
05
Portland Company.
65
70
Portland Gas Company. 50
BONDS.
104
Stateot Maine 6s, due 1889 ,...102
116
Portland City 6s,Munlcip’l varmuslOO
125
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907. .123
106
Bath Olty 6s, Mun. various.102
103
Bath City 6s It. R. aid various.... 101
! i *'
—113
Bangor City 6s, long It. it. a*-*
'25
Bangor City 6s, ongMun.123
.06
204
Bellast City Os, It. it. aid.
104
And. A Ken. R. JL Cs, various... 103
109
111
Portland A Ken. R. R. Os, 1896111
Leeds A Fannuig’tn It. K. 6s.109
120
Maine Central li. K. 1st mtg 7s.. 118
134
Maine Central li. R. Ornsol 7s....132
6s.
106
106
It.
Fund
Maine Central K.
Skg
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s....100%
«•
100
2d mtg 6s.106
•
112
Sd mtg 6s... .110
mniRoi.

tosion siBcx

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stock

are

rei emi

rtni.v:

Maine Central K. i s,

1889.103%

Bath. Me., Cltv 6s.:i891.101
Boston & Lowell ltallroad.168Vi
l20Va
Eastern Railroad Os.

p. 3.«MJ.
Atch..Topeaalaud Santa Ke Railroad

•124%
*97%

..

Mexican Central K 7s.
Mexican Central

13%
216%

Boston;*! Maine R ..
hell le ephoue
Mexi< an CentralZls.
New York and Ne* Km/land Railroad.

226
05
30 %

do Dref
Eastern Railroad. 123
27
E'int <6 I ere Marquette |Hu 10cat' com
97
C1 r ref
....18
Wisconsin Crn'ral.

_

,.

Nsw Yo"V Stock and ifioner i-i

■

>

TBy Telegraph.]
NEW TURK, Mcli. 3,1888.—Money on ca ;
has been easy, ranging from 2 to 2% per cent.,

last loan 3, closing at 2% perceut. Prime paper
4%ra6%. Sterling Exchange is dull but steady;
actual business at 4 n5% u 4 85% [or 60-day bills
Government
and 1 87%@4 87% for demand.
bonds dull and steadv Railroad bonds dull and
and weak
The
stock
market
closed
dull
steady.
at lowest prices.
loe

gated
iue

c-retransactions at lip Stock Hxnhan -e
98.381 shares
ns
of
are
iu
tatir
today
Govern;
ronowmg

ment securities:
United States bonds, 8s
124V*
New 4s, reg.
125%
NeW 48, coup.
.106%
New4%s, reg.
106%
New 4%s, coup.
..114
Ueutr&l Pacific lets.
.121
Denver a.R. Gr.lsts
96%
Erie 2ds.
Kansas Pacific Censu s. .10«
Oregon Nav. lsts..109%
Union Pacific 1st..114
do J.and Grants.
..

do Sinking Funds.

The following
stocks;

are

digestion,

“Where did yon work last?”
of a party seeking a job.

asked a mill man

•*lK)r-&Co.

“Did they discharge you?
“Oh, no.”
mff
“What did you quit for?”
“I didn’t quit. They hired a man in my place
and 1 came away.”

Prudence! Prudence!
In meditation as in aught else, prudence should
be our guide. Yet thousands cast it to the winds.

finds Its patrons, the medical
empirics of every false school have tlielr gulls.
Every change in the gamut of humbug is rung
successfully—for a time at least- the notes being
furnished by the credulous. In happy contrast to
the many advertised impostures of the day stands
Hostetter’s Stomacu Bitters, now iu its third
decade of popularity, approved and recommended
tlie press of many
by physicians, indorsed by
lands, sought and prized by invalids everywhere.
of
It is an ascertained specific for and preventive
malarial diseases, chronic indigestion, liver coinof
tile
checks
growth
ant and constipation.
rheumatism and neuralgia, is a peerless Invigorbenefit
aut and useful diuretic. Nervous people
by it.
Every

uew

nostrum

liufkius was very pious, very fond of the ladies
head. I he other
ami very bald on tlic back of ills
evaninir lie was calling on a Connecticut avenue
her a great deal of church

lr|"B wasgivmg

“we are watched
“All, Miss Charlotte,” he said
carefully. Even the hairs of our head

very
af“ YcsI'mr!Botkina,’’ she replied,
over

thusiasm. “but

some

of tlie

Mcli 2

N. Y. Central.10(1%
Lake Shore. 91%
Erie common. 25%
62%
Canaua southern.
Northwestern.107%
St. Paul. 76%
Omaha

preferred

37

Clos-

ing

bid.
10(1%
90%
R>%
61%
107%
76%
37
66

with deep enback numbers appear

Open- Clos
ing
ing

bid
91

91

25%

25ys
52%
107%
76%

62%

108%
77

65%
78%
20%
92%
129%

65%
78%

78
77%
21
20%
20%
91
01%
Navi.91
Oregon
129%
129%
Delaware. L. & W. 129%
108
107%
Delaware at ri.107% 107%
81
80%
80%
Jersey Central.... 81
63%
63%
64%
Phila Si Reading.
63%
20Vi
Northern Pacific... 20%
34% 34%
34-%
Pacific Mall. 34%
Msouri pacific....3 84
83%
84% 83%
14
13%
13%
Kansas Texas. 14%
66%
66%
Lousisvme * N.... 55%
65%
37
36%
N. Y. Si N. E.37%
36%
23%
23%
Richmond Terminal 23s/e 23%
42%
43%
43“/*
Norfork & West pfd 43%
Stocks oy Associated Press:
Pacific.
28%
Central
St. Paul* Omaha.107%
new.
9Vs
E. lenu,
69
East Tenn, 1st pref.
Canion.
Wells. Fargo Express. 130
16
Lake Erie lit West.
Oregon Nav. 90%
19%
«;
Denver
RioiGrande.Znew.
Western Union...,.
Oregon Tranaoon...

life was
as though
They make ore feel
Little Liver
worth living. Take one of Carter’s
aid
pills after eating; It will relieve dyspepsia,
give tone and vigor to the system.

Wnhduli

Kt

I nnis *

Purififl

131/0

24%

do pref.

Houston h Texas.. 18
Mobile & Ohio.10%
Chicago & Alton. 138
86
Alton & Terre Haute...
do pref. 76
A
124%
Quincy.
Chicago, Burlington
N ..107 Vs

Northwestern

pref.143%

Adams Exorcss.140
Am. Express. 107
Boston Air Line, pref. 98
Bullngto'. A Cedar Rapids. 25
186%
Metropolitan; El.
6
Mum 4i st. Louis.
Pullman Palace.J39%

Ohio & Miss.

22%

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO. Mcli. 8. 1888.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day;
Hale A Norcross.11 Vs

Ophlr.;hi%

Fotosl. G%
0%

Crown Point.

4 70
Union.4 60

Gouldi& Curry.

Best & Belcher... b%
Sierra Nevada.4 70
(x>n. Cal. A Va. 16%
8%
Yellow Jacket.
2
Bav age.
New York Mlnlnw. Stocks.

“Young man,” said tlie minister, “lake

my

ad-

vice and get married.”
“Sir?”
“Take my advice and get married. Iam interested in you.”
■•Thank you, sir; but you ought to have spoken
sooner. 'Lizbetli and I have made arrangements
with tlie Justice of tlie Peace.”

fiWMiSTuroBSsiim
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
POKTLAND.Marcli 3. 1888.
Tbe following are to-day’s closing quotations ol
Grain, Provisions, Sc.:
Crain.
Flour.
H Mxd Corn.
65®6S
nunerftne ana
low grades.2 76jg3 76iCo'-n, bag lots.. .CRaGli
Meal, bag lots ..65&«e
w Boring and
44®45
v* Kininir..* 18®4 36 Oats, car lots
loatt. hag lots
4«®47
Patent during
K;.
v»®6 co.CottonSeea.
60
car lots..24
"®26
I
MM,
4 60® 4 761 do bag .26 60®aC 00
I'er
BOISack’dBr’n
26*4
clear do....4
car lots.. 23 00® 24 00
s-onc around* 25®* 361
do bag... 24 00®26 00
lit Lomssr'gt
.* 75®5 00 Middl ngs. 24 00®25 60
roller....
4 76*4% do bag lots,26 00@27 00
Provisions.
winter Wheat
Patent* 7. r> 00®6 26 PorkPaten's.
Backs ...18 00«18 60
17 60® 18 00
Clear
ndMess.15 76&1G00
60
g. 8hore 4V,®4
dft
»l*uk4 bo
g 00® g B0
...

Straight
.....

Jdeardo....

....

...

°W,

i-arsre

Wj

900®926
261 Plate....
I ExPlate. 960®1000
Haddock. oqg£ 261 LardHake.2 00®2-oi Tuhg t, ^..g® 8V4c
8V4c
®2rn,Be
tiT
10al8cj| Tierces.... 8@
bx16®*
Scaled
8V4®UV4c

.j*

f60®3
■

B!j

S«t

"lir«£.™

Produce.

ipratt'sASt’LWbbl.

.00 BSSrtLuiiaht.
CT::r!e^««S
00®12 OOlLlgotila.
Cape Cod
11
Pea Beans.. .3
Medium....2
German inu2
Yellow Eves.2

00®3 26]
50GJ2 76IOeBtennial....

11
ii

8%
us.

B%

RhlSinS.
50;a2 75|
36
60*2 76iMuscatei.... i 26®3
London
Lay’r 2 60®“ UO
potaiuesbusn 86c®95c
8*8Vk«
onauraLay

92

Forelsn Ports.
Sid fm Trapani 1st lust, barque Mary S Ames,
Gloucester.
Crocker,
Sid fm Liverpool Feb 20, ship Hercules, Kendall, for Cardiff.
At at Rosario Jan 24, sell Nahum Cnapin, Arey,
Boston.
Ar at Rosario Jan 27, barques Henry A Litchfield, Davis, Portland; A C Bean, Foster, do via
Bueuos Avres,
Sid fm Montevideo Jan 28, barque Alice Reed,
Stahl, Talcahuano.
Ar at Pernambuco Jan 28. barque J H Ingersell, Foster, Rosario; Jessie Macgregor, McFadden, Rio Janeiro.
At Pernambuco Feb 8th, barques Wakelield,
Ar at Surinam

Feb 11, brig Eugene Hale, Hara-

Ing, Boston, 16 days.
Ar at

Boston.

St Thomas Feb 21, brig Rocky Glen, Bray,

Ar at Trinidad Feb 17, sell Carrie E Woodbury,
Bryant. Bari adoes.
Sid 22d, sell Kit Carsou, Smith, Bostou.
Arat Barbadoes Feb 7tb, sch Hattie H Barbour
Gllkey, Jacksonville.
At Sagua F'eb 21, barque Wallace, McCormack,
for North of Hatteras;
Levi S Andrews, Wats,
do; brig Gipsy Queen, chandler, for Philadelphia;
sells Herald, Heagan, for North of Hatteras; H G
Moseley, Holt, do.
At Matauzas Feb 26, barque Margaret Mitchell,
Davis, for Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 2d lust, schs Catnle C Berry,
Foster, Boston; Modoc, Perry, Machlas; KM
Sawyer, Wilson, Jonesport.

Spoken.
Jau 4, lat 14 S, Ion 36 Wr. ship Charles Dennis,
Allen, from New York for Calcutta.
Feb », lat 34 58 N. Ion 63 35 W, barque Han
cock, Guptill, from Portland for Polnt-a-Pitre.
F'eb 26, oft American Shoal, ship Lydia Skolfield, from New Orleans for Havre.

A Word About Catarrh.

degrees polarization,

in lilids. bags and boxes, 22.43% (£2.08%.
in
the warehouses at Havana and
Stocks
Matauzas, 0,800 boxes. 305,000 bags, and
0,300 lilids; receipts for the week, 240 boxes,
72.000 bags, and 3,7oO lilids; exports during
the week, 601| boxes, 30,000 bags, and 1.300
lilids, including 26,000 bags aud 1000 lilias to
the United States.
Freights dull; t> lilid of sugar loading at Havana or ports on tile North Coast of Cuba for the
United Statesat 2.50ffi2.76 gold.

“It Is the mucous membrane, that wonderful
semi-fluid envelope surrounding the delicate tissues of the air and food passages, that Catarrh
makes Its stronghold.
Once established, It eats
into the very vitals, and renders life but a longdrawn breath of miservand disease, dulling the
sense of hearing, trammelling the power of speech,
destroying the faculty of smell, tainting the breath,
and killing the refined pleasures of taste. InsidiIn the
ously, by creeping on from a simple coldand
enhead. It assaults the membranous lining
the
delicate
the
eating
bones,
through
velopes
coats aud causing inflammation, sloughing aud
death. Nothing snort of total eradication will secure health to the patient, and all alleviatives are
simply procrastinated sufferings, leading to a fatal termination. Sanford’s Radical Cure, by
Inhalation said by Internal administration, has
never failed; even when the disease has made
frightful inroads on delicate constitutions, hearing, smell and taste have been recovered, and the

LONDON, March 3,1888.—CohSols 102 1-1(1 for
money and 102 b'4 for the account.
LONDON.March 3,1888.—U. S. 4s. 128; 4bis,
108bi.
LIVERPOOL, March 3, 1888.—Cotton marketirregular [uplands at 5Vid;?Orlean- at h%d sa • a
8.000 bales; speculation and export 1000 hale..
LIVER POOL.March 3. 1888-yuotatlons— Winter wheat 6s 7d(o,'8s Od; Spring |wheat at 6s 8d;
Club (is 7dffi68 8d ( orn—inixeu Western at 4s 8d;
pea'i6s4y»d. Provls ous, #•«.—Pork 68s 9d; bacon at 4 is od forlslmrt • lear and 38s od for long
clear. Cheese at 68s; colored 60s. Tallow 25s 8d.
lavra 39s.

disease

thoroughly driven

FREE FROM PAW!
VSl/ FREE!
nainute Ike Cnticnra
In

ron

Leerdam.New York..Rotterdam..Mch 6
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool...Mch 6
Mch 7
Trave.New York. .Bremen
Kugia. New York..Hamburg...Mch 8
Samaria. Boston.Liverpool... Mch 8
Manhattan .New York..Havana—Mcli 8
La Normandie....New York. Havre1.Mch 10
Sorrento. New York..Hamburg...Mch 10
Lily of Chester.. New York.. Liverpool... Mch 10
Kibe. New York..Bremen.Mch 10
Polaria.New York .Hamburg.. Mch 10
Circassia.New York. Glasgow_Mch 10
Claribel .New York..Port Limou Mch 10
Finanec.New York..Rio Janeiro.M -li 10
San Marcos*..New York. Havana —Mch 10
Thlngvaila.New York .CopenliageuMch 10
Aurania.New York. Liverpool...Mch 10
.New York..Antwerp....Mch 10
Westernland
Nevada.New York..Liverpool...Mch 13
Nevada.Now York..Liverpool.. Mch 13
Britauic.New York..Liverpool;..Mch 14
Aller .New York..Bremen —Mch 14

one

n

relieves Rheumatte, Sciatic, Sudden, Sharp, and
Nervous Pains, Strains and Weak(
A
ness. The first and only palu killing Plaster.
perfect, new. original, Instantaneous, infallible,
and safe Antidote to Pain. Iuflammation and
Weakness. At all druggists, 25 cents; five for
$1.00; or, postage free, of Potter Drug and
marl-ThA-M&w2w
Chemical Co., Boston.
I

...

Cleufuegos....New Vork..Cienfuegos .Mch
Athos.New York. Kingston. ..Mch

A

Anti-Pnin Planter

Solid ‘T'putft!

16
16
16
17
17
16
17

Alexandria

New York..

Tw Is
No BetterCathartic

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MARCH 5.
4 29
Buu rises.Oil nirti war**
wa.er
Sunsets. 5 36, High
6 12
1 in
of
9ft
11
24'.,
day
Length
Moon rises. 119 Height....
8 ft 6 in
...

:

V.N'.K

JNPEWS.

OF PORTLAND
SATURDAY, March 3.
Arrived.
Sch Cricket. (Br) St John NB, for New York.
Sell Andrew Adams, Adams, Portsmouth for
Booth bay. (and proceeded.)
Sch David Brown, Barbour, Green’s Landing—
clams to order.
Cleared.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—J
B Coyle.
Sell Willie Seavey, Simmons, Friendship—J H
Blake.
Sch Cinderella, Nichols, Round Pond—J H
MONDAY, March 4.
Arrived.
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Clark’s Covephosphate to A A Mitchell.
Sch Conk Borden, Luut, Bath, to load lumber for
New York.

[By Telegraph.)

NEW YORK, March 3 1888. The following ar*
Closing quotations for mining stocks to-day;
7®
Colorado Coal.
Ontario.

z3 ou

Quicksilver. iV
do preferred.
Amador.
..
••

Petroleum Market.

il,v*

BOSTON, Mch

Pipe Line Certificates
H>.00 A. ..
.
10.80
11.00
11.80
12 M

.

3.

32Vs
93
93%
«3%
93%

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON.March.3, 1887.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, Ac.:
Pork—Iking cut 17 26®17 76;short cuts 17 60®
18 00; backs 18 00®18 26; light backs 17 00;
pork tongues 16 00.
Lard—Choice at 8%®8%c
lb In tcs; 8%@9c
lu 10-lb palls; 9@9%c in 6-lb palls.
Hams at I0%®12c, according | to size and
cure; pressed hams ll%@12c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7»/ic W tb.couu
try do at 7®7 %c.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
29®30c; some fancy Elgin higher; extra first
Western creamy at 25 o,2nc; do firsts at 22®34c;
do June 20®23c: New York fall made creamery,
extra 26®28c; Ivermout fresh made extra entry
30c; do extra firsts at 26®28c. The above quotations are receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 12%®l3c; Ohio
choice at 12%®12%c; Northern sage 14c. Jobbing prices %c higher.
r.ggs—Eastern extras at 26c: some fancy nearby stock higher; Eastern firsts at 24c; extra Vt
and N H at |25c; fresh Western -@24c; fresh
Southern at 24c; held eggs nominal; limed 15®
18c, Jobbing price Ic higher.
Beans—choice small N Y hand picked pea at
2 90®3 00
bush; choice New York large baud
picked do 2 85®2 90; small Vermont hand picked do at 3 10®3 15.
Hay—Choice prime hay at 17 00018 00; fair to
good at 115 00®till 00; Eastern fine fl2®815;
door to ordinary (1MM14: East swale lOafill.
Rve straw, choice, 1750®fil9 00; oat straw » 60
@10 00.
Potatoes—Houlton Rose at gl@l 06 ** bush; do
Hebrons 90c; Aroostook Rose at #1; ao hebrons
at 90c: prolifles 80®86c; Wliite Brooks 76380c.
Poultry—Northern young fresh killed turkeys,
choice lnomlnal: Western young fresli killed turkeys, extra small 13@13%c: do fair to choice,
10&12%C: Northern fresh killed chickens, nominal at 16017c; fair to good 12®14c.

_27-1
WINC'ONMN,offers better into good live men or any manufact-

ducements
ANHTAND,
than

For
uring Industry
any place in tile U. S.
full Information address J. M. II AGE RTF, 401 W
febOdlm
2d St.. Ashland, WIs.

Bold Everywhere.
end&wnrmly

feb28

roll NATE

j MEDICINE
!

than

THE WORLD-RENOWNED

should lie iu
article
every family at this time of year, as the
so
sudden
that It is
changes of temperature are
only a matter of common prudence to have a botfor
coughs
of
Lungwort
tle of Compound Syrup
3 1
and colds on hand. C. Way A Co. sell it.

«0dAw6mnrm ce2wM

sepl2

FOB

mand her.

Sch Emma M Dyer, of VlDalhaven, 77 tons, built
at Bath In 1883, has been sold to parties at Penoliscot for the Grand Bank fishing business.
llyannis, Feb 2—Steamtug Knickerbocker, from
New York (or Portland, with barge Washington
In tow, arrived her to-day. The barge was formerly the ship Washington, of 1860 tons, and Is
drawing 26 ft 4 inches water.
Havana, Feb 24-8ch Alineda Willey, Copeland,
which arrived at Sagua leaky, struck on Key
Polouio. she commenced to discharge 20th and
when the cargo has been removed a diver will
examine her bottom.
Oomestic Ports.
POUT TOWNSEND—Sld 21st, ship Alex Gibson. Speed, (from Tacoino) for United Kingdom.
Old 24th, ship Samaria,
SAN FHA NC1SCO
Snow. Antwerp.
New York, (Oct 6.)
Gardner,
Ar 2d, ship Ivy.
Cld 26th. ship John It Kelley, Gibbons, Manila,
of
sugar.)
lo load return cargo
GALVESTON—Sld 2d, schs Cephas Stamp,
Simmons, Mobile; HJ Cottrell, Haskell, Mobile.
PASCAGOULA —Cld 1st. barque Chalmette,
Cliadboiirne, Colon.
MOBILE—Sld 2d, sch Julia S Bailey, Gould,

-A.ISTD
EXTERNAL

TJSE.

Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Known.
Of CURES
Diphtheria. Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
The Most

—

Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, DysKidney Troubles,
entery, Chrome Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

L S. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

PENSACO L A Ar 2d, sch J K Bodwell, Metcall
Wilmington, NO.
KEY WEST—Ar 29th, sch Florence Leland,
Adams, New York.
SAVANNAH—Sld 2d, schs Ella M Storer, for
Portland; June Bright, for St Simons.
PORT IfOYAL, SC—Old 2d. brig Robert Dillon
Leighton. Savannah.
.__
NORFOLK—Sld 2d, sch Fannie Stewart, Lane,
__

_.

throughout

for

Colds

NATE-We have a fine line of Teas, inin colored Japans, English
Our speciality for a low
price is our 36 cent Oolong giving splendid satisfaction; those wishing real value for their money
please try it. GEO. U. LORD, Cor. Congress and

FOR
cluding Formosas.
Breakfasts and Oolongs.

BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

uougns, uoids&Astnma.

iiui<* an cp

^ALEXANDRIA—Ar

2d, ship Syren, Mallett,

BALTIMORE—Ar 1st, sch Wm Frederick, Burgess, New York.
,,
Ar 2d, sch Beni Fabens, Condon. Boston; Royal
Arch, Cliatlield, New York.
Cld 2d. schs Henry P Mason, Percy, Boston;
Samuel Dlllaway, Brendlge, do; Walker Armington, Drhrkwater, Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d.barque Miranda,Corbett, Sagua; Belle Wooster, Higgins, Cardenas;
sch .1 It Bodwell, Metcalf, Wilmington.
Cld 2d, barque .1 B Babel, Sawyer, for Cardenas;
sells Falmouth, Clark, do; T A Lambert, Hall, for

at a
Sebago.
bargain. Address or call upon J. E. DAVIS, 116
1-1
St.
Emery

THIS IS WORTH

Boston.
Newcastle. Mclr 1—Passed down 1st, barque
Payson Tucker, from Philadelphia for Cienluegos.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 2d, barques Edw O

$1,000.
TO ANT MAN,
WOMAN OR CHILD
who is not blessed with

Clark, Stahl, Mataiizas.
Ar

1st, sch Susan P Thurlow, Tabbot, New

York.
Sid 3d, sell J C Haynes, Hamilton, (from Philadelphia) for Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, ship Sterling, Goodwin.
San Francisco; barques Glenelda, Corning. Providence; Cbas Folies. Price, Portland; schs Ann
Eliza, Bishop, Rockland; Jennie M Carter, Eaton,
Boston; Hope Hay es.Otis. Boston.
Ar 3d, steamer Durham city, fm Newcastle via
Portland; barque Elvina, Curtis, Laguna.
Cld 2d. Darque Charles F Ward. Gray, for
Deinarara; brig Annie R Storer. Harding, from St
Pierre; schs Sarah A Fuller. Brown, Cardenas;
Lady Ellen, Clark, Norfolk.

fair, healthy Skin, or
is troubled with humors.
a

At druggists,' Skin-Success'
26c. A 76c. SkiwSuccess 8o«p
26c. Palmer Chemical Cu«N.Y.

suffer from skin disease when you can
If" | be readily cured by 8klti-Success.
8kin-8uccess
Soap will preserve your skin
VDO I
Iliijj clear aud Arm. Admirable for baths and
toilet.
eodly-cMnrm
oct3
ikA

not

Exchange 8t„

Me._fhi
—

Second-hand side bar, extension.

Address
WANTED
shifting top surry, in good order.
maker’s uaine, how long used,

by letter, stating
lowest cash price, and where it can be seen, »bltEY, care Carrier No. 10._21

purchase Hardware, Paint
and Oil Business. Anyone in a country
town near Portland having such a business to
dispose of can hear of a customer by addressing
BUSINESS, Press
A second-hand office safe; address, witli lowest cash price, giving size
and make, P. O. BOX 1357.28-1

WANTED—To

Office._2-1

—

WANTED

cook;
WANTED—A
tion ; good wages paid.

must

ST.

have recommendaApply 211 ST ATE
38-1
lot

—Highest
prices paid
WANTED
east off clothing, ladies’ or gents’, ore
Please send lettei
for Turkish
cash

changed
postal to

or
rugs.
DEGltOOT, Perry House._28-1
ANTE D For the United States Army, Cav
airy, Artillery and Infantry, able-bodied
unmarried men. between the ages of 21 and 36
atyears; good pay, rations, clothing and medical for
Desirable men especially needed
tendance.
the Cavalry Regiments, both white and colored
Apply at tne Recruiting Rendezvous, 4214 EXCHANGE STREET, Portland Me.
|an78&T3m

S.

my friends ami customers to
know that the office of the C. F. Je wett
A
Pub. Co., (Estes
Lauriat) Is changed from (1
Tnlman Place to 34 Exchange Street. JOHN
27-1
BROWN, Ueu’l Manager.

WANTED-All

.VIIMUEI.CANEOUM.
solid, durable Waukenpliast, conmade for special safety
gress, only $2.00;
3-1
aud comfort BROWN, 401 Congres Sts.

Gents

RECEIVED
24,000 lbs. of wheat
also 20,000 lbs. ground beef
C. B. DALTON & CO., 27 Preble street.

JUST
for poultry;
scraps.

2-1

street boots such as we have
t>00
sold for *3.00 to close only 82.00. AA, A.
B. C. aud D. BROWN’S, sign of the Gold Boot.
3-1
_

1.0NT AND

STRAYED

Steamers leave Franklin Whorl on Wednesdays
Saturdays at B p. m. Returning, leave Pier
88, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
sept21-dtf
General Agent

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

No.13. Auy
leave at

same

CLOYES, Congress

one

nnd-

CHIF.F
1-1

bay and Pemaquhl.
Every Friday at N..TO m. ns., will leave for
Boothbay, South Bristol and East Boothbay.
Returning will leave Pemauuld every Wednesday at r.«M» a. in. for Portland and Intermedi-

SON.

only

Clark.

only

trophy

G. S. BILLINGS, 233 Spring street,
28-1

House and lot 180 State St.
very desirable lot, number
State street, westerly side, near Pine street; tor
terms apply to J. S. RICKER.
_feb22tt
SALK

Brick house
FOK

SALE—The

etc.

PKOPEKTI EOK MALE.
The Jefferson Hill House In Jeff
ersou. Coos County, New Hampshire ; pleasantly located on high
land; commanding a beautiful
the
view ot Mt. Wasuington.
White'
_in range, the Franconia range.
Cherry M.uDtain, aud the Pilot range; It Is a new
house, well arranged inside and out, pure water
good sewerage, and will accommodate about 100
guests; since It was first opened to the public it
has been a favorite resort among the many good
houses on Jefferson Hill, and by guests willing to
pay good prices; everything about the premises is
in good condition; it can be bought lor much less
than Its value; For particulars apply to C. B. Jordan, Lancaster, N. 11., or H. I). Abbott, South
Andover, Maine.
feb22eodtl
MRS. CAROLINE GOOL1).

Appetite,

:

by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
100 emergencies and how

A11A CUNHUAN, Auburn, Me
the premises.
*mg2g»*f

chasers.

mrn

Savings Department,

in

mm

mrn

■

2-1

men

of energy and

hones-

Educator,” a thorough
and business guide; indorsed as such by every
one that has seen it, and try every paper of national reputation in this country and Canada. The
It Is a carefully
lloeton Herald says of the book:
prepared and thoroughly useful work, and those
who buy it will get their money's worth." -V. E.
In
Journal of Education says: "No schoolroom
America can afford to be without this great work
It is the most complete,
as a book of reference."
plain and practical educational work ever published. ami is indispensable to the family and
library. Gately & Co., 602 Washington St.,
feb29d3m
Boston.
dia

RELIABLE MAN
for a permanent position, with an old established firm as their representative In Ills own
State, salary, *70, with Increase. References

WANTED-STEADY,
t‘ x

l

gay’s Manufacturing House, 30 Iteatle 8t.,
fel>27dlaw4wM
N. Y.

and 10 months vre have been m tiuaincfB we
have loaned *11.166.430. and *6,794.690 of interest and
principal wae returned promptly to investors.
Principal and interest fully guaranteed by Capital and
Burplu* of *1,1(16,016. In other departments, up to
i*»H*ured. Morethan a Million Dollars
^
bave thus been invested, return*on which
|
• |fy«
cent.
v
average largely in excess of Ten per

first-class young man to drive
in this city; must be accome well recommended.
stating
experience and If
Address,
acquainted with the city. Address X. B. W„ This

W.1NTED-A
grocery team

Ollice.

BrokSWkJ.

D- To go to Deering. a good
or middle aged woman, well

WANTE
girl

WANTED—An
sell dry goods.
8 1
WANTED

none need apply unless able aud
and can give good references.
9 and 12 a. in., or after 6 p. in. at

YY

THE

HOUSE, 30 Free

telegraph

a

and

“

“

“

“

“

“

“
“
“

JWMUUOVIt

Record.
Journal.
Post.

“

“

Transcript.

“

Traveler.
Forbes’ Lithograph Co.
L. Prang & Co.
Rockwell k Chnrchell.
“

istheonly Raw Food known
and so Recognized

It

By the International Medical Congress
at Washington, D. C., 1887:
By the British Medieai Association at
Brighton, Eng., 1886;
By the American Medical Association at
Washington, B. C., 1884;
do. at Rklimond, Ya., 1881;
do. at Saratoga, X. Y., 1886;
do. at Beer Park, Md., 1884;
where essays were read aud discussed by
some of the ablest Physicians and Surgeons of England, (Jermany, France, Italy and America.
The benefit ol our Free Surgical Hospital (or
Women Is being recognized In all parts ot the
United States by the medical profession, as they
are sending ladles .offering (or the want of operaons (know
as capital case) from all sections.

California, Japan, China, Central
and South America and Mexico.
From New York, pier toot of Canal St., North
Kiver, for Nan Prnacioco via The Isthmus ef
Panama.
COLON.sails Saturday, March 10, Noon,
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan sad China.

CITY OF PEKING sails

953,
MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY.

Our free home for Homeless Boys coutaius fifty
beds, aud is located at 11 to 21 Cause wav street.
When any of the boys suffer from scrofula. Eczema or other skin diseases, they recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid Food.
We have just completed a Septic Hospital of
twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical cases.
The Surgical Staff of Murdock’s Free Hospital
for Women are in daily attendance, except Saturdays, to examine patients aud assign beds.

162 BEDS.
FREE !
BED
EVERY
Remember, It a baby does not thrive, do not
change Its food, but add five or more drops of Murdock’s Liquid Food at each (eedlbg.

MURDOCH LIQUID FOOD CO., BOSTON.

feblO
_HWAMIt
On Accountof lira Death of the Senior Partner the Steckof
_

R. STANLEY & SON,
will be sold

23-4

low In (he original

to close the estate.

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS.

First- class table board with good
room *3.50 per week; dinners 25 cents, 6
28-1
HOUSE, 30 Free St.
GORDON
courses.

TU
fllO

I, *.T—

|,ET—Store Nos. 117, 119 Middle St.,

one

l of the finest stores in the city; suitable for
wholesale, or retail, or both, with a lovely basement; dry and lighted on three sides: almost
parO;.

t0Enquirer3toflt if^ E^'tHGMPSON,'^6*
24-4

Brackett St.

A

cent,

WE

Specialty.

I

CARD.

take this method to thank our former
tonnsmau. De. W. A. Anderson, U. 8. Consul General for the Provinces ot Quebec and Ontario, for ills prompt and able action In demanding
aud obtaining the release and return of the kidnapped boy, Horace Moreau. Also to ourinmany
this
friends for their Interest and sympathy
perplexlug affair.
MR. and MRS. J. M. DOLLE1
23 Park Street.
inar3U3l*

Portland, Me.

410ForeSt.,

teb7_dtf

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

Medical Rooms 93 Frackltn 8t., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
is heir to; all cases that are given up as Incurable by the allopathic aud homeopathic phyand cure
sicians, I will take their case to treat
them. I find that about four-fifths of the case*
Examinations
at a
cured.
be
given up to die can
distance by letter with their full name and place
and
Excent
2
$2.00
one
stamp
nad
ot residence
Consultation free.
amination at the office, $1 00.
9
9
m.
to
p.
a.
hours
Office
m._sep!4tf

DR.

THIS PAPER ]£>welIACo'ttNewHpra*
P.

8pru-

_fort

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

March 3,

Saturday,

Portland & Rochester R. R,

2 p. m.

general Information
address the General Eastern Agents.

Freight, Passage,

For

apply

to

or

or

ARRANGEMENT

elO__

_dtf

SAVANNAH

Fast

at 1.00 p. at.
Par Rochester,

hpriauvnle, Alfred, VV a lets
bora, and Mace Hirer at 7.30 a. as., 1.00
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. to.
Par Uorhum at 7.30 a. to., t.OO, 3.00,
0.30, »< d (mixed) at 0.30 p. to.
Par Moccaruppa.C'emberlaad Mills, We’.*
brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.J4
and 10.00 a. to., i.OO, 3.00, 0.30 ai d
A (mixed) *0.70 p. m.
Par Purest A eaae (Heerlag) 10.00 a. to..
3:00and 0.30 p. to.
The I ou p. to. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Jaacl. with Heoeae Tunnel Kaate tor
the West, and at I aiaa Depot, Worcester, fc>
New York via Norwich f.ine, and all rail,
via Mpriagdeld, also with N. V. A N. K. H. H
(“Steamer Maryland itoute”) (or Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, and the Month, and
with Hostoa A Albany K. H. (or the Weal.
■Close connection made at West break Jts*

Freight and. Passenger Line,

m ElliLAM AM SAVAWAII
STEAMSHIP L'0.
I14TK CITY” and “CITY
OP »l 41 OV’rrrr, TUI KslltY. nl 3
P. VI.. tram LEWIS ttIMKi,
.‘III Atlantic Avrnue, Boston.

Nirnmship*

RICHARDSON & RARNAKD, Agents, Lewis
Wharf, A. De W. SAMPSON. Agent, Central
R. It.. 301 Washington St
O. G. PEARSON,
Agent, S. F. & W. R’v 211 Washington St.,
nu

va a

Ocean Steamship Co.

from New fork.

9AMPNOA, N. K. A««ai,
iOl Washington Mtreet.

A Ui: W

□

non wuu inrougn trams oi maius
enixai n.u. uiu
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk
Through Tickets to all points West and Booth
may be had of 8. H. HELLKN,Ticket Agent, Portland ft Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
oct22dM
J. W. PETERS Hunt.

nh&Pf§&

Railway.

OSTON

__

STEAMERS.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

E ONLY $1.00.

On

FOREST CITY and TREMONT

for connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets for Pra»i«leace, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston every week day evening at 0 o’clock,
J. B. COY LK. Manager.
novltr

season

Boston! Philadelphia
LINE.

-11
.
r

.4%

orerr

Tuesday

am)

(Palais), Araostaah ('aunty,
Provinces,
Mt. Jsha. Ilalifaa, aad tbe
12.60, 12.55 and tll.16 p. m.
9~ All trains limed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at
CONGIIEH8 ST. STATION,
eight minutes later where through tlekets and
baggage checks mas he obtained for principal
points KAst aud West, tNight express with
sleeping car attached,runs every night Sundays
included, through to Rangor hut riot to Skowheon Monday
mornings or to Belfast aud
liter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due In Fort land as follows: The no TO,
tug train from Watervllle, Augusta and Bath
8.45 a. m. i Lewiston, 8.50 A m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40. 12.45 p.ro.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, Watervllle,
Bath, Augusta and Bo kland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 5.60 p. m. Night Pullman at 1. 60

Friday.

From Long Whart, Boston, 3
p. m. From Flue 8treet Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 12 m.
Insurance one-half the rate ot

IXkCpmt
-T- asSaSWitag vesseL

Freights for the West bv the Fenn. R. B., and
South by connecting Un5», forwarded free of commission.
K.un.1 Trip BIN.
Panngr XIO.OO.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
It. H. MA.tlPMWN, t.ral,
YO l .na Wharf. Hmu.
Sldtt

Kn

A m.
Limited Tickets, iral aad eecaad clues, fet
all palate la Ike Peaviaeee » sale at reduced rales.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

PORTLAND. MT. DESERT & MACH'AS ST BT CO.
Nleamrr Cliy of His-hnioml,

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN I.B.. HALIFAX N. S
—

ALL PARTS OF

AND

L'APT. WJI. R. Di:771807,
Will resume her regular trips on Tuesday, March
6th (weather permuting), and thereafter until
further notice will leave Portland Tuesdays and
Fridays at 11 o’clock p. m. Returning, leave Machlasport Mondays and Thursdays at 8 o’clock A
m., connecting at Portland with the 7.3i> a. m.
train for Boston, arriving et Boston at 11.10 A m.
PAYBON TUCKER. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY. Qeu'l Pass, and Ticket Airl.
Portlam.. Feb. 15. 1888._oct21dti

—

New Kruu.wick, N.va Hc.tim, Prince Kdward, ■aland, aad I'.fc Mrrt.a.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.
The Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 8.00 r. M., for KASiTORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Tnn.jgb tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination, jy Freight received upto 4.00 P. M.
For Tickets and staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLK.
of State street.
iien’l Manager.
novl4dtf

ttAM WM RAILWAY OP CAVADA
WINTER AKKANGEiWENTS.
after MON DA Y, Wav. AM, IN!S»,
trains will ram as fsllowsi
DRPAKTl'RRM,
.30 and 8.46
k, t Aubura aad l.ewisiaa,
a. m. and 12.46 and 6.20 p. m.
and 6.20 p,
and
1.80
Far Dor bum, 8.45 a. in.
aad

Oa

K

lIVCATItfNAL.

SECOND

THE

—

OF

follows;

■Stephen

From BOSTON eisry WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
.b.

as

Ant urn and
Uwiswa, 8.80 A m„
12.60 4.50 p. in.; Lcwivtoa via Brans
wick, 7 -5 A m., 12.66 til.16p.m. For Hath,
7.05 a. in., 12.66 and 4.56 p. no, and on SaturKarklaad aud
days only at 11.16 p. m.
Haas aad f.iaeala K H-, 7.06 a. m. and
12.66 p. m., Bruuswick, ASardiarr Hallowell, und Augusta, 7.05 a. in., 12.56, 4.66
and 111.16 p. m. Farusiuglsu via Lewls■<>. 12.60
p. 111.; via Brunswick. 7.06
Uisacslli, Winm. ami 12.66 p. m.
a
Oakland aud (Nsrlk
Krndftrld,
Ikrop,
Aasaa. 12.60 p. in.. Watervllle aad Skewbegan, via l-ewislaa. 12.60, via Aagusla,
7.06 a. m„ 12.66 and tll.16 p. m., and W atsr8elfaat
villo Saturdays only 4.55 p. in.
and
Dealer, 12.50 and 111.16 p. m.
Knagoi via Lewiston. 12.60 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.06 a. in., 12.56 and tll.16 p. m.
Hunger A Pisralngnis It. W., 7.05 a. m.,
Bar
aad
Kllrwoith
and
tll.16 p. m.
11 arbor,
tll.16 and 12.56
p. m. at.

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving in

From PHILADELPHIA

MONDAY, Ort At, HIM,
Pawcssrr 'f'raia* will leave

ud after

For

8TKAMSU0

STEAMSHIP

a

Portland

IKANGETIENm

_CLASS

DIRECT

TRCNS.

Of

On and alter Meudnv. .(larch 3, ISSS,
Passenger Trains will l.cave P rtlaadi
Per Worcester, Clialea, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Wiadbnat and Kpplng at 7.30
at.
a. n». and 1.00 p
Par Manchester, t eacerd, and poists North

A. A DA.KM A CO..
113 Mtale Mtreel, Car. IIrand Ml., Baataa.
K.

TERM

—

m.

a.

90 Park Street,
WILL OPEN ON

j* nni v

FEBRUARY 1st.

6.46 p.

35 Exchange St., ind toot Foot of Indu Street.

COLCORD

143 PEAKE. STREET.

PER

SIX

Nov.
dtf

Canadian Pacific Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

WATER GO. BONDS

Cmurnriu MON OAT. Mel. Ill IN77.
and until further notice, Passenger trains will
leave Pmrilnnd

INTEREST,

Brewster, Cobb & Estabrook

Winter

|

CATARRH.
A. P. Bush A Co., Boston.
Dear Sirs .-—Your package of Ilakka Cream
arrived last evening all O. K.; many thanks. I tell
you I enjoyed the deansing it gave me this morning.
\ am feeling much like I had taken a Turkish bath.
I have been a great sufferer from a very annoying
Catarrh for several years, have tried several remedies,
but nothing has hod so desired an effect as Hakka,
sevboth for mvself and an aged mother, also upon
Yours respectftilly,
eral others In this vicinity
U. \V 'Yildsb, Bethlehem, N. U.

Prepaid

ok

rerelpt of 91.00.

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston, Mass.

_eodfliu

octlO
ai aa

«, ■

t

I

I

i

^

usu of knife
or dett-iuloii from
All diseases of the

cured without the

I ■ Sor ligature,
L a business.

Rectum successfully treatr'1

f»
H-K
T.
»'•
I tils'
WFlrusal hi...Auburn.vie.

Cure guaranteed.

At C. 8. Hotel, Portland.Koom

18,every Saturdnyfrom 9 a. in to 4 p. ni.for Keferpamph
euces given.
Consultation free. Send
let. 10 years experience. Hundreds cured.
soph

____-°dtf

Police Notice.
regular monthly meeting of

the Police Ex
ambling Board will tie held at the Common
Council Boom, In the City Building, on TUESDAY
EVENING. March 6. 1888, at 7.30.
FRANK W. ROBINSON, Chairman.
'ltd
mar2

THE

7,1S87_oct7dtf

Kumford Falls k Budfidd Railroad.

35 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.

HEMORRHOIDS,

■.

J. HAMILTON, Supl,
OHAS. H. FOYK, G. T. A.
Oct.

HEAD COLDS,

.13

Trmim. Arrive im P.rllssd.
10.33 a. m. from Bartlett and way stations.
m.
from Moutreal, Burlington and West
M.33 p.

and after careful examination recommend
tbeni for Investment.

fTTAKKA
Cream ^

•*

Montpelier, St. Johnsbury, Newport, Sherbrooke, St.Johns, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton,
Ogdeiisburg amt West.
3.13 p.m. Local, Portland to Bartlett and in
terniediate stations, with Stage connections for
No. Windham. Standlsh, IJmington, Sehago, Naples. Parsonsfleid, Kezar Falls, Denmark. Lovel),
and Conway Corner; also for No. Bridgton, Hamsou and Waterford via Bridgton.

at

oct21

follows:

er,

BostonSafeDepositandTrustCo
100 AND ACCRUED

as

HmpdRei. for Rrldgton. Fryeburg, No. CouPstiyau's, Bethlehem. Lancas--*■—t,.r; Whitefleld, Littleton. Wells' Rlr-

^“•y^l^iliSway,

Principal and interest payable at

llmltej;amouut

Ggdansburg R. R.

PORTLAND and MONTf EAL LINE.
Only line making direct connections with

SINKINC FUND

a

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,

28.1887;_J. STEPHENSON. 8npt._

Portland and

CENT.

Mortgage

First

m.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth June*
tlon and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago, $21.00 and 119.00: Detroit, *!6.75 and
116 00; Kansas City, $32.50 and $28.83; Ht.
Paul $32.50 and $28.00; St. Louis via. Detroit,
$26.00 and $21.25; St. Louis via. Chicago. $28.60
and $24.90; California. $82.60 and $63.76.

private pupils by the subscriber,

)an24

aKj<9*

••ram Quebec, 12.15 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on uigbt train and
Parlor cars on day train betweeu Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OrPICKi

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
1CAL STUDIES
W.

m.

From l.r«lol« mad Ankara, 8.4t a. m.
11.16. 8.16, 5.45 and 6.45 p. m.
Prra Gorham, 8.46 a.m.. 11.16and 6.45 p. u.
From ibicmgm and Hoalrral, 11.16 and

Jan 19_dtf

J.

m.

1.80 D.

The Class In am lli.iory will begin the HUwrr
of 'Sculpture auit an additional class will
be formed to begin tho History
of Painting.
Special pupils are admitted to both these classes
and to existing classes In firrntun and French.
For circulars or Information apply at 96 Park
St., betweeu 2 and 3 o’clock p. w.

Given to

Durham, Msntrral aml|Cbleags, 8.46
and l 30 p. m.
Far darker, 1.80 p. in
Far Buekfleld aad Cisaloa, 8.45 a. m. and
Far

MRS. CASWELL’S SCHOOL,

We oner

A

Crossing.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
lor rale at Peitlaod Ntatiea Ticket om< and
lit l nien Ticket Order, IO Karksnie atreet
JAB. T. KDltBEK, Oen’l Manager,
Boston.
D. J. KLANDBK8. t.en. P. A T. A.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Oen'l Agent,
land
oct21dtf

—LINK FOM—

TOTAL OPEKATIONS

KOOitln.

as

Ma#j6m

VALUABLE FRAUEN care-

SONS,
change street, Portland, Me.

JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

Boston,

«

“

package

OI,D
fully repaired and regilded by A. E. EATON
successors to Roche & Eaton, 116 ExSi

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
24^Congro88 St.,

1/ttUJ

IMISIUU
“

MIKEELLANEOL'R.

RfiSTMlffl STOCKS
per

3t)~*

Mass._

tlle

Bonds

St._28-1

ANTED—LADIES TO DO OUR FANCY
work at home on novelties for the trade; *10
to *15 per week can be made: all materials furnished ; full particulars free. Ad'iress ELIOT MANUFACTURING CO., 43-45 Eliot street, Boston,

transact any other business that may
legally come before tnem.
JD. W. CLARK., I resident.
uiA 2(17*

or

willing to work
Apply between
30 CUSHMAN

WANTED—A good woman cook. GORDON

lished

margin of 2

capable girl for general housebe good cook and laundress ;

8T._28-x

ratUy

We, the undersigned publishers of Boston, in
the value or Murdock’s Liquid Food, as
several members of our staff have used It, and
received the same benefit as noted by tbe Wholesale Druggists:
“

Per Boston att2.0O a.m., daily,19.06 a.m., J1.00,
18.00 p. in. Heston fer Portland 7.30, 9.00 a.
m„ 12.30 u. m. (**7.00 p.m. daily). Case Klisa
beth. 9.00 a. m. (5.30 p. m. West. L'v. Pass.)
Ssto 9.00 a.m., 1.00 p.m. Hiddeford 2.00. 9.00
a.m., 1.00,8.00 p.m. Pertsmeoth, Nrwbory*
port, Malm, l.ynu 2.00, 8.00 a. m., 1.00, 8.00
p. m. Amrsbury 9.00a.m„ 1.00, 8.00 p. m.
(Connects with Hall Lines (or New York.
{Connects with Sound Lines (or New York.
••West Division-North Berwick to Scarboro

leave

—

WANTED-A
work, must

f°ienTo%oo»e

a

to

family.__21

the Stockholders of the Portland Water Company, will be held at the
office ofUic Company. No. 33 Plum St., on the Oth
at 10 o’clock In the
day of March, A. D. 1888,
a Moderator lor said meeting.
2—To choose a Clerk tor said meeting.
3—To see 11 the Stockholders will authorize the
Directors to pay the principal and interest of any
Mortgage
part of Its four per cent. Consolidatedother
than
Bouds heretofore issued In any place
as specified in said Bonds.
4—To see if the Stockholders will authorize the
and A. of the Consolidadeposit of classes C., D.
ted Mortgage Bonds, and the Sinking Fund estabfw payment oiits Consolidated Bonds In

on

Saleslady

Address Box 860, City.

Situation wanted by two competent girls from St. John; second or general
Federal street, near Market
at
169
work; apply
street, rear door, MRS. PALMER'S Employment
reliable
OfHce;
girls wanted every day; also an
American woman wishes a situation In widower s

of

Bought and sold
and upwards.
Orders by mail

experienced

___

PORTLAND WATER COMPANY.

wlu
^B^To'aee'lf0the^Stookluddera
terms of the sale of its Consolidated

recom-

lars call at No. 14 Monument street.

Jan27_eoti3m

AMKETING

capable

mended, good wages given. For further particu3-1

J. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors.

TO

FOOD.

dorse

WITH

FEMALE HELP.

HOUSE,

OF

LIQUID

Instigated by counterfeit Manufacturers, who have—as they sav in their
article—used Discharged Laborers to
write an Editorial for a Boston Monthly with which we refused to Advertise.
Maid Monthly
compromised itself in
doing this, as it well knew all of its
insinuations to be false.
We, the undersigned, Wliolesaie Druggists of Boston, have used Murdock’s
Liquid Food during the last eight years
in onr families, and do now use it, and
have seen and known many cases where
life has been saved by its use.
That it Is appreciated by the public,
we know by our Increased annual sales.
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston.
“
Weeks & Potter,
“
Gilman Brothers,
“
Carter, Carter, & Kilhani,
“
Cutler Bros. & Co.,
“
Bust Bros. & Bird,
“
Doolittle & Smith,
“
Otis Clapp & Son,

29-1

feb26rtlawM&wly

THE HTOtKHOLDKRrt

ON MURDOCK’S

a

LAWRENCE,KANSAS.

REVERE

ALLREFUTE THE SLANDER

quainted with groceries and

J. B. WA TKINS LAND MOB TGAGE CO.
Maw York Mng'r.

1

Jlrssrs*

WANTED—Young
ty to take orders for "Gately's Universal
aud complete encyclopae-

$5 tO $200,

2*3

DESIRE to state to the patrons ol the above
firm that I will continue business at the old
stand. 119 Market street, under the drm name of
L. F. Hoyt Si Co., and shall offer great bargains
in buying and selling second band furniture, carpets, stoves, &c.
Ieb28dlwL. F. HOYT A CO.

“

payin*
Oy annual interest. Savings Certificate*are
exchangeable for Securities mentioned
/h
v
below, and are also payable in c**h on
demand Intho MORTCACE DEPARTMENT
in amount* of *300 and upwards, at eQy
interest, payable half yearly. In the 16 year*
/()

DICKINSON,

THE

■ ■

_

inn
,wu

(^PARTNERSHIP.

co-partnership heretofore existing between
Jesse D. Wilson and Levi F. Hoyt, under the
Arm name ol WILSON A HOYT, is this day dissolved by mutual consent; all debts due to and
all accounts against the late firm will be settled bv
JESSE D. WILSON,
Mr. L. F. Hoyt.
LEVI F. HOYT.

HELP

RALE

438

HENRY

DISSOLUTION

India and Commercial streets, Portland.
janStfApply to AUG. P. FULLER.

of

ISM).

1st,

I’OPAKTNEBRHIP NOTICEIt.

Corner

andtbl'ty minutes

march

Leave Portland for Peak’s 6.45, 6.30,8.00 a. in.,
2.1r, 5.00, 6.10 p. m. Leave Portland for Cushing’s Island 6.30 a. m., 5.00 p. in. Leave Portland
for lamg Island, Little and Great Diamond, Evergreen and Trefethens 8.00 a m., 2.16 p. m.
0. \V. T. GODING, Gen’l Agent.
marldtl

international House,

Bold toy nil DrugBist»PHICE SSoaSOO.and*1.00.
Dr- JOHN P. TRUE & 00., Propriet jrs,
AUBURN, MAINE.
XjpTape Worms a Specialty. Tapeworms

oar

opposite

After March 1, 1888, the

It is acknowledged to be the best, safest ana
most potent unit effectual remedy known for
tills child-killing disease.

In

street

LEASE !

TO

DISCOVERY!

hour

Market

LET-Store on

entrance; good
BEALS, or to J. DltOWNE, 36 State St.

I

one

LET.

rear

|

A GREAT

A.teb21dtt

for any business with
TOPost Office, convenient
light cellar. Apply T. P.

K

w'

BO I

TO

E
R

v

STREET.

SILVER

21

TELEPHONE,

X
W

TRUE,

H.

O.

I

After

Wholesale Druggists, Newspapers and
Publishers of Massachusetts,

XNTENDING

to

asd

THE LEADING

to change our place of residence
to the West, I offer lor sale our house and lot,
situated at the corner of Park aud Pleasant Sts.
This is a very desirable and convenient location.
The house Is attractive and substantially built,
and is well worthy the attention of Intending pur-

TRUE’S PIN WORM EIIXIR1

I3

WEEK MAY Ting TABLE.
On

FARM FOR SALE.

FOR SALE.

them.”___augSeodly

CO.

HE homestead! of the late Captain Thomas
Morse, in Gray, Maine; house new aud modern; commodious barn and out buildings, all in
ofgood condition; three minutes walk from post
fice and Maine Central H. K. Station; the farm
contains about 100 acres, nearly equally divided
all excellent
between wood, pasture and tillage;
would make a splendid
for bay aud farm crops;
dairy or stock farm, or country place for a man
doing business in the city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
K. It. give rapid and frequent communication with
Lewiston, Auburn and rortlaud, and all points
east and west.
For particulars aud terms inquire of
or on

Manufactured by Dr. F. S. HuTdTTNSok & Co.#
Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,U. S. A. Price$i.oo a bottle,
6 bottles for $5.00. Send for Circular and Testi-

STEAMBOAT

BAY

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

HOTEL

B»*

Send 16 cents for
treat

CASCO

will

in.,

cod3m

Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 6.45 a. m.;
Bailey's Island 7.00; Harpswell, 7.15; East End,
Great Chebeague, 7 45; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Ltttle Chebeague, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving in Portlanu at 9.15 a. m.
Keturnlug will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
sepl9dtf

ime-

FOK

tism, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.
monials.
For halt

h

MAI.E—1 second-band 12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, Inspirator and all fittings at a bargain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNDRY, Biddeford. Me.ocStf

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of
Heart, Pain in' Region of Heart with feelings of
suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from GeLoss of

Andrews'

Blddeford, consisting of 15 acres of
house with ell, 2 stories, large
other outbuildings, will be sold
and
baru, stable
low at a bargain, by FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
7-4
of Blddeford.

_eod&wly

with

James

stead In
FOK

BUT HE HAS NOT.
Insist upon the Exact Label and Top.
For Sole Everywhere. Made only by

Debility

Strips.
are now

good laud, brick

and think he has
others as good,

neral

Weather

MA EE-Air

weather
filling
patent
strips. It takes the place ol outside doors and
windows, as it keeps out the cold in winter aud
17-4
dust in summer. 67 CROSS ST.

A dealer may say

eb27

K

1

Top Chimney.

Pittsburgh,

and

Tight
Si Berry, 67 Cross street,
1X0 Biaisdell
air tight
orders for their

This is the Top of the Genuine
Pearl Top Lamp Chimney.
All others, similar are imitation.
This exact Label
is on each Pearl

6E0. A. MACBETH & CO.,

—

a.

PACIFIC MAH. STEAMSHIP OOMPAAY’S

—

cents can; at

N.tM>

Boothbay for Portland and Intermediate
Landings, arriving In Portland about 3.00 p. in.,
connecting with Boston boat at Portland. Freight
taken for the above landings at low rates
Freight received and delivered on the wharf by
W. 11. Bohanon. Telephone No. B87 F.
A. MONTGOMERY, Pres.
JaulSdtf
East

IRIANDS TEA.1BHR.

SALE
Washburn's and Pllsbcry’s
Harpswell Steamboat Co.
FOKHour10only
15.50 per barrel; choice canned
On and alter September 19tb 1887, steamer
12
cents can;
tomatoes
corn
comer

EASTERN DIVISION.

ate

The

legs veal. Monday morning.
Lout—Two
Under will please leave word at J. COOPEH
3G Market St.39-1
Si

3.30

After Jan. 1, 1888, Bteamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Turulny ni s.:IW
a. in., for Boothbay, South Bristol, East Booth-

OR

badge
LO*»T—Fireman’s
please
Ing the
St.

Kseler, Haverhill,
12.40,3.30, *6.30 p.m.
l.nwreace, l.ewell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40,
li. ill.
Iferbesler Parmlnglnn, Allan
Itai, 8.40 a. in., 12.40,3.30 p.m. Manchester
and Poucord (via Lawrence) 8.40a.m., (via Ho.
Newmarket .Ituictinn) 8.30 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scarboro Crossing.
SI\»AV TRAIN*
(or Basrau 1.00,4.15 p. m. via East Dlv, to Scar
boro Crossing.

STEAMER EMTERPRISE—CAPT. ALFRED RACE.

at

R(

Per Heeton 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.4(1 8.31. n. m.
Ho. leu fer Port lit oil 7.30. 8.80, a. in., 1.0c.
4 00 p. m. (5.00 p. m. arriving He. Hrrwirk at
8 00 p. in., connecting with P.36 p. m. train lor
Portland.) 4c tt re re Hracb. Pmv Point.
Hiddeferd 7.30. 8.40, 10 26 a. m„ 3.3’
Old Orchard, 7.30. 8.40,
•5 30 0 15 p.m.
1(1.116 a. m.. 12.40, 8.30, *#.30, 0.16 p. m. North
Her wick,44 real Palls, Usvei 7.30,8.46 a.m.,

and

Landings.
Every Maturdny

Monday, Oct. 'Al, IMSI7.

WESTERN DIVISION.

For NEW YORK.

cause.

BALK—Hall’s Safe, No. 78, nearly new.
For particulars enquire at No. 80 Exchange
GEO. LIBBY.29-1

8t.

FOUND.

HTOEKN.—From theowners since December 1st, 1887, and said
owners will fee no one for tlielr safe return, a fewaggravated cases ot Rheumatism, such as are
caused by these sudden changes of temperature.
Newell’s Mixture, sold by C. Way & Co., was the

effect

In

HAIRS

FOK

eod&wlynrm_

EUROPEAN PLAN.

Soap cleanses and
Palmer’s Skin-Success
“
««
.«
Ointment heals skin
diseases.
Eczema, Erysipelas, Barber’s Itch, etc., are
c red by 8kin-8ucces9 soap and ointment.

bouse
bath

room,

Kooras all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentle
men’s cafe and billiard-room added, and first-class
In every respect.
ROO.YIN FROM 81.00 A DAY UP.

12eod&w-nrmly

EOK SAE.K—The two

me

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and now Kept on the

g

»

do._*

story
Hol116 EmerygasSt.,
containing 10 rooms,
aud furnace; will be sold

Made only by
F. W. KINSMAN A CO., ApothecariM,
25th Street ana Fourth Avenue, New York.
Price 10, 35 and 75 Cent*.
For sale by all the beat Druggists.
mh21

harness.
2-1

one

remedy
England
Coughs,
and Pulmonary complaints. Since tta Intro,
dnction It has constantly won its way into public
favor, until now it is the universal decision that
ADAMSON’S BOTANIC BALSAM is the
a* a

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern. Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business
and places of amusement.

These pills were a wonderful discovery. No others
like them In the world. Will positively cure or relievo
all manner of disease. The Information around each
box Is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Kind
out about them, and yon will always be thankful. Onb
Sold everyIllustrated pamphlet free
pii.l a dosk.
cts. in stamp*. Dr. I. S.
where, or sent by mail for
Johnson & Co.. 32 Cubtom ’’ousts St., Boston, Mass

PLE'S PUBLISHING CO., 114V4
Portland,

Klll.lioius,

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

Jigger,one sin-

single spring
FOR
heavy single
gle straight sled,
L. F. JONES&CO.. 2v 6 Commercial St.
NATE—One

New

BOSTON.

PillS
Make New, Rich Blood!

hay,

I

—

"

EXCUANOE

NATE OK

NOR NATE—Schr. Willie Martin, 144 tons,
well found, carries 170 thousand lumber;
For further particunow lying at Portland Pier.
lars apply to E, FREEMAN, Agent, No. 11 Exchange St., Portland, Me.2-4

ANODYNE
INTERN

and take ad
net hi
you need Is the will
It
vantage of the oiler we propose to make you.
the matter
to
cost
investigate
will
you nothlug
Call on or address PEOWill you do It now?

—

street._2-1

jnnl3eodAwly

FOR

St._3-1

A nice
milk farm, about 36 acres, good set of buildthree miles from the city;
ings, cuts 60 tons
will exchange for a larger farm on or near the
coast, 12 or 16 miles from Pol Hand. N. 8. GARDINER, 40 Exchange

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
EAST BOOTHBAY, March 3-Ar, sch Andrew
Adams. Adams, Portsmouth, to load ice for Phila-

Memoranda.
Sell Fannie F Hall, of Brooksvllle, 89 tons, built
In 1807, has been purchased by C H Hooper and
others ot Castlne. Capt J Woodward Is to com-

BROWN, 461 Congress

only.

removed In from
three hours.

LINIMENT

Boyd's fine N. F. Frencli kid
only $4.60, former price $5.00. We
continue our special easli sale for a few days

shall

FROM

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Pernambuco Jan 28, barque J H Chadwick, Foster. Itosario.
A at St Thomas Feb 21st, barque Shawmut,
Small, L'emarara.
Ar at Tampico Feb 27, sch Jos Farwell, Duffy,
Mobile.
sld fin Curacoa Feb 22, sch Marlon U 111, Armstrong, Maracaibo.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, Feb 20th, sch C TI Foster,
Coombs, Mobile.

out of

PAIRN

640button

to

delphia.

which

INORNATE.—An

Vga^'e it

For Salt by all DrnggliU. Price 25 cts. per box;
8 boxes for (56 cts.; or sent by mail, postage free, on
receipt of price. ^Dr. J. H. Schenck & Son, Philad’a.

buttons only *2.50, forS, M. and F. BROWN.

price $3.00.
Congress St.
____30.
mer

1

MafIdrakePills

PA IKN gne kid

230
461

No Better LI VE R-

..

Artist

given

New York.

(Trade Mark.)
he only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock,
it is a sure cure for Paralysis, Rheuma-

Havana.Mch
Niagara.New York..Havana ....Mch
Etruria.New York.. Liverpool... Mch
Bohemia.New York..Hamburg...Mch
City of Chicago ..New York..Liverpool...Mch
Alisa.New York..Haytl.Mch 17
Ci y

Materials and Art Goods:
Frames,
established 8years; splendid showy store; will
stand the most thorough investigation; one of the
best openings on my books; best of reference
and required; enjovs a first class patronage
usiness shows up well; a chance seldom offered
or met with ; no bonus; a bargain at the price.
W. F. CAERUTHEBS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

It is to
try Pearline.

JAMES PYLE,

on

Picture

wearing.

to

first

a

con-

nected,

out.”

Sanford’s Radical Cure consists of one bottle of the Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal
Solvent, and one Improved Inhaler, neatly
wrapped in one package, with full directions;
price, $1.00.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
r bom

by washing

your advantage

interest in

NATE—*4,000—Vi
class manufacturing business with store
Foil
Washington St., Boston, for the sale of

Coombs, Newport News.

market.

98

to

than

—

HITNINENN CHANCE*.

worn out more

are

WANTED

AREN'T*

do.
Cld 3d, schs H T Townsend, Jennie G Pillstury
and A H Belden, eastward.
SALEM—Ar 2d, schs T P Dixon, Torrey, from
Rockland for New York; Win Rice, Gregory, do
for do.
Sid 2d, sch King Phillip,
PORTSMOUTH

FROM

missing.”

You hardly realize that it is medicine
when taking Carter’s Little Liver Pills; tliey are
very small; no bad effects; all troubles from torpid liver are relieved by tlielr use.

Centrifugal;

l.adles and gentlemen to represent the C. F. Jewett Pub. Co.,
(Estes & Lauriat) of Boston, Inal! towns In Maine
and N. H.; good pay and permanent employment.
Apply to JOHN BROWN, General Manager, 34
Exchange St., from 8.30 to 9.00 a. m., and Irom
12.30 to 2, and 0.30 to 8 p, m.23-8

rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join
that large army of
economical
sensible,
people, who
from experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves
time, labor, rubbing, wear and tear.
Your Clothes

Free St., Portland,
29-1

IB

Me.__

Trickey, Kelley,

...

Open-

Union Pacific. 65%

_

His brain was very roomy
And full as it could carry;
He could be grand and gloomy,
Or playful, light and airy.
Then why did something blighting
Turn all Ids thoughts to vapor?
’Cause he did all his writing
On both sides of the paper!

to lie

to-day's closing quotations of
Mcli. 3.

New York for Calais.
in port, sch Eliza Levenseller, from New York
for Portland.
PROVINCETOWN—In port 3d, schs Douglass
Haynes. Dunton, New Yorkfor Salem; Emmas
Briggs, Gray, do for Boston; Chas E Sears, A lien,
do for Eastport; Mary Langdou, Strout, NYork
for Rockland; Rebecca M Walls, Truss, Matanzas
for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, barque Auburndale, Wooster,
Buenos Ayres 70 days; schs Lackuwana, Closson,
Ponce; Hannah F Carlton Bryant. Jeremle; Alfred Keen, Greeley, Weeliawken.
Cld 2d, schs Odell, Wade, Belfast; Octavla A
Dow, Ginn, Vinalhaven.
Ar 2d, schs Fannie A Gorham, Warren, Brunswick; Frank Harrington, Lewis, Newport News;
Lawrence Haines,Tibbetts,Hoboken; Metropolis
Brown, Vinalhaven.
Cld 3d, brig Kdw H Williams. Gould, for Sagua;
Charles Dennis, Haskell, Wlscasset, to load for
Charleston; schs Ellhu Burrett, Ingalls. Grand
Manan; Mark Gray, Randall, Rockport, Me; Cli

ENGLAND ORGAN CO..

washed in the old

KDGAHTOWN—Ar 2d, schs Hunter. Whitten,

required. Apply

money.

Paint, or Woodwork,

Hoboken for Rockland; Sardinian. Lord, Weehawken for do.
Returned, schs Neponset, GrlHln. New York for
Boston; O M Marrett, Willey, from Port Johnson
for Portland.
HYANNIS—Ar 2d, sch J Kennedy, Bunker,

are

us

Allow your Clothing,

Cynosure.

I

MTKAMKRM.

you
employliveagcnt9 In every town
WANTE
ment anti short of money. If so, write
WANTED—Good
in the Stale of Maine. Big chance to make
All
at once for full Instructions how to get more.
to Hie N KW
References

ON’T

Sid 2d, schs G G Deering, Morris W Child,
and

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA, March 4. 1888.—The Sugar market
was active during the first part of the week, and
prices advanced a fraction, but later, unfavorable
news from abroad cheeked the activity, lower
figures were offered and the market closed quiet.
The weather is dry and cool.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
$2.1(1012.25 gold per quintal.
Muscovado, fair to good refining, 85 to 90 de-

grees, 82.0offi2.25.

D-To know If

for Boston.

By Telegraph.]

"•Ex-dividend.

ing

cents.

NEW YORK. Mch. 8. 1888. Flour market19,388 packages; exports 4027 bbls and
14,392 sacks; easy except on best-known brands
sales 15,260 bbls.
Flour (quotations-Finejat 2 06*2 06; supernm
Western and State 2 46*8 00; common to gooc
extra Western and State at 2 90*3 40; good tc
choice do at 3 50*4 90; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 40 a-4 60; fancy do al
at 4 70*5 00; common to goodf extra Ohio at 2 96
* 5 00; common!to choice extra St Louis at 2 90*
5 00; paten' Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 40*4.80; choice to fancy do at| 4 66*4 90. Including. 1,600 bbls city mill extra at 4 40*4 76,
1500 bbls nne do 2 06*2 66: 1200 bbls superfine
2 45*3 00; 1100 bbls extra No 2 at 2 90*6 00;
4600 bbls winter wheat extra at 2 90®6 00
6,700|bbls Minnesota extra 2 90*4 90. Southern flour quiet; common to fair extra 3 40*4 00;
good to cnoice at 4 10*5 oo. Rye flour steady;
superfine at 3 30*3 461 U ht-Ht r'l-ellils 22(H
bush; exports 1641099 bush; sales 104,000 bush
spot; firm; No 2 Spring 91c ;No 2 Red at 90V4c*
90%c elev, 91%(*91%c delivered ;}No 1 Red 94o.
Rye nominal. Barley stea-iy. Corn—receipts 6,933 hush:exports 620 bush, sales 29,(so ousli;
held firmly; No 3 at 59%c; No 2 at 60%c elev.
61»/*c delivered. Oats—receipts 74,000 bush, exports 200 bush; kales 39,000 bush; firm; No 3 at
38c; do White 39%(*39%c; No 2 at 38%*39c:
do White at4>%*41c;No 1 White at 43c (Mixed
Western —; White do —.
Coffee—fair Rio nominal. The Sugar market Is firm; refined steady;
C 5% ; Kxtta C 6%c; White ExtraC 6S/i*6%c;
Yellow 6V*c; off A 6 94-100S6C; standard A6»/s ;
Mould A 7c; Confectioners A 6%c; cut loaf and
crushed 7%c; powdered 7c; granulated at 6%e;
Cubes 7c. Fork unchanged.
Beef dull. Card Is
heavy and 2@3c points Tower; Western steam at
8 07 % ;city steam 7 66 ;refined quoted at 7.90 for
Continent; S A 8 75. Huiier is steady. Cheese
brut.
Freight* to Liverpool dull.
CHICAGO.March|3.1888.—The Flour market is
quiet; choice to fancy whiter patents at 4 00
hhl; Southern wiuter 3 60*3 86; Mich*4 26
igan and Wisconsin winters 3 80*4 05; fair to
choice seconds 2 8053 80c; liotce to fancy Ml inesota patents 4 35*4 60. Wheat-opened higher
and closed lower ;No 2 Spring at 76%,« 79c; No 2
Red 81V4c. Corn opened higher and closed lower;
No 2 at 60%c. Oats dull—No 2 at 29®31c. No 2
Rye at 69c. Barley—S" 2 at 77*82c. Provisions
Lsrd lower at 7 60.
—Mess Fo.k lower at 13 80
Dry salted shoulders at 8 00*8 10; shori clear
sides at 7 60*7 62%. Whiskey 1 16.
Receipts—Hour, 20,000 nils; wheat, 12,000
bush; corn 78,000 bush goats 40,000 bush; rye
2000 bush -.barley,88,OOo bush.
Shipments—Flour,! 15,000 bbls; wheat, 18.01.0
buicorn, 131,00o;bush;oats,85,000 besliryf 1C00
busb, barley 24,0uu bush.
ST, LOUIS,March 3,1888.—Flour quiet. Wheat
openedlstrong.closing % below the opening ;No 2
Red at 81;'s@81%c. Corn lower at 46 Va. Oats
firm at 30®3(T%c. ltyo nominal.
Barley 76*90.
Whiskey steady at 1 09. Provisions easy. Fork
-new at 14 12%.
Lard at 7 80*7 35. Dry ealted meats—shoulders 6 76; long clear at 7 12% ;
clear ribs 7 25*7 30; short clear at 7 46*7 47%.
Bacon— shoulders at 6 26*6 37%; long clear at
7 76*7 87%; clear ribs 7 8l>; short clear at 8 00.
Hams 10 50*12 00.
Receipts—Flour, 3000 bbls, wheat 7,000 bush,
msb. barloy|7,000
irn 3,000| bush, oats 7.000
busb,rye 0000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 9,000 bbls, wheat 17,000
bush,corn 48,000] busb, oats 9,000 bush, Parley
0,000 buab.rye 0.000 bush
receipts

European fiflarXatt.

37
Wtmmsia Central preferred.
CalllornlaSouthern Railroad.
I 42
Boston * Albany. *197

you.”

Why let the little ones suffer with rheumatism,
when 25 cents will buy a bottle of Salvation Oil.
Of far greater value than money Is health;
Bull’s
therefore, for coughs aud colds use Dr.
25
Cough Syrup, the Infallible remedy. Price

Domestic Markets.
tBy Telegraph.]

..

...

She was very stout, very jolly, and a little sarcastic. and she was ebldtug Mr. I)e Dood for not
speaking to her at a reception the day before.
*“Aw, Miss Laura,” he pleaded, “I wanted to
but you wouldn't recognize me. Keally don’t
but you
you know. 1 walked all around you,
wouldn't see me.”
“Clear around me, Mr. De Dood? she said
sympathetically. “How tired it must havejnadc

at 2 20a3 40; cows, bulls and mixed at 1 80(5
30; Texas fed steers at 3 10*4 00.
Hogs, receipts 9,000; shipments 4600; markei
slow; mixed 6 00*6 30; heavy 6 20*6 60; ilghl
“
4 90*6 26; skips at 3 60*4 86.
Sheep—receipts 1600; shipments 1000; steady
natives 3 60*6 40; Western 4 80*6 30; Texans
3 60*6 00. Lambs at 6 00@8 20.
3

WANTED.

A41ENTN WANTED.

_

eis

Havana

iUIDCKLLAKEOCR.

Passed the Gate 2d, sch v'ulcan, from NYork
for Rockland.
NEWPORT-Sld 2d, schs Win Deming, Hutchins, New York; George & Albert, (from New
Bedford) for do.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 2d, schs Andrew J York, Wallace. Portland for York; Sarah
K Nightingale, Whalen, Eastport for do; Albert
W Smiih. Rockport for Washington.
Ar 2d, sch Nat Meader,
NEW BEDFORD
Brown, Wlscasset.
WOOD’S HOLL-Ar 29tli, sch Brave, Stanley,
New York.
Ar 1st, sch Normandy, Rivers, Boston.
Ar 2d, sch Speedwell, Weed, Hyannis.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 1st, schs Gardiner
G Deering, Rogers, Baltimore for Boston; Satilla,
Scolleld, Satilla River for Bath; Normandy, Riv
ers, Boston for Wood’s Hall; Cynosure, Green,
Bootbbay for New York.
hid 1st, schs Jodn Bird, W 8 Jordan, Annie T
Bailey, Normandy.
Ar 2d, sch Morris W Child, Torrey, Baltimore

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO. March 3,1888—Cattle lnaraet—re
ceipts 2,000; shipments 1000; weak and lower
shipping steers at 3 00*6 10; Stockers and teed

irraairnrat—In Effect Jnn. 43,
INNS.

Leave Portlana, via G. T. Railway. 8.45 a. m.;
l-ewtston 9.50: Meehanle Falls (mixed train' 10.
60; arriving at W. Minot 11.15; K. Hebron 11,30;
Buckfleld 12.00; K. Sumner 12.20, Hartford
12.40; Canton l.ou p. m.
Leave Portland 1.80 p. in.; l.ewlston 1.00,
Mechanic Falls 3.16; arrlvlug at W. Minot 3.80;
E. Hebron 3.40: Buckfleld 3.50; E. Sumner 4.06;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30, 9.00 a. m..
arriving at Portland 8.45 a. m.. 12.16 p. m.
(STAGE 4WNNECTIONW.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for nebron
Academy; Buckfleld 8.50 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.27 p. m.: arriving at Peru
5.20; Dlxfleld 6.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m.; also tor
Breitun’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dlxfleld 7.00a. m.; arriving at Port
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
land 12.15 p. m.
R, C. BRADFORD. 6. T. A.jan23dtf

LADIES!
yonr own Dyeing, at borne, with Peerless Dyes
They will dye everything. They are sold every
where. Price lOc. s package—40 colors.
They
have no e«|ual for Strength, Brightness, Amount
iu packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fading Qualities. They do not crock or smut.
For
sale by D. W. Heseltlue A Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. G. Nichols, Druggist, 787 Congress, corner Grove street; E. W
Stevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Conand Washington streets; T. J. Looney
Irtigglst, corner Mobile and Frankllu streets ; D.'
I' llorr. Druggist 638 Congress street, William
Do

fress

idsstas&iMaflTO.'KJK
street,i ook, Everett A Pennell; John W. Perkins
*

and A. W Smith, Prug"'v.H l Hay A Son,
W. W.
Poctiaud. Maine.
Co.. 21 Market S<|uare, and WoodWhipple
ford s Corner, Peering. Me,

$1*',1(!7 A

(Ivlleodly

FI ST U L A r*Tw!$5

knife

or detention from bWoeee, al»o mil other dieof the Rectum
Cure guaranteedREAP (M. D. Harvard 1442) and ROBERT aRKAD (M. I). Harvard 1S7«), Hvane Ifonae. >’0.
175 Trrmont Htwet, Boston. ReferenMR gtwn.

«Mf»

ConsulUittou free.
huure. 11 A. M. to 4

•xoeptedO

Head

P. M.

ft>r

pamphlet.
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vbuudaye nod bolldnye
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Tho ward clerks will

MONDAY MORNING. MARCH 5.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
MRS. WINSI.OWS
lo Vlolhrr..
when
xml IMS s’YRlT should always be used
little
children arc cutting teeth. It relieves the
euRerer at once ; It prodnces natural, quiet sleep
little
and the
by relieving the child from pain,
It is
a button.
cherub, awakes as “bright as
It soothes the child, softtaste.
to
ery pleasant
relieves wind, reguens the gums, allays all pain,
best known remedy
lates the bowels, ami Is the
from teething or
lor diarrhoea, whether arising
Twenty-five cents a bottle.
ot her causes
Advice

—

h

lanlO

_

FM&W&wly

From C. It. Wells,Furniture, Dealer, Augusta,
Me.: "Having been subject to a cough more or
less—generally more—I wish to add my testimony
in favor of the celebrated Adamson's Cough Balsam, which has given relief sooner than anything
else that I have ever tried for that purpose.
maroeod&wlw
Trial bottles 10 cents.
sound mind goes very seldom without a sound
digestiou, and nothing contributes toward it more
than the use of Angostura Hiiu-rs, the world
renowned appetizer and invlgorator. manufactured only by Dr. J. G. B. Siegert & Sous,
eod&wlw
rnaro
A

JAM58 PYLE’S PEARLINE. This preparation, advertised elsewhere, is really an excellent
article for saving labor In washing. It takes the
place of soap, sal-soda and other chemical preparations.
Pain from Indigestion, dyspepsia, and
hearty eating, is relieved at once by taking
one of Carter’s Little Liver Pills immediately
after dinner. Don’t forget this.
fehSS
d&wlw
too

_

Hautkr’s Bazab—This beautiful weekly publication Is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing w eek has been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street“Best cure for Consumption is the old Boston
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.’
nov l8eod&w6m-cw
Who is Your Best Friend?
Your stonmeb of course. Why? Because If It
Is out of order you are one of the most miserable
creatures living. Give it a fair honorable chance
and see If It is not the best friend you have In the
cud. Don’t smoke In the inorulug. Don’t drink
In the morning. If you must smoke and drink
wait until your stomach is through with breakfast#
You can drink more and smoke more iu the evening and it will tell on you less. If your food ferments and does not digest right,—If you are
troubled with Heartburn, Dizziness of the head,
coming up of the food after eating, Biliousness,
Indigestion, or any other trouble of the stomach,
you had best use Green’s August Flower, as no
person can use It without Immediate relief,
uovl
dlycT
_

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.

__

EVERY

CITIZEN

SHOULD

VOTE

TODAY.__
The Samaritan Association.

Tonight the Samaritan Association will
celebrate their sixtieth anniversary by an
entertainment at City Hall. J udge Symonds
will deliver a short address. There will be
music and a delightful dance.
The ladies intend tills to be one of tiie
pleasantest social events of the season
have spared no efforts to that end. Mr.
kinson has generously offered to fit up a

and
Atpar-

lor nt the back of the hall Where cards and
conversation may he enjoyed. Mr. Goss has
also coine to the aid of tlie ladies and donated the order of dances and something unique
may be expected. To those who take part
in the dtfhcing the simple announcement that
Gilbert has charge of the music is sufficient.
Supper will be served in Reception Hall and
will be of the best.
We have no society
among us that does more good than the Samaritans and they should receive tlie liberaj
patronage they deserve.
Ritchie C. Knight.

P

Intelligence has been received of tlie deatli
ut Ritchie G. Knight, son of Judge Knight’
which occurred at Santa Rosa near Fort
Sumner, New Mexico, on February 20th.
His father was with him a week before his
deatli. and had tlie remains brought to T.os
Vegas, where they were embalmed and
placed In a metallic casket. Suitable services
were had, preparatory to subsequent shipment and final burial. The deceased was a
little over 21 years of age and had been in
New Mexico nearly two years on a cattle
ranch. He had been sick some two months,
having been first attacked with congestion
and chills that developed into fatal inflammation of the lungs.
Fatal Accident.

Saturday afternon Mr. Charles Coffin, a
step-son of Mr. Solomon Stuart of Deering,
slipped on the ice on India street and struck
violently on the back of his head. He was
taken to the Maine General Hospital and died

midnight from

the effects of the fal;
Mr. Coffin was unmarried, was about thirtyone years of age, and w’as appointed by Colthere at

lector Anderson about a year and a half ago
He
as storekeeper in the Custom House.
had formerly been a clerk for the Kerosene
Oil Co. at Ligonia.

THE DESIRE OF GEN. DOW'S HEART
SMASH
THE
REPUBLICAN

IS |TO

PARTY.

Young

Woman’s Christian Temperance Union.

The Y’s will hold their regular monthly
meeting at No. 6C Brown street this afterThe business meeting will commence
noon.
at 2.30 o’clock, and at 3 work will be commenced forjthe Y’s room in |the Temperance
Hospital. Will the young ladies please come
prepared to sew. The time from 4 to 5 will
be spent socially. There will be music, reading and a talk by Lucia E. Kimball of Chicago.
_

An Argus Lie Nailed.

President Conoily, Secretary Conroy and
Trustees Banks and Leonard of the Longshoremens Society, state that the paragraph
published in Saturday’s Argus, saying that
the Longshoremen held a meeting Friday
and declared themselves for Dow, is a tie
pure aud simple. No meeting was held Friday and polities are never discussed in their
meetings. No body owns them or controls
them, and every man votes according to his
own

will.

VOTE FOR CHARLES J. CHAPMAN.
The Creat Sale.

Turner IBrotliers will continue for one
week their great sale of broadcloth tricots,
aud the last of the lot of 2500 goods Is now
open. They are also opening over one bun'
dred pieces of new spring dress goods, very
cheap black lace flouncing, and now dress
trimmings. They will also offer the novelty,
printed faille Franchise silk, and three
pieces of finest black satin Rbadames at one
dollar.

by

THE DEMOCRATIC ENDORSEMENT
JF NEAL DOW IS SUFFICIENT TO
SHOW THAT HIS
NO

TO

GOOD

ELECTION

BODES

REPUBLICAN

THE

PARTY._
BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The l’ortlaud
two

Company will
new engines to the Boston

There

soou

deliver

& Maine.
16 arrests last week of which

were

11 were for drunkenness.
The Turnverelns will realize

$500 from

their late exhibition.
The Typographical Uuiou will give

a

ball

shortly.

The Board of Aldermen dined at the Preble
House Saturday.
Woodman, True & Co. have been discharged in insolvency.
One day last week 40,000 feet of lumber
were taken in at J. L. Brackett’s box mill.
The Portlanders, former residents of
Bridgton, will have a dinner at the Preble
House either March Oth or 16th.
Shepley Camp, S. of V., and the Lad ies
Aid will bo the guests of Wade CaniD of Saccarapba, Friday next.
The Infantry have added three new members the past week and the Cadets have received several applications.
The Wheel Club Minstrel rehearsal will
Minstrel
take place tonight at 7.30 o’clock.
committee meeting at 7.
The voting list shows over 1400 names in
Cape Elizabeth. Among them are 24 Browns,
24 Loveitts, 58 Dyers and 60 Jordans.
Miss Jennie ltoss of Brackett street, has
drawn the crayon picture given by Rounds,
the artist, to Arcana Lodge.
The Board of Aldermen last week added
591 names to the voting lists against 666 last
year.

Owing to ice the City of Richmond will be
uuable to take passengers or freight for
Sedgwick, Deer Isle or Millbridge until
further notice.
College
Saturday
gave a pleasant entertainment
night and presented Mr. F. L. Gray with a
The students of

Gray’s

Kiss Frances Willard’s

City

at

Address

Business

valuable boxwood clarinet.
As Reception Hall Is engaged this evening
the adjourned meeting ol the Soldiers’ and

Sailors’ Association will probably be adto another date.
Sunday
Saturday waslcloudy and raw.
was bright, with a comparatively high temperature in the morning, but a raw March

journed

ladies, who
1 '(insisted, for the most part, of
who had gathered to listen to an address by
Miss Frances E. Willard of Chicago, who
lad responded to the request of the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union of Portland, to
to the voters of the city in favor of
3en. Dow’s election today.
On the platform with Miss Willard were
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, the president, and
the members of the W. C. T. U., Gen. Neal
Dow, Rev. Messrs. Bayley, LeLacheur,
Mr,
Pearson, Tinker, and several otlurs.
and Mrs. Bent, Miss E. Peotson and Mr.
Fred Ilanson played a musical selection,
then Mrs. Stevens read the XLVI psalm,
Rev. Dr. Small offered prayer, the quartette
dayed “Home Sweet Dome,” and then Mrs.
Stevens introduced Miss Willard as the

President of the National Woman’s Tempermce Union.
Miss Willard was well received and spoke
!or an hour. There was little in the address
It
that related to the issues of the election.
,vas a temperance address in which Gen.

Dow’s

claim

election

to

urged

was

Miss

Party stand-point.
Willard declard that the issue was merely a
juestion between law and order and the sathe Third

Erom

To have enforcement of the law the
officers must feel that enforcement meant
promotion, and non-enforcement disgrace.
During the war we never lieurd of Republicans and anti-war Republicans, but now we

pairs of heads, and 300 gallons of oil.
The New England base ball league season
On Fast Day the
will open April 28th,
Portlands will play the Colby University

Republicans and anti-saloon Republicans. Tbc house is divided against itself
and must fall ;it is a law of gravitation.
Miss Willard then delivered a eulogy on
hear of

She declared that his defeat
would put back (prohibition for years and
send dismay throughout the world to places
where Portland w»s only known as the
She said she didn’t
home of Gen. Dow.
care who nominated him, whether Third
lie was
Party, Republicans or Den: icrats.
in the arena, all eyes were n him, and he
He
was the standard bearer ol the day.
might be old, hut he was as young in all that
the
was needed for good government as
youngest man among us, and, as a proof,she
claimed that he quelled the riot of 1855 with

Gen. Dow.

the loss of hut a single life.
At the close of Miss Wiiiard’s address
Gen. Dow was called for hut declined to
Mrs. Stevens congratulated the authe bestWhiteRibbiu meeting they
had ever held, and after singing America the
benediction was pronounced by Rev. D. B.

speak.

dience

on

Randall and the audience dispersed.
REBUKE THE ANONYMOUS

SLAN*

DERERS.
PULPIT AND PLATFORM.
CHESTNUT STREET CHURCH.

There was a very large meeting at Chestnut street church last evening to listen to
the words of Miss Frances Willard on so"
cial purity. Every pew was crowded, chairs

placed in the aisles to accommodate as
many as possible, numbers sat on the steps
leading to the pulpit and all the standing
room in the rear of the church was occupied.

were

team in this city.
At a special meeting of the Board of Mayor
aud Aldermen, held Saturday afternoon, an
insane person was ordered sent to the asy-

Music was furnished by the church organ
and the Sunday School orchestra. The services were conducted by Mrs. L. M. N.
Stevens of the Woman’s Christiau Temperance Union, under whose auspices the meet-

lum at Augusta.

ing

Boynton has placed a self-winding clock,
requires winding only once a year, In
Pythian Hall. The clock is run by electricity.
Mrs. II. N. Noyes, the well known Boston
artist, will hold a public reception at Room
which

No. 8, Brown’s Block, from Wednesday next
uutil Saturday’, making a display of her

paintings.
The headquarters of the W. C. T. IT., No.
514 Exchange street, will be open from 9 a.
m. to 4 p. m. today that members and friends
of the Union may engage in prayer at any
hour that right may prevail in the election.
Ancient Brothers
The degree team of
Lodge, I. O. O. F., Henry C. Bagley, Esq.,
degree master, will visit Fraternity Lodge,
Woodfords, this evening to confer the first
and second degrees.
The Bowdoin Freshman class are having
their class boat made in Portland. The crew
have commenced daily work in the gymnasium, in order to get into condition for the
spring’s work on the river.
A horse attached to a sleigh belonging to
Mr. Nickerson ran away on Middle street
Saturday afternoon. The sleigh collided
with a jigger in Market Square, almost demolishing the former.
Captain Henry M. Dodge of the schooner
Elva E.

Pettengill, recently

wrecked in the

West Indies, has arrived home. The vessel
was owned in part in this city and was insured for about $2000.
Twitcbell, Cliamplin & Co. will erect a
large brick building for manufacturing and
storage purposes on Merrill’s wharf the
coming spring, and Green & Jordan are
building an addition to the boiler house of
the Electric’,Light Company.
The regular monthly meeting of the Portland Teachers’ Association has been postponed to the evening of the 12th, when the
Association will be addressed by Miss Louisa
P. Hopkins of Boston, whose themo will be
“Ideal Education.”
On Saturduy evening Mr. West, in behalf
of the waiters of the Falmouth Hotel, presented Mr. Fred Tupper with an elegant
gold watch, Mr. Tupper has resigned his
position as waiter to accept a place on the
steamer City of Richmond. In severing his
connection with the hotel he leaves many
friends with whom he has at all times been
very

popular.

THE MEN WHO NOMINATED NEAL
DOW ARE THE AVOWED ENEMIES
OF THE

JOHN,

REPUBLICAN PARTY.

THE MAN WHO

ST.

KNIFED MB.

BLAINE, IS THEIR NATIONAL LEADER.
___

PERSONAL.

Twitchell, of Gorham, N. H.,
in the city Saturday.
W. II. Libby, Esq., of Standish, was in
the city Saturday.
Gen. A. S.

was

Dr. G. M.

Twitchell,

of

Yarmouth,

was

in

the city Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Ware have gone on a
trip south.
Miss Bayard, daughter of Secretary Bayard, is visiting Mrs. W. L. Putnam.
Assistant Surgeon Staples, of Togus, is
visiting Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Mllliken have gone on
a six weeks’ trip to Florida.
Miss Frances Willard is the guest of Gen.
Neal Dow.
Mr. Joseph A. Baclier, superintendent of
the Forest City sugar refinery, and wife,
have just returned from a trip to their native
place in Halle, Germany.
At the funeral at Orland, of the late
George G. Powers, the firm of Shaw & Cod-

ing of Portland, was represented by Mr.
Goding, and the employes sent a beautiful
floral harp.
Mr. A. S. Woodman, A. B., formerly of
Portland, has entered the employment of
Horace Partridge & Co., dealers in gymnasigoods, Boston, and will have charge of
He is
a department of their large business.
a young man of remarkable ability and
great promise, and a graduate of the Portland High School.
Mr. John C. Faruham, a resident of Boston for about 35 years, died in Dorchester,
Thursday, at thd age of 51. He was a naFor twenty years Mr.
tive of Gorham.
Farnham was in the apothecary store of the
late Orlando Tompkins, of Boston, and afterwards for fifteen years in the Water Registrar’s office.
um

Boston and Boothbay Land Co.
The Boston|and Boothbay Land Company
has been organized in this city for the purpose of dealing in real estate in Boothbay

The officers of the
Harbor and vicinity.
company are:
President—Chas. A. Marstou.
Treasurer—SanlordC. Chase.
Directors—Charles A. Marstou, Mauley T.
Fooler, Sanford C. Chase.
Capital stock, $250,000.

Fine Residence For Sale.
In our advertising columns today will be
found the advertisement of one of the finest
residences iq Oxford county for sale, situat-

ed in South Paris, three minutes walk from
the Grand Trunk railway statioq.

Bright's

disease.

~

Bronchitis.

—

Consumption.

—

—

—

1

1

••

Peritonitis.
Pneumonia.
Softening of brain...

1

Total.

2

UNION TICKET OFFICE

FORTY-SECOND ANNUAL
j

SECOND WEEK OF THE CREAT SALE !

OB' THE

people

are

per cent. These statistics indicate the sound
and healthy status of the company.
Do not be content with using Index Soap
but see that your Republican and
Democratic neighbors use It also. Index

yourself,
Soap

is not the kind

spoken of by politicians.

obliged

Iu Waterford, Feb. 20, Mary Hale, widow of
Capt. Luther Houghton, aged 86 years 6 mouths.
In Otisflelo, Eeb. 26, Mrs. Jane, wife of Zebulon
Knight, aged about 70 years.
Iu Bndgton, Feb. 16, Arthur Leroy, son of
Lutber D. aud Ida R. Stevens, aged 2 years and
3 months.

lu Brldgton, Feb. 26, William Goldthwait.
In Biddeford, March 1, Elvira M. Dolltff, aged
48 years.
In Lewiston, March 2, Iiaae Bennett, aged 83
years 11 mouths.
In Auhurn, March 2, Mrs. Arvilla Chapman,
aged 56 years.

of the white

“You were singing awhile ago a hymn I
always like to hear m connection with this
work, ‘Nearer My God to Thee.’ You know
without my telling you that there has been a
great stirring up of public sentiment cf late.
When the W. C. T. U. first began its labors
men would come aud say it is all very well,

women?
were working for the
When we are building up in a man
women.
a calm head and a steady pulse we are workwomen.
We began in the humble
the
for
ing
We went about getting
way of petition.
names that there should be a better law to
protect our women. We found that a girl 10
years old could not sell her doll or handkerchief and make the transaction legal but she
could give away that which is far dearer and
so we asked that the age of protection be
extended to 16 or 18 years. In many of the
States the age of 18 years is now upon the
statute books. All the world admits that
woman should be pure, that is conceded by
everybody. Very well, then, every man
should be pure. We must come forward with
the white cross pledge. So far as I know the
first Dody of ministers to adopt this pledge
There is
was the Rock River conference.
something large and tender in a boy’s heart
that has not been turned to account as it
should. Boys’ hearts get full of weeds before
you know it, and I am glad that the women
of the white cross are going to plant some
flowers there. It seems to me that iu this
ago of transition there should bo a beacon
light in every home. The chief corner stone
of the State is the hearth stone.
“When the National Teachers’ Convention
met in Chicago last year, X appealed to them
concerning the white cross pledge. It should
be taken into the school. They' seriously
considered the matter aud will report at the
next convention.
“We know that bad men will curse us, yet
we know just as well that good men will bless
but
We

why don't you
replied that we

work

for the

1,177,201.16

Totai. to Policy
HOLDEKS..

$5,414,301.31

to
Commissions
Agents, Salaries,
Medical Examiners’ fees, Printing, Advertising,
Legal. Real Estate, aud all Other

088,879.07
304,803.19

6,407,983.57

1887.$55,128,668.55

2,102,94J.15

Deposits

8,790,822.69

Reserved Fund
Profits

us."

___

NOT

IS

PROHIBITION

INVOLVED

IN THIS CONTEST.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
SPA.BTX.CUS.
On Saturday evening, Mr. Robert Downing repeated his success of the evening previous in the character of “Spartacus,” to an
audience that completely filled Portland
Theatre, and that was exceedingly enthusi.
astic. The scenic effects, mention of which
was omitted from our Saturday morning notice, were excellent and in perfect keeping
with the drama. The friends of Mr. Downing in this city have made arrangements
with Mr. Newell and Mr. Mack for the presentation of “Julius Caesar,’’ on Friday evening next, with the same perfection of detail
that marked the production of “Spartacus.”

our

family.

Add

RESOURCES.
VALUE.

Dec.

Gross Assists,
Liabilities >
Amount required to

8JA500

1.000
1,500

1,070
1,500

1.000

2,000
2,020
2,500
1,000
2,000
6,000
3,120
1.000
3,120
1,000
1,050
1,080
3,030

2,000
2,(XX)
2,600
1,000
2,000
6,000
3,000
1,000
3,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
3,000

2,020
4.520
1,010

4,000

Tutnl Public Fund.

31,1887.$66,643,498.38

».

a

severe

260,692.00
794,414.77

County of Adams, Ind., 6s, Gravel Road, 1888...
Allen, Ind., 6s, Gravel Road, 1890-1891
Benton, Ind., 6s, Gravel Road, 1889...
«
Clinton, Ind., 6s, Gravel Road. 1888...
Clinton, Ind., 6s, C. H 1888-1893.
Delaware, Ind., Bs,C. II., 1896-1903
DeWltt, 111., 6s, Fund, optional. 1900..
Hamilton, Ind., 6s, Gravel Road, 1888
Hancock, O., 6s, C.H., 1892-1894.Hendricks, lud„ 6s, Gravel Road, 1889
Macon, 111., 6s. Fund. 1894.
Marlon. Ind., 6s, C. H., 1898.
Miami, Ind.,6s,Gravel Road, 1888-1891
Putnam, Ind., 6s, Gravel Road, 1888-

2,000
2,000
2.500
1,000
2,000

Scioto, O., 8s. Fund, 1893.
Shelby, O.. 6s, C. H„ 1889.
St. Louis. Mo., 7S. Jail, 1888.
«
Van Wert, O., 6s, C. H., 1888.
Vigo, Ind., 6s, C.H., 1906.
City of Akron, 0., 6s. Street, 1888.
Camon, O., BV-s, Fund, 1890.
Cleveland, O., 6s, Street, 1907.
Columbus, O., 7s, City HaU, 1889.

4,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,800
2,000
3,000
6,000
1,000

Evansville. Ind.. 6s. Red. 1908.
Fort Wayne, Ind., 6s, Fund, 1899
Fort Wayne, Ind.. 6s, Water, 1900.
Fremont, O., 5s. Water, 1898.
La Porte, Ind., 7s, Water, 1890.
Logausport, Ind., 5s, Water, 1896-1906..
LoeaaSDort. Iml.. (is, Fund 1889-1899....
Marietta, u. ss, city nail, isats-ieua.
Mansfield, O.. 6s, Street Imp., 1888.
Newark. O., 6s, Street, 1888.
Ottumwa, O., 5s, School District, 1897...
Pomeroy, O., 8s, Fund, 1892.
Sandusky, O., 7s, Water, 1890.
St. Louis, Mo., 6s, Sewer, 1888-1891.
Toledo, O., 7s, School, 1890.
Wausau. Wis., 6s,IWater, 1906.
Zanesville. ().,4Mi s. Fund, 1903.
Zanesville, O., 4s Fund. 1892.

1,000
2,oo0
2,000
1,000
1,600
2,000
4,000

$6,225,738.61
5,486,430.61

•*

.M', President.

II. WELLS, Actuary.

Street,

BANGOR,
feb5

ME.

dtaw3wMnrm

WEEK!

THIS

THE MOCK RIDGE CONCERT.

2,000

1,000

6,000

2,000

1,000
1,000

1,000

1.000

1,000
2,800
2,000
8,000
6,800
1,020

1,000

800

2,240
2,260
1,000

1,560,
2,000

4,200

1,600
1,000
1,000
1,120
1,040

6,260
2,080

1,000
1.000

1,000

-_2__

Our annual sale of Damaged Kid Gloves will

As most of
commence this Monday Morning.
our customers know these are the accumulabecome
have
which
tion of a year,

1,000

1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
1,500
2,000
4,000

gloves

soiled in stock, gloves which have not proved
satisfactory fit for some particular hand and
which have been torn and mended. In
fact anything which has been laid aside as
imperfect during the past year.
VVe make the prices on these 10, 15, 25 35, 35.
40, 50 and75 a pair, much less than the actual
worth and sell at this time of year when a
glove that is not perfect answers the purpose
for common wear before buying the new fresh
a
some

r.uuu

1.600
1,000
1,000

1,000

1,000
6,000
2,000
1,000

1,000

three

1,000

Total Railroad Bauds of ttnine, 9,900
4,000
Chicago & West Michigan 5s, 1st Mort. 1921.
2,000
Detroit, Bay Ctty & Alpbena 6s, 1st Mort. 1913..
1922
2,000
Short
Line
6s,
Oregon

4,000
2,120
2,000

4,000
2.000
2,000

N,

100

t

9,000.00

Corporation

Bonds

875

700

3,000

3,000

3,000

600

600

1,800
1,000
2,000

500

500

1,800
1,000
2,000

2.000
2.000

2,000
2,000

2,000
2,000

7

00.00
AUCTION NAI.CS-

600
1.800
1,000
2,000

TRADE
is

1,600
1,000
400

3,000

TotalHank Stuck of Vlaiur 0,000
Beal Estate Foreclosure.
LOANS ON PUBLIC FUNDS—
Town of Norrldgewock, bonds.
LOANS ON RAILROAD STOCKWinnlsimmet.
LOANS ON CORPORATION STOCKBartlett Water Company, N. II.
Portland Gas Light Company.
West End Land Company, Portland.
LOANS TO CORPORATIONS—
Congregational Parish.

2,624
1,610

First

LOANS ON NAVINR9 BANK BOOKSGorham Savings Bank..
LOANS ON OTHER PERSONAL PROPERTYLOANS ON MORTGAGES OP REAL ENT ATE—
Cash deposited In Canal National Bank, Portland
Cash on baud.

goods

1,600
1,000

520

400

3,600

3,000

9,300

8,600

0,000.00
9,300,00

150

150

130.00

100

100

100.00

150
50
60

150
60
50

9430.00

900

900

000.00

226
200
100

226
200
100

200

200

Street.
dlw

860
850
118.777,08 118,777.08
6,182.97
6,182.97
2,515.53
2,515.53

son

QUARANTINE

3,856,13

Due Depositors, Including Earned Dividend,
State Tax and Expenses.... —.

430,434.14

includes new songs, refrains and
humor in the first part, and lu the
with
J.unes Plamphin iu his harp solos,
olio,
Baker and Jones as the Pullman car porters,
Billy ltice and Lew Dockstader as the senator and the judge, and Edward French in his

PUBLIC

SICK

gramme

topical

banjo solos.

The “Little Tycoon’’ will

soon

ATION DOES NOT PAY.

The following

Mayoralty

was

HEAD

be here.

TEACH THE ENEMY THAT A CAMPAIGN OF SLANDER ’AND VITUPER-

Last Year’s

Headache, yet Carter h Little Liver Tills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying complaint, while they also
correct all disorders of the s tomach .stimulate the
Xrer and regulate the bowels. Even if they only

“

NOTES.

Vote.

Ache they would be almost prioeless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here.and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not bo willing to do without them. But after all sick head

:
°

Ward 1.
Islands 1..
Islands 2.
Ward 3.
4.
6
C.

7

498
44
61
257
441
624
663
772

Total.3.793
Mr.

Chapman’s majority

If?!
§•
g

g-

£

5

|

n

404
17
19
662
481
281
2911
232

18
0
9
7
12
12
10
10

16
0
0
00
6
7
23 18
11
8
89
4
33
0

‘4

2,560 95 166 45
in 1887 was 948.

Railway Notes.
The contract for laying the

CARTER MEDICINE C0.t New York.

M M Snail Dm Ml ft*

'starring

floors in the

Union depot has been awarded by Mr.
Philbrook to Messrs. L. J- and II. H. PollardThey are to be of hard wood, of the
best quality, and will be commenced in a
new

few

days.

The Portland Company sent out Friday
iwo more cars to the Canadian Pacific Dispatch. The Rumford Falls & Buckfield engine “Buckfield,” which exploded recently,
s in tlio
locomotive shop for repairs, as is
;he Rochester engine “Clapp,” which was
wrecked at Westbrook a few weeks ago. The
lame of this engine has been changed tojtho
‘Massabeslc.”

If
\

FACTS |
I
reports

of
Are contained in the
the Boards of Health, showing the
fearful adulteration of spices, and
yet anyone who wants absolutely
pure spices can get them by
calling for

SLADE’S EPICUREAN SPICES,

Ti* butts tie World.
They are the best selected cultivated spices, powdered, perfectly
pure, all dust, leaves and other
Impurities being removed. More
than double the strength of the
common pure spices.
a

YOUR GROCER SELLS THEM.

■
I

I;:
■

^

|
■
I

|■
■

per

both in first
street
By
mhotf

with stable connected,
class condition, 88 Brackett
HOUSE
GEO.
MILL1KKN.

meat
NAI.B-A large excellent
and provision route; good established trade,
first-class set of regular customers; at home every
■light; no healthier business; valuable horse, wagon, harness, pung, ice chest, tools. &c.; good sta-

paying

FOIf

<

ble, carriage house; large basement for storage;
also nice house If required.
COOPER A; STEVENS, No. 3 Tremout Bow, Room 6, Boston, Mass,
o-l

xwANTED-Kugineers and firemen; a number
T T of locomotive engineers and firemen to leave
the city at once; transportation will be furnished;
permanent employment guaranteed; bring papers
and reference; only (hose willing to lak. P'ace of
brotherhood men need apply. Apply at 302 « ash5-Jt
lugton street, Boston, Room 0.

1

AND I,o r Hilt SALK -Pleasant
healthy, desirable location, unexceptional
neighborhood, convenient far business man,
physician or first-class boarding house; terms
very favorable. Apply at No. 2 UKAl, Cor. Park

HOUSE

9009.30

even
FRED E. RICHARDS, Bank Examiner,

class

WATER STREET, Augusta, Me.5-2

superb lot of Gen. Jacqueminot
Roses at C. A. DENNETT’S, the Florist. No.

IltOlND—A

568 Congress street.

5-1

1

X. John little <fc Co.
mhO

dtl

are

My

over.
are so

low

selling well,

at this dull

season.

j The Writing Paper I

am

selling for 21 cents per box
is

a

perfect

wonder.

Frank B. Clark,

MORNING

_

Vases

prices on
that they

844 304 37

middle-aged lady,a situation

Competent to manage a
a satisfactory manner, and can give firstreference.
Address MRS. F., No. 173

Furniture, Chamber Sets, Stores, PicCarpets, Feather Beds, Blankets and Bedding, Domestic Sewing Machine, Curtains, two
Wagons. Rifle, Gold Watch. Show Case, Counters,
Cigars, Peanut Hoas,

City of Portland.
and

to warrants from the

and look them
l

WANTED—Bya
housekeeper.
house in
as

ON
Household

tures,

ed to my stock a tine line of To the Elettora of the
Jewelry aud Hair Pins; call

900.00
119,777.09

515 CONGRESS STREET.
inarZ

__>lt(

MONEY WANTED!
To raise money we have dectded to reduce the
jrtce on all our regular lines of I.udic I'rruch
I4ld Hooi. for one week: eommeuctng Feb. 13.
)ur $0.00 lino band turns will be $0.00; our $0.00
land welt will be $5.50; and our regular $5.00 line
>4.50; these are no broken lots, but our very best
;oods In all sizes and widths, from AA toll; beitiles these, we have some broken lots that will be
lold very low; goods sent to any address on re-

1

yard.

$2.00.

AUCTION.

TUESDAY, Marcli 6th. at 10 a m., at house
No. 648 Congress street, I shall sell a lot at

400.00

Choice selection of French Plaids.
10 pieces La Gloria Crapes, a new Wool fabric, at
$1.00 per yard, in Evening shades, and the new
shades of Mahogany and Blue.
5 colors in Bedford Cords for Spring Jackets and
Wraps, a new and very desirable cloth.
A full line of Watered Silks and Plaid Surahs in all
the new colors.
100 styles of French Satines at 37 1-2 cents.
25 styles of French Challies.
30 styles of Printed India Silks at $1.00.
Mew and desirable goods will be offered every day
the coming week.
rwo special bargains in Black Rhadames, 24 inches
wide, at $1.25 and $1.50; been selling for $1,75
and

Street.__5-1

BY

STATE OF MAINE.

10 pieces All Wool Henrietta Cloths, 48 inches wide
at 85 cents per yard.
10 pieces All Wool Henrietta, extra fine, at $1.00

LETT~

of-

am

Furniture, Wagous, Hct.,

Household

By the way, I have just add-

I case All Wool Cashmere in all the new colors at 50
cents per yard.

eotfiw

I

SALE

—

343.00

WE OPEN THE FOLLOWING SELECTIONS:

Cattle Commissioners of Maine.
TO

Is tbo bane of so many lives that here is where
«vo make our great boast. Our pills cure it whUo
dhers do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are vory small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
i>utge, but by their gentle action please all who
isethem. In vials at 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
y druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

MONDAY

so

or

CITY AD V KKTIMK.riKNTN

SPRING OPENING! i

F. 0. BEAL,
W. W. HARRIS,
ttEO. H. BAILEY, Y. S.,
mho

ACHE

the vote for Mayor in

1887:

Wards.

NOTICE Is hereby given that In consequence of the prevelance of “Glanders and
Farcy" among the “Texas Mustangs or Bronco
Horses" brought Into Maine and sold to the number of 2900 during the season of 1887, no more
Broncos will be allowed to be landed or exposed
for sale In this State until further notice.
The Cattle Commissioners of Massachusetts say
In a late circular directed to “Boards of Health
of cities aud towns: “The deaths of citizens from
that loathsome and fatal disease, glanders, cou
traded from diseased horses, the too general negligence of animal owners, veterinarians aud others, lnjgivlng notice of the suspected existence of
contagious diseases and the lax or IndilTereut action of boards of health In sonic of the cities ami
towns, makes It imperative that we call the attention of all good citizens to the statutes provided for the suppression of contagion among domestic animals.”
The attention of all persons Is directed to Section 7, Chapter 138, of the Public Laws of Maine,
contaapplying to cattle or horses affected with
gious diseases, and which will hereafter be rigidly enforced.

of the year,

sea-

—

wonderful for the money.

479,940.71

9CBPLI79 ABOVE ALL I.IABlI-ITIES.
Rate of Interest tharged on loans 6 per cent.
Annual expenses J9OO.00.
Securities are kept In the Safe Deposit Vault, Portland.

got too many

hand for this

on

now

fering some great bargains Administrator of 1). I. Deland and Millisent N.
nihM2t
Del and.
in Writing Pads fora short
F. O. BAILEY & CO.
time; come in and look at
Auctioneers and Commission Nerrhants
the Pads I have for 3, 6, 8,
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
C. W. AI.LKV
V. O. UAII.EV.
*<1
11 and 21 cents, they are
marl4

9400.33O.3l
Unpaid Accrued Iuterest.

little quiet just

a

and I have

11,900.00

11,900

AUCTIOBEERS.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

ADMINISTRATOR’S

600

WASHBURN UNION.

CURE

sold.

3,900.00

700

Canal National Bank, Portland.
Casco

5_

are

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

2,200

LOANS ON BANK STOCK-

Congress

hundreif pairs)

994,300.00

EngT^ 9^MH»

Canal National Bank, Portland.
Casco National Bank, Portland.
Cumberland National Bank, Portland.
First National Bank, Portland.

There will be no Band as it
interferes with business.

400

BROS.

RINES

1,000
1,000
2,800
2,000
8,000
5,000
1,000

3,600

of

39 Cents Per Yard.

2,000

2,310
4,620
111

out

AT

BANK STOCK OWNED—

—

NOTICE.

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such az
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Tain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

f_d»

febo

1.000

Total Public Funds out of If. Kn«.,~**'4,:»00
RAILROAD HONDO OWNED—
2,200
Androscoggin & Kennebec 6s, 1890-1891.
3,500
Maine Central 7s, Consol, 1912
100
Portland & Kennebee 6s, 1895••••.

Total

at once.

Tickets should now be obtained at Stockbridge’s for the fourth annual entertainment
of the Washburn Union, to be given at City
Hall, Thursday evening. There will be music by the Bowdoin College Glee Club, readings by young ladies, and a dance.
DOCKSTADEIt’S MINSTRELS.
Wednesday evening, Dockstader’s Minstrels will be at Portland Theatre. The pro-

LET.——

A Convenient anti newly renovated
tenement for small family, 14 Winter
St. Enquire at 281 Spring St., or 1U
JAMES BAIN.
Commercial St.

810.300.00

‘3,300.00

i.ruu

1,600
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

....

MONDAY—Salomon Bed Letter Day.
TUESDAY
Slaughter of Pot-Pourri
Jars.
WEDNESDAY—Plates aud Preserve Saucers will be killed out.
THURSDAY—Cups and Saucers will fly.
FRIDAY—Sugars aud Creams will look
at their ow n prices with amazemeut.
SATURDAY—We shall look arouud the
store aud see what we can do for
next week.

mil

Wednesday evening, the great tenor, Mr.
Whitney Mockridge, will appearatCity Hall
and he will be supported by the Eichberg
Ladies’ Quartette. Those who have not yet
secured tickets should apply at Stock bridge’s

1,000
1.000
3,000

Portland & Rochester.
CORPORATION ROADS OWNED—
Augusta Water Company 6s, 1917,.
Indianapolis Water Works 6s, 1911.
Iowa Loan & Trust Company Os. 1889-1895.
Northern Banking Company, 6s Debenture, 1894
Norway Water Company. 6s, 1906
Presque Isle Water Company. 6s, 1st Mort. 1907
Richmond Water Company 6s, 1st Mort.. 1906..,
Railroad Equipment Company 6s, 1891-1894

We Want More Shelf Room!

Dollar.

d&wlynrm

1.000

Duluth, Minn,, 58,1907.

Total Rnilruad lloii.ls

Sarsaparilia

iOO Doses One
janl_

Queen
steam; piped all through from cellar to attic tor
gas. Splendid mountain view; between four <4)
and five (B) acres of land. Will tie sold at a barWould exchange for city
gain. Term* easy.
property. Cali on or address HON, GEORGE A.
WILSON, South Paris, Me1, or N. S,_GARDNER,
Ml

RAILROAD STOCK OWNED—

sufferer

Sold;by all druggists. $1; six for 85. Prepared only
byC. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

6,000

3,000
1,000
3,000

1891...

51,417,769.77

from dyspepsia, and has found great relief by
taking this excellent medicine.” A. Nelson, 88
Walnut street, Portland, Maine.

Hood’s

ol

1,600

93.300

•f.UniBe,

..

4
inter-

cent,

811,340

of Belfast Os, R.R., 1898.
Town of Norridgewock 6s, R. R., 1892-1900.

87,573.20

miums.

Pl’HLIC FUNDS OWNED—
United States Bonds, 4'.js, coup. 1891. 810,500

City

391,276.06

over cost.

Get
H. N. FAIRBANKS,
Hood’s
21 IVlain

Mv wife has been

K. of the Ilnest residences Id the

County
In the enterprising and
ON Oxford, situated
village of South Paris. Maine; about
tree minutes walk from Grand Trunk Railroad
Srowing
Ann style of house.
Heated with
Station;

Heavy All Wool Tricots

$266,550.58

Interest due and
accrued. $1,025,110.14
10,970.43
Rents accrued.
Market value of
bonds
and
stocks
Net deferred pre-

$251,417.14
9,261.61

ESTIMATED
AMD
CHARGED OM BOOKS.
MARKET VALUE.

PAR

WILLIAM O. ABBOT, Secretary.

makes (lie Weak Strong?

inarbdgt

Male.

lOO PIECES

-..5,871.83

400,861.00

788’2C2’27
16,377.45
$66,128,568.55

JACOB I.. 6KEI

“I gladly attest the peculiar building-up power
of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. For some time I have
been unable to attend to business, but finally at
the request of a friend I used a part of a bottle of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which gave tone and strength
to my system and made me feel young as when a
boy.” G. T. Woods, 04 and CO Lodge Street,
Cincinnati.
“We value Hood’s Sarsaparilla very highly in

--•••“*

9,790,114.05

_

JOHN HI. TAVI.OR, Vice-President.

Says: “In one store the clerk tried to induce me
buy their own Instead of Hftod’s Sarsaparilla.
He told me their's would last longer; that I might
take it on ten days’ trial; that if I did not like it I
need not pay anything, etc. But he could not
prevail on me to change. I told him I knew what
Hood’s Sarsaparilla was.
I had taken it, was
perfectly satisfied with it, and did not want any
other.”

For

Manager.

LIABILITIES.

_

_

force.

Cost of Real Estate owned by -the
Comp’y ..•••
Cost of United States and other
Bonds....
Cost of Bank aud Railroad Stocks
Cash in Hanks.
Balance due from Agents..

Ratio of expenses of management
0.23 percent.
to receipts In 1887.
Policies in force Dec. 31, 1887,
63,483, insuring.$150,992,498.00

to

General

..

Portland, Me.. March 3rd. 1HHH.

—

Surplus by Company's Standard,
Surplus by Conn. Standard, 4
per cent.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

BANK,

JOSEPH ICIDEON, President.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Treasurer.

SCHEDULE OF ASSETS.
Loans upon Real Estate, first lien.. $32,844,064.04
393,933.00
Loans upon Stocks and Bonds
Premium Notes on Policies in

resume

her route between Portland, Machiasport.
tud Intermediate lauding* the coming week. leavPortland
on her first trip Tl’EH 1)AY EVEng
NING, March oth. at tl o'clock,
<
to
the steamer will not make landIce.
iwmng
ngs at either Deer Isle. Sedgwick or Millbrldge.
mil freight will not be received at prexeiit for
either of tlie*e point*.
Prompt notice will be given as noon a* the boat
I* able to touch at the three places mentioned. It
1.* hoped and expected that the Ice will break tip
within two week* from this time, so that all of the
landings on the route can be made.
PAYHON TUCKER,
O

SPECIAL BARGAIN.

1888.

GORHAM, FEBRUARY 27,

Balance Net Assets, Dec. 31,

est.$60,362,663.00

“Be sure to get Hood’s Sarsaparilla, my child.
See that they do not give you anything else. You
remember it is the medicine which did mamma so
much good a year ago—so reliable, beneficial,
pleasant to take—my favorite spring medicine.”
Tills advice should be heeded by everybody. If
you make up your mind to buy Hood’s Sarsa
barilla, do not allow polite persuasion or argument
to Induce you to take anything else. Insist upon
having Hood’s Sarsaparilla, whicols peculiar to
Itself.
A Boston lady, who has been taking, with benefit-

SAVINGS

GORHAM

CJTEAMEK CITY OK RICHMOND will

TO

STATEMENT OF THE STANDING AND CONDITION OF THE

Expenses.

MT.

_

_1___ “«

B)bS

xIneb

per

to

better

a

WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.

576,310.00

Additional reserve
by
Company’s
Standard, 3 per
cent, on Policies
issued since April
1,1882.
All other liabilities

Be Sure

thej

We have hired all

customers.

opportunity.

movement.

cross

account of

on

DESERT ic
MACHIAS STEAMBOAT CO.

PORTLAND

$0U530,662.12
DISBURSED IN 1887.
For claims by death
and matured en
dowments......... $3,600,730.09
Surplus returned to

net, assuming

cross literature and the efforts of the W. C.
T. U. to have it largely circulated aud asked
for the prayers of the congregation in behalf

doors

Come forenoons and you will have

standing Policies,

After prayer by Rev. Mr. Whitaker, pastor of the church, Mrs. Stevens introduced
Miss Willard, who spoke for more than an
hour. The speaker referred to the white
cross pledge aud the great good which it has
done many who have signed it; the white

our

were

we

experienced salesmen who have applied,
and have telegraphed to salesmen from out of
the city to come at once and help us.

re-insure all out-

held.

was

lock

last week

during

the

Net Assets, January 1,1887,
$34,071,189.82
Received in 1887,
For Premiums $4,422,466.07
For Interest
aud Rents... 2,960,170.10
Front and Loss
80,727.13 7,485,302.30

dered Policies....

63 years 7 months.
In Oilfield, Feb. 20, Mrs. Freeland Wing, aged
20 years.
At Pigeon Hill, (Oxtord Co) Feb. 26, Cora, wife
of Chas. H. Thurlow, aged 27 years.
In Jefferson, Feb. 23, Mrs. Ansel Besse. aged
91 years.

to

great crowds of

Insurance Co.,

policy-holders....
Lapsed and Surren-

this city, March 4, Charles A. Coffin, aged 31
years 6 months.
[Funeral service Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock
at No. 1124 Congress street.
Iu tins city, at Maine General Hospital, March
4, Lillian McMaster, of Liverpool, Eng., aged 20
yeare.
[Funeral from No. 6 Deering street at 2 p. in.
today.
lu tills olty. Marcli 6, Annie May, daughter of
Thomas U. aud lsabell McArthur, aged 3 years 3
mouths.
[Funeral service this Monday afternoon at 2.30
o’clock at No. 190 Washington street.
In Falmouth, Marcli 3, Ellen, wife of Michael
Murray, aged 67 years.
[Funeral from the Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception at 2 o’clock tills afternoon.
In Brownfield, March 1, Mary Staples., wife of
Cbas. 11. Bean, aged 37 year9.
In Wiscasset, Feb. 21, Mrs. Cllmeua Lyon, aged

times

Several

MARRIACES.

Iu

md all Son them points.
Ageut principle Kuro] rt* an steamship lines: staterooms and berths reerred in advance. For further particulars call or
inflow TKKBT offiik, to
kddresn
mh.Vo<l2w
K xrhitnge Wlrrrl

I

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

DEATHS.

_,

•7lar«h tilh nail JOth
7tl> (»■«! 41
Jttth, I llh land 4blh.
Id
and I 7th, llh and iHih, !hh nnd
April
I'ld. I llh and 45th.
flat
nnd
Tiny
15th. 4d and I Itch. 9lh and
13d. 7th nnd4lal.
KiMni«a(r«< nlifsruin Kxcuratnn, .flureh
ilh nnd I4«h■
('••k’ainlifornlH Cxrurtixn, 'larch I llh
md April I I th.
Agent for rail and Hteaudioat lines to Florida

1

---

Index Soap is C P.

Ia Waterford. Feb. 18. Cbas. E. Packard and
Ida M. Parker.
In East Peru, Feb. 11, Mellen Deslion of East
Peru amt Mabel Kidder of Canton.
In Wiscasset, Feb. 4. Gilbert K. Lowell and
Charlotte A. Curtis.
In Madison, Feb. 26, Teuney W. Luce and Miss
Hosa T. Gilbert.
lu Camdtn. Feb. 20, Everett 8. Hills and Miss
Jcnuie A. Calderwooa, both of Llucoluvllle.
In Turner, March 2, Edgar E. Adkins and Mies
Ida M. Tlrrell.
In Keazer Fails, Feb. 26, Charles T. Fox aud
Miss Alice A. Garner.

all

ami

urslons:

_

13

1-21-7

EiiarvionN
Point* W***l.

We are now enabled to announce the following
ate* for our personally conducted California it*

___

interested in the facts of
life insurance, and so the forty-second annual
statement of the affairs of the Connecticut
Mutual Company will attract deserved attention. This company has kept aloof from the
seductive and speculative methods which
have beguiled others and stuck to straight
and safe insurance. Such figures as these
talk strongly: Net assets, 855,128,568; receipt in 1887, 87,465,362; disbursements to
policy holders In 1887, $5,414,301; surplus, 85,486,430; and ratio of expenses to receipt, 9.23
Most

ulilornia

WOO MAN, TRUE & CO. ;

I

STATEMENT

1

Heart.
In Ha. of Brain.

NEW 4DVERTIKK.HE.VTN.

ADVEKTIUKMKNTA._

NEW

.VltVEKTINEMKNTM.

loons.

spring.
Mr. John H. Robeiro of the sloop M. C.
Merriman, was struck by a falling timber
yesterday and had his wrist fractured and a
deep gash cut in his head.
Besides the Govino’s cargo there was exported last week 19,796 feet of boards, 12,710
staves, 10,000 shingles, 12,430 sliooks, 6190

,-WARDS-——
1 2 3 4 r> 6 7 Total,

Diseases,

Nearly all the seats were taken at City
Tall, Saturday evening, by an audience that

_

Amos M. Jewett of Cape Elizabeth, has contracted to build a three-masted
launched this
to be
1000 ton schooner,

The whole number of deaths in the city foi
List week was 13, from the following
causes:

Hall.

ipenk

Captain

Saturday—In the case ol Boston & Maine
Steamboat Company vs. Steamer City of Richmond testimony is all in and the case adjourned
until next week when the agreements will be
made.
On August 22,1887, the Richmond In running
into MtUDridge harbor at low water on a very low
tide struck against a rock on her port side. She
was not stopped but listed over somewhat. She
began to make water, and by order of tlie captalu
she was run up on the flats composed of very soft
mud, aud her tires drawn. Her tender, the Lily,
came to her assistance, and soon after tile tug
Mary J. Finn, which was then in the harbor engaged, hi the dredging work of Messis. Moore &
Wright. About 9 o’ciock|tlie steamer Forest City,
then run by the libelants under a charter, came
into tlie harbor on tier regular trip and in iter
the
course to tlie wharf came close by where
Richmond lay. In answer to Capt. Heeling’s hail
Capt. Dennison of tlie Richmond requested him to
come alougside and take the passengers and
treiglit which iiad then been nearly ail transferred
lie water
to the Lily. The libellants allege that
had risen intlie Riclimond|nutiI it had put ;out the
tires, that slie lay in a very dangerous posnion,
that she was liable to be broken up by storm,|tliat
made fast
to
her
and
tlie Forest City
her, as the tide rose, upon tlie
dragged
flats und placed her at a wharf In a position
of safety. Tlie owners of tlie Richmond claim
that, before tlie Forest City arrived, her pumps
were holding tlie water so that It
did not come
within a foot of her furnaces, Dor gain any and
that they did.hold it so that she floated as soon as
she was where there was water enougli to float
until about halt ebb tide when tlie water liad fallen so far that she took bottom again; that the
place where she lay was safe, that before the Forest City came she had lifted from her bed and had
been towed by tlie Finn twice her length toward
tue wharf, that the Filin was amply capable of
towiug her in as tlie tide rose, that the flats inclined toward tlie sea and as the tide rose the
Finn towed her until "she ran her nose into the
mud,” then waited till tlie tide rose and then repeated the operation; that all the Forest City did
was to help get her In some quicker, and that she
was at the wharf some two
hours before high
water, that the assistance of the Forest City, lasttwo
was
not
salvage service, but
hours,
ing only
mere assistance In getting the Richmond to a
where
she
could
be
place
repaired enough to go to
Portland and taking her passengers and freight,
tlie bill for which, including $30 for coal used, and
$30 for fenders broken while lowing the Richmond, amounting to $167.35, had been presented
by Capt. Deerlug, paid to him aud accepted by
litm befote any claim was made for salvage. The
repairs aud expenses all told amounted to about

$2,400.

favor

the
forwarding to this cilice,- as soou as
the
rethis
counted
is
evening,
vote
official
turns from their respective wards.

_j

BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

..

a

NEW

The Death Rate.

A TEMPERANCE RALLY.

Word Clerks Attention.

;eipt of money, postage free.

UVYER GREENE & CO.,
feblO

PORTLAND, ME.

i

DEALERS

IN

—

SOUTHERN TINE LIMBER.
full assortment of sizes and lengths of timber
plank In stock at our yard ou Brown's Wharf.
Ipeclal attention given to sawing orders at southA
md

j

>rn

duly
notify
to meet at their respective Ward Rooms on
the first Monday of Marcli, next, being the fifth
day of said month, at ten o'clock In the forenoou,
then and there to give hi their votes for Major,
a Warone Alderman, three Common OouncUmeu,
that
den, C'erk and two City Constables, (except resieach Island Ward may elect one CoMtxbie)
and
Three
Oue,
Word.
In
Also
dents of the ward.
Five, for a member of the Superintending School
ward.
the
of
resident
Committee,
renialn
The polls on such day of election to
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when
wain

City

open

to said electors that the Alder'false give notice
Mill ht* in
session at Him Al-

_i-if

mills.

SPRING OPENING!
Instead of our usual opening card (which we
have thought best to omit this season) we take
this means of Informing our customers and the
public that

Our Spring Styles!
have arrived and will be ready tor Inspection

THURSDAY MORNING, MUR. 1.
We have the most extensive Hue of fine Imported Woolens that we have ever shown and we feel
confident of being able to please the most lastldlous In this direction. We also have a large assortment uf

POMTIAJID,

JIB.

EXCURSIONS TO CALIFORNIA.
EVERY WEEK JIA ALL IMS.
For tlekets and Information, apply to the Ticket
kgeut, Boston & Maine U. K., Commercial street
Itatlou. Lowest rates to all points West and
decUOdtf
louth.

Overcoatings
Trouserings,

Suitings,
and

from the best American manufacturers, which we
will make up at prices that cannot fail to meet tm*
*oine
approval of the most economical buyers.
and our
our 9*43
®r*!**4**i1
ru
are beauties ami we confidently expect a big
on these goods.
Kespeclfully yours,

CORNISH BROTHERS,

Office 322 Commercial St.,
o20eodtf

odm

v

dermen's Kooin, 4u City Building, trom nine till
twelve o'clock in the forenoon, and trom two to
Ore o’clock in the afternoon, on each of the four
secular days next preceding such day of election,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose names have not been entered on the list of qualified voters. In and for the
several Wards, and for correcting said lists.
GEO. C. BUBO BBS, City Clerk.
feb21dtd
February 20th. 1888.

eodtf

HAINES,RICH ARDSON&CO.
—

Mayor
Aldermen of the City of Portland. I hereby
PURSUANT
the
and
qualified electors of said

84> ”<4dle
feb2b

NOTICE.
The

Loveltt

* Co., was dissolved
firm of John
2. 1888, by muiusl consent
veitt
GEO. F. LOVEITT.

Geo F Loveltt will continue the business under
the firm name of John Loveltt 4k Co., and Is authorized to settle all debts to and by the company.

Portland, Jan. 2,1888.

marSdlm

